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Zusammenfassung / Summary
(Deutsch / English)

Die Struktur und Funktion von biologischen Organismen wird durch natürliche Selektion
bestimmt. Das bedeutet, dass sich abhängig von den Gegebenheiten der physikalischen
Umwelt und der Konkurrenz mit anderen Organismen die Individuen durchsetzen, deren
Gene zu den besten Überlebens- und Fortpflanzungschancen führen. Um diese Chancen
zu maximieren, müssen die Funktionen, die dem Überleben und dem Fortpflanzungserfolg
eines Organismus dienen, optimiert werden. Dabei wird die Struktur eines Organs durch
dessen Funktion bestimmt, genauso wie die Funktion eines Organs durch dessen Struktur
bestimmt wird. Aufgrund dieses untrennbaren Zusammenhangs zwischen der Struktur und
Funktion eines Organs kann die Funktionsweise von Organen durch das Studium ihrer Mor-
phologie verstanden werden. Allerdings ist es trotz der detailreichen Kenntnis der Struktur
des Nervensystems auf mikro- und makroskopischer Ebene weiterhin ein Rätsel, wie das
Gehirn Informationen verarbeitet, um Bewusstsein und ein kohärentes Abbild der Umwelt
zu erzeugen. Die Anzahl der Verbindungen und damit die Komplexität neuronaler Netz-
werke ist einfach zu groß, um diese Netzwerke geistig erfassen zu können. Auch wenn es
Anstrengungen gibt, komplette Nervensysteme mit jeder einzelnen Verbindung zu kartieren
und zu simulieren, ist es fraglich, ob dies allein ausreicht, um ein tiefergehendes Verständnis
der Funktionsweise des Gehirns zu erlangen.

Ein alternativer Forschungsansatz ist das Studium einfacherer Prinzipien, die den Aufbau
der hochkomplexen neuronalen Strukturen bestimmen. Bereits Anfang des 20. Jahrhun-
derts wurde vom spanischen Neurowissenschaftler Santiago Ramón y Cajal postuliert, dass
Nervensysteme nach drei Prinzipien aufgebaut sind: Die Minimierung der Signallaufzeit
zwischen Nervenzellen, die Minimierung des Materialverbrauchs der zellulären Strukturen
und die Minimierung der Raumgröße, die durch die Zellen eingenommen wird. Während
die Minimierung der Signallaufzeit eine schnellere Signalverarbeitung ermöglicht, wird
der Energiebedarf des Organismus durch die Minimierung von Materialverbrauch und der
eingenommenen Raumgröße reduziert. In der Tat konnten schon viele Zusammenhänge
zwischen der Morphologie neuronaler Strukturen und diesen Prinzipien gefunden werden.
Beispielsweise konnte man durch die Einhaltung dieser Regeln Neuronen in silico wachsen
lassen, die realen Neuronen zum Verwechseln ähnlich sehen. Allerdings beschränken sich
die sichtbaren Effekte dieser Regeln nicht nur auf die Morphologie einzelner Neuronen. Die
Länge der Verbindungen wird auch durch eine Anordnung von Neuronen in Modulen (wie
z.B. kortikalen Arealen und Kolumnen) minimiert. Sogar durch die Ausbildung neuronaler
Karten, mit denen strukturierte Aktivitätsmuster der Neuronen entlang der Kortexoberfläche
bezeichnet werden, wird die Länge der Verbindungen zwischen den Neuronen minimiert.

Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation wurde eine algorithmische Methode etabliert, die es ermöglicht
Vorhersagen der relativen Position von Neuronen anhand ihrer Verbindungen zu treffen.
Diese neuronale Platzierungsmethode beruht darauf, dass Neuronen mit ähnlichen Ver-
bindungspartnern näher zueinander platziert werden als Neuronen, die weniger ähnliche
Verbindungspartner besitzen. Entsprechend der auf diese Weise vorhergesagten neuronalen
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Positionen ist die Länge der Verbindungen zwischen Neuronen kürzer, wenn diese stärker
verbunden sind. Insgesamt werden dadurch der Materialverbrauch und die Signallaufzeit
zwischen Neuronen mit den vorhergesagten Positionen im Vergleich zu einer zufälligen
Positionierung deutlich reduziert.

Neben der Etablierung dieser Methode, welche die Untersuchung eines Zusammenhangs
zwischen neuronaler Konnektivität und Position ermöglicht, wurde im weiteren Verlauf
der Dissertation diese Methode benutzt, um Modelle zu erstellen, die es ermöglichen die
Entstehung neuronaler Karten und kortikaler Faltungen zu untersuchen. Mit Hilfe dieser
Modelle konnten neue Hypothesen für bisher offene Fragestellungen der Neurowissenschaft
aufgestellt werden.

Zunächst wurde der Zusammenhang von Konnektivität und Struktur der neuronalen Kar-
ten im visuellen Kortex untersucht. Anhand der Aktivitätspräferenz von Neuronen als
Antwort auf orientierte Lichtreize (Orientierungspräferenz) können charakteristische ”Pin-
wheel“-Strukturen im visuellen Kortex von Säugetieren beobachtet werden. Visualisiert man
die Orientierungspräferenzen farblich, sodass jeder Orientierungspräferenz die Farbe des
Farbkreises mit dem entsprechenden Winkel zugewiesen wird, erscheinen wirbelartige Struk-
turen, um deren Zentrum sich die Farben im oder gegen den Uhrzeigersinn entsprechend der
Ordnung des Farbkreises drehen. Aufgrund der Ähnlichkeit dieser Strukturen mit bunten
Windrädern werden diese als Pinwheels bezeichnet. Diese Pinwheels wiederholen sich über
die gesamte Oberfläche des primären visuellen Kortex. Dabei ist eine Verbindung zwischen
zwei Neuronen umso wahrscheinlicher je ähnlicher die Orientierungspräferenz dieser beiden
Neuronen ist. In der Tat konnten, nachdem eine solche Konnektivität in silico modelliert wur-
de, einzelne Pinwheels mit Hilfe der neuronalen Platzierungsmethode vorhergesagt werden.
Wurde hingegen eine Konnektivität verwendet, in der die Verbindungen zwischen Neuro-
nen deutlich unabhängiger von der Orientierungpräferenz sind, wurde eine vermeintlich
zufällige Positionierung der Neuronen basierend auf ihrer Orientierungspräferenz vorherge-
sagt. Diese Anordnung ist typisch für Nager und wird auch als ”Salt-and-Pepper“ bezeichnet.
Ein Zusammenhang zwischen Konnektivität und Struktur der Karte im visuellen Kortex wur-
de bereits in einer früheren Studie gefunden und daraus geschlussfolgert, dass die Struktur
der Karte im visuellen Kortex von Nagern mit einer zufälligen Konnektivität in Zusam-
menhang stehen könnte. Neuere Studien haben allerdings gezeigt, dass auch bei Nagern
die Wahrscheinlichkeit einer Verbindung zwischen Neuronen von der Ähnlichkeit ihrer
Orientierungspräferenzen abhängt.

Neben der Abhängigkeit der Kartenstruktur von der Verbindungsselektivität konnte in
dieser Arbeit gezeigt werden, dass auch eine Abhängigkeit zwischen der Kartenstruktur
und der Anzahl der Neuronen besteht. Wird die Anzahl der Neuronen erhöht, kommt es
zu einem Phasenübergang von einer vermeintlich zufälligen Anordnung der Neuronen
(Salt-and-Pepper) hin zu einer strukturierten Anordnung (Pinwheel). Entsprechend könnte
der Unterschied zwischen Nagern und anderen Säugetieren allein durch einen Unterschied
in der Neuronenanzahl begründet sein. Diese Hypothese wurde durch eine detaillierte Re-
cherche der Anzahl der Neuronen und der Struktur der Karten im visuellen Kortex von
diversen Säugetieren unterstützt. Es wurde außerdem gezeigt, dass der Zusammenhang
zwischen Struktur und Anzahl der Neuronen im Modell nicht nur auf die neuronale Karte
der Orientierungspräferenz im visuellen Kortex beschränkt ist, sondern allgemeingültig für
alle neuronalen Karten zu sein scheint.

Eine Verbesserung des Modells ermöglichte nicht nur die Vorhersage einzelner Pinwheels,
sondern auch detailliertere neuronale Karten, die in vielen Eigenschaften den Karten im
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visuellen Kortex von Säugetieren entsprechen. Dementsprechend wurde im Modell neben
der Anordnung mehrerer Pinwheels mit wechselndem Drehsinn auch eine retinotopische
Anordnung und die Anordnung in sogenannten ”Ocular Dominance Columns“ vorhergesagt.
Dafür wurde eine Konnektivität modelliert, in der die Neuronen nicht nur abhängig von der
Orientierungspräferenz verbunden sind, sondern auch abhängig von ihrer retinotopischen
und okulären Aktivitätspräferenz. Ocular Dominance Columns sind streifenartige Muster, die
auf der Oberfläche des visuellen Kortex sichtbar sind, wenn man die Aktivitätspräferenz der
Neuronen für jeweils ein Auge visualisiert. Auch in diesem detaillierteren Modell konnte eine
Phasentransformation zwischen strukturierten und unstrukturierten Karten abhängig von
der Anzahl der Neuronen gefunden werden. Da nunmehr die vorhergesagten Karten nicht
nur aus einzelnen Pinwheels bestanden, war es außerdem möglich vergleichende Statistiken
der in silico modellierten neuronalen Karten mit den in vivo durch bildgebende Verfahren
sichtbar gemachten Karten durchzuführen. Eine universelle Eigenschaft strukturierter Karten
basierend auf der Orientierungspräferenz im visuellen Kortex ist, dass die relative Pinwheel-
Dichte in verschiedenen Säugetier-Spezies eine Konstante ist, die ungefähr der Kreiszahl π
entspricht. Diese Eigenschaft deutet auf universelle Prinzipien in der Entstehung dieser Karte
hin. Im Modell wurde diese relative Pinwheel-Dichte für eine steigende Anzahl von Neuronen
asymptotisch angenähert. Dabei stellte sich außerdem heraus, dass die Anzahl der Neuronen
pro Pinwheel konstant ist. Dies wäre eine einfache Erklärung, weshalb die relative Pinwheel-
Dichte in Säugetieren konstant ist. Die Unterschiede in der absoluten Dichte der Pinwheels
könnte dann einfach durch Unterschiede in der Dichte der Neuronen bedingt sein. Die Daten
für die Anzahl der Neuronen und Pinwheels einer Reihe von Säugetieren zeigen tatsächlich
einen linearen Zusammenhang mit ca. 30.000 Neuronen pro Pinwheel und unterstützen damit
diese Hypothese. Ein Pinwheel könnte gerade diese Anzahl von Neuronen besitzen, weil das
theoretische Limit für die Anzahl der Neuronen, die untereinander vollständig verbunden
sind, ebenfalls in derselben Größenordnung von ca. 104 liegt. Deshalb könnte die Größe von
Hyperkolumnen wie Pinwheels allgemein durch dieses Limit definiert sein.

Nach dem Studium der neuronalen Karten im visuellen Kortex wurde ein weiteres Mo-
dell auf Basis der neuronalen Platzierungsmethode erstellt, um die Entstehung der charak-
teristischen Faltungen in Säugergehirnen zu untersuchen. Im Vergleich zu den Strukturen
neuronaler Karten im visuellen Kortex erstrecken sich kortikale Faltungen über einen deutlich
größeren Raum. Entsprechend wurde eine detaillierte Konnektivität gegeben durch die Akti-
vitätspräferenzen der einzelnen Neuronen vernachlässigt und stattdessen eine Konnektivität
modelliert, welche die Verbindung zwischen Neuronen verschiedener kortikaler Kolumnen
auf einer größeren räumlichen Skala abbildet. Diese Konnektivität definiert sich über die im
Mittel deutlich stärker lokal als global verbundenen Neuronen. Allein mit dieser simplen
Eigenschaft der Konnektivität konnten zweidimensionale Faltungsmuster mittels der neu-
ronalen Platzierungsmethode vorhergesagt werden. Mit diesem kortikalen Faltungsmodell
konnten viele Eigenschaften der Faltungsmuster in Säugetieren abhängig von Parametern,
die die Größe und Dicke des Kortex sowie die Stärke und Form der lokalen und globalen
Konnektivität definieren, erklärt werden.

Mit steigender Größe des Kortex kommt es bei Säugetieren zu mehr und mehr Faltun-
gen. Analog dazu kommt es im Modell zu einer immer stärkeren Faltung abhängig von der
Anzahl der kortikalen Kolumnen, die letztlich proportional zur Größe des Kortex ist. Im
Gegensatz dazu führt eine Erhöhung der Anzahl der Neuronen pro Kolumne, die mit der
Dicke des Kortex zusammenhängt, zu weniger Faltungen im Modell. Entsprechend zeigt
sich eine qualitativ ähnliche Abhängigkeit des Faltungsgrads von der kortikalen Dicke in
Säugetieren.
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Darüber hinaus konnte im Modell gezeigt werden, dass das Verhältnis zwischen der Anzahl
der Kolumnen und der Anzahl der Neuronen pro Kolumne scheinbar grundsätzlich festlegt,
ob Neuronen in Nuklei oder in einer kortikalen Struktur organisiert sind. Erst wenn die
Anzahl der Kolumnen deutlich größer als die Anzahl der Neuronen pro Kolumne ist, kommt
es im Modell zu einer glatten kortex-ähnlichen Struktur. Mehr und mehr Faltungen entstehen,
wenn die Anzahl der Kolumnen bei gleichbleibender Anzahl der Neuronen pro Kolumne
weiter erhöht wird. Wird dagegen das Verhältnis zwischen der Anzahl der Kolumnen und
der Anzahl der Neuronen pro Kolumne mehr und mehr zugunsten der Anzahl der Neuronen
pro Kolumne verschoben, kommt es zu einer Struktur, die mehr einer Ansammlung einzelner
Hirnkerne ähnelt. Dementsprechend könnte die Entstehung der kortikalen Struktur damit
zusammenhängen, dass die kortikalen Kolumnen aus der Multiplikation eines kanonischen
Berechnungsmoduls hervorgehen, das aus einer relativ konstanten Anzahl von Neuronen
besteht.

Auch wenn die Entstehung der Faltungen grundsätzlich mit der Multiplikation von Ko-
lumnen gleicher Größe in Kortizes wachsender Größe zusammenzuhängen scheint, könnten
Variationen des grundsätzlichen Musters der lokal starken und global schwachen Konnekti-
vität zu Änderungen des Faltungsmusters führen. Solche Änderungen des Faltungsmusters
werden tatsächlich im Modell vorhergesagt und könnten erklären, warum die Menge der
Faltungen in verschiedenen Säugerordnungen auf unterschiedliche Weise mit der Größe
des Kortex skaliert. Eine lokal unterschiedliche Konnektivität im Modell führt zu lokalen
Unterschieden in der Art der Faltung und somit zu charakteristischen Faltungsmustern.
Dementsprechend könnten Unterschiede in der Konnektivität erklären, warum es zu ste-
reotypen Faltungen in einzelnen Säugetierarten kommt. Diese Hypothese wird dadurch
unterstützt, dass Änderungen in der Konnektivität, die in Verbindung mit pathologischen
Faltungsmustern stehen, qualitativ ähnliche Veränderungen im Modell erzeugen.

Da das Muster der Faltungen im Modell nicht nur global, sondern auch lokal durch die
verschiedenen Parameter beeinflusst werden kann, stellt sich die Frage welche Eigenschaften
der Konnektivität lokal zu einer Faltung führen. Es gibt viele Beispiele in Säugetieren, in
denen ein Gyrus, also eine einzelne Ausstülpung des gefalteten Kortex, mit einer spezifi-
schen Funktion des Kortex zusammenfällt; z.B. mit der Repräsentation eines Körperteils. Da
Neuronen mit ähnlicher Stimulusselektivität eine höhere Wahrscheinlichkeit besitzen ver-
bunden zu sein, spricht diese Beobachtung dafür, dass ein Gyrus durch eine lokal verstärkte
Konnektivität der Neuronen entsteht. In der Tat können einzelne Faltungen im Modell pro-
voziert werden, wenn die Konnektivität der Modellneuronen lokal verstärkt wird. Kortikale
Faltungen könnten also nichts anderes als ein Kompromiss zwischen der Anordnung von
Neuronen in einer kortikalen Schicht und der Anordnung in einzelnen Nuklei sein. Entspre-
chend wurde bereits vermutet, dass die Zugkräfte durch lokale Verbindungen, die zwischen
den Wänden von Gyri verlaufen, für die Entstehung der kortikalen Faltungen verantwortlich
sein könnten. Diese sogenannte ”axonal tension“-Hypothese wurde allerdings in Frage gestellt,
da keine nennenswerten Zugkräfte zwischen den Wänden einzelner Gyri bestehen, wohl aber
innerhalb der intergyralen weißen Materie und der grauen Materie. Da Faltungen im Modell
jedoch von der globalen und der lokalen Konnektivität abhängen, könnte entsprechend der
gemessenen Zugkräfte die axonal tension-Hypothese in modifizierter Form doch richtig sein.
Basierend auf den Ergebnissen im Modell wäre dann die Entstehung von Faltungen durch
ein Zusammenspiel der existierenden Zugkräfte denkbar. Folglich könnten die intergyralen
Zugkräfte der globalen Verbindungen dafür verantwortlich sein die gesamte kortikale Struk-
tur kompakt zu halten. Diese Kräfte allein würden den Kortex einfach ineinanderschieben
und so zu einer dickeren kortikalen Schicht führen. Lokale Zugkräfte in der grauen Materie
könnten dem entgegenwirken, da lokal stärker verbundene Neurone ansonsten räumlich
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auseinandergedrückt würden. Damit die Struktur sowohl lokal als auch global kompakt
gehalten wird, könnte es dann als Kompromiss zwischen diesen Zugkräften zu einer Faltung
des Kortex kommen.

Da verschiedene neuroanatomische Strukturen mit ein und derselben Platzierungsmethode in
silico modelliert werden konnten, könnte auch in vivo ein gemeinsamer Mechanismus zur Ent-
stehung dieser neuroanatomischen Strukturen führen. Die bereits beschriebenen Zugkräfte
entlang neuronaler Fortsätze wären ein möglicher Mechanismus. Genauso wie im Modell
könnten die Neuronen dann anhand ihrer Verbindungsähnlichkeit angeordnet werden, wenn
die Position durch die Summe der konkurrierenden Zugkräfte zwischen den Neuronen
bestimmt ist. Ein solcher Mechanismus kann jedoch nicht die alleinige Ursache dafür sein,
wie Neuronen ihre Position im Gehirn finden. Signalmolekülgradienten und durch Stamm-
zellen in der subventrikulären Zone festgelegte ontogenetische Kolumnen sind gemeinhin
für ihre Mitwirkung bei der Enstehung einer geordneten Struktur im Kortex anerkannt.
Während kortikale Faltungen durch neuronale Zugkräfte entstehen könnten ohne die durch
Signalmolekülgradienten und ontogenetische Kolumnen festgelegte Nachbarschaftsbezie-
hungen der Kolumnen zu verändern, ist es nicht möglich diese Nachbarschaftsbeziehungen
zu konservieren, wenn die Position der Neuronen durch Zugkräfte wieder deutlich verändert
wird, um eine neuronale Karte zu formen. Daher erscheint die Entstehung neuronaler Karten
durch die Abstimmung der Aktivitätspräferenz der Neuronen mit bereits fixer Position
wahrscheinlicher. Allerdings kann nicht ausgeschlossen werden, dass eine Selbstorganisation
basierend auf konkurrierenden Zugkräften eine Rolle spielen könnte. Zumindest in einem
lokal eingeschränkten Bereich könnten Zugkräfte die Entstehung der neuronalen Karte un-
terstützen und kleinere Merkmale der Karten wie z.B. Pinwheels formen. Ob konkurrierende
Zugkräfte zwischen Neuronen tatsächlich ein Mechanismus zur Selbstorganisation neuro-
naler Strukturen sind, ist eine interessante Fragestellung, die durch empirische Studien in
Zukunft beantwortet werden könnte.
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The structure and function of biological organisms is determined by natural selection. This
means that, depending on the circumstances of the physical environment and competition
with other organisms, the individuals whose genes lead to the best chances of survival and
reproduction prevail. In order to maximize these opportunities, the functions that serve
the survival and reproductive success of an organism must be optimized. The structure of
an organ is determined by its function, just as the function of an organ is determined by
its structure. Due to this inseparable connection between the structure and function of an
organ, an organ’s function can be understood by studying its morphology. However, despite
detailed knowledge of the structure of the nervous system at the microscopic and macro-
scopic levels, it is still a mystery how the brain processes information to create consciousness
and a coherent representation of the environment. The number of connections and thus the
complexity of neural networks is simply too large to process mentally. Even though there
are efforts to map and simulate complete nervous systems with every single connection, it is
questionable whether this alone will suffice to gain a deeper understanding of the functioning
of the brain.

Another approach to better understand the brain is to study simpler principles that govern
the development of highly complex neural structures. Already at the beginning of the 20th
century, the Spanish neuroscientist Santiago Ramón y Cajal postulated that nervous systems
are based on three principles: the minimization of the signal transit time between nerve cells,
the minimization of the material consumption of cellular structures, and the minimization
of the space occupied by the cells. While minimizing the signal propagation time allows
for faster signal processing, the body’s energy requirements are minimized by minimizing
material consumption and the amount of space occupied. In fact, many correlations have
been found between the morphology of neural structures and these principles. By adhering
to these rules, for example, it was possible to grow neurons in silico that are visually indis-
tinguishable from real neurons. However, the visible effects of these rules are not limited
to the morphology of individual neurons. The relative placement of neurons in modules
(e.g. cortical areas and columns) also appears to be a consequence of these principles, as is
the formation of neural maps that describe structured two-dimensional patterns of neuronal
activity along the cortical surface in response to various stimuli of a specific sensory modality.

In fulfillment of this thesis an algorithmic method was established that predicts the rel-
ative positions of neurons based on their connections. This neuronal placement method is
based on placing neurons with similar connection partners closer together than neurons
that have less similar connection partners. The neuronal positions predicted in this manner
exhibit shorter distances between neurons which are more strongly connected. Overall, this
placement significantly reduces the material consumption and the signal transit time between
neurons compared to a random positioning.

In addition to establishing this method, allowing for the investigation of the relationship
between neuronal connectivity and position, the method was used in the further course of
the dissertation to create models that facilitate the study of the formation of neural maps
and cortical folds. Using these models, new hypotheses for hitherto unresolved questions in
neuroscience could be established.

First, the relationship between connectivity and structure of neural maps in the visual
cortex was investigated. Based on the activity preference of neurons in response to oriented
light stimuli (orientation preference), characteristic structures that resemble pinwheels can be
observed in the visual cortex of mammals. These structures emerge when orientation prefer-
ences are visualized in color such that each orientation preference is assigned the color of the
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color wheel with the corresponding angle. These pinwheel-like structures repeat across the
entire surface of the primary visual cortex. The connection probability between two neurons
is higher if their orientation preferences are similar. In fact, after such a connectivity was
modeled in silico, single pinwheels could be predicted using the neural placement method.
On the other hand, when a connectivity was used in which the connections between neurons
were less dependent on their orientation preferences, a seemingly random positioning of the
neurons was predicted. This arrangement is typical for rodents and is also referred to as ”salt-
and-pepper”. An association between connectivity and map structure in the visual cortex
has already been found in an earlier study and it was concluded that the structure of the map
in the visual cortex of rodents could be related to a random connectivity. However, recent
studies have shown that even in rodents, the likelihood of neuronal connection depends on
the similarity of the neurons’ orientation preferences.

In addition to the dependence of map structure on connection selectivity, it could be shown
in this dissertation that there is also a dependence between the map structure and the number
of neurons. If the number of neurons is increased, there is a phase transition from a seem-
ingly random arrangement (salt-and-pepper) to a structured arrangement of the neurons
(pinwheel). Accordingly, the difference between rodents and other mammals could be due
solely to a difference in the number of neurons. This hypothesis was supported by a detailed
literature search of the neuronal numbers and the map structures in the visual cortex of
mammals. It has also been shown that the relationship between the structure and the number
of neurons in the model is not limited to the orientation preference map in the visual cortex,
but appears to be universal for all neural maps.

An improvement of the model made it possible to not only predict individual pinwheels,
but also more detailed neural maps which correspond in many respects to the maps in the
visual cortex of mammals. Accordingly, the model predicted not only the arrangement of
several pinwheels with alternating directions of rotation, but also a retinotopic arrangement
and the arrangement in ocular dominance columns. For this improved model, a connectivity
was modeled in which the neurons are connected not only depending on orientation pref-
erence, but also depending on their retinotopic and ocular activity preference (retinotopy
and ocularity). Ocular dominance columns are stripe-like patterns that are visible on the
surface of the visual cortex when visualizing the activity preference of neurons for one eye.
In this more detailed model, a phase transition between structured and unstructured maps
depending on the number of neurons was also found. Since the predicted maps now did
not only consist of a single pinwheel, it was possible to carry out comparative statistics
of the neural maps modeled in silico and the maps of in vivo imaging data. A universal
property of structured maps based on the orientation preference in the visual cortex is that
the relative pinwheel density in different mammalian species is constant and approximates
π. This property suggests that a universal principle governs the creation of this map. In the
model, this relative pinwheel density was asymptotically approximated for an increasing
number of neurons. It has also been found that the number of neurons per pinwheel is
constant. A constant number of neurons per pinwheel would be a simple explanation for the
constant relative pinwheel density in mammals. The differences in the absolute density of
the pinwheels could then be due simply to differences in the neuronal density. The number
of neurons and pinwheels in data from mammals actually shows a linear relationship with
about 30,000 neurons per pinwheel and thus support this hypothesis. Since the theoretical
limit for the number of neurons that are fully connected to each other is also the same order
of magnitude, about 104, the size of hypercolumns such as pinwheels could in general be
defined by this limit.
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After studying neuronal maps in the visual cortex, another model based on the neuronal
placement method was created and used to study the development of characteristic folds
in mammalian brains. Compared to neuronal maps in the visual cortex, cortical folds ex-
tend over a much larger area. Accordingly, a detailed connectivity as given by the activity
preferences of individual neurons in the visual cortex was neglected and a more general
connectivity mapping the connection between neurons of different cortical columns on a
larger spatial scale was modeled instead. This connectivity is defined by the fact that on
average neurons make more local than global connections. Modeling this simple property
of neuronal connectivity was indeed sufficient to predict two-dimensional folding patterns
using the neural placement method. Based on this cortical folding model, many features of
mammalian folding patterns could be explained depending on parameters defining the size
and thickness of the cortex as well as the strength and shape of local and global connectivity
in the cortex.

As the size of the cortex increases, more and more folds occur in mammals. Similarly,
in the model, there is an ever-increasing degree of folding depending on the number of corti-
cal columns, which is ultimately proportional to the size of the cortex. In contrast, increasing
the number of neurons per column, which is related to the thickness of the cortex, leads to
fewer folds in the model. Correspondingly, a qualitatively similar dependence of the degree
of folding on the cortical thickness was shown in mammals.

In addition, the model showed that the ratio between the number of columns and the number
of neurons per column seems to determine, in principle, whether neurons are organized in
nuclei or in a cortical structure. Only when the number of columns is significantly larger
than the number of neurons per column does the model generate a cortex-like structure that
is more folded depending on the number of columns there are in relation to the number of
neurons per column. If this ratio is shifted more and more in favor of the number of neurons
per column, a structure emerges that is more similar to a collection of individual brain nuclei.
Thus, the cortical structure may develop because it consists more or less of similar copies of a
canonical computation module that contains a relatively constant number of neurons.

Although the formation of folds generally seems to be related to the multiplication of equally
sized columns in cortices of growing size, variations in the basic pattern of a strong local and
weak global connectivity could lead to changes in the folding pattern. Such changes in the
folding pattern are actually predicted by the model and could explain why the amount of
convolutions in different mammalian orders scales differently with the size of the cortex. A
locally different connectivity in the model leads to local differences in the type of folding and
thus to characteristic folding patterns. Accordingly, differences in connectivity may explain
why stereotypical folds occur in individual mammalian species. This hypothesis is supported
by the fact that changes in connectivity associated with pathological folding patterns produce
qualitatively similar changes in the model.

Since the folding pattern in the model can be influenced locally and globally by various
parameters, it is unclear which part of the connectivity finally leads locally to a fold in the
model cortex. There are many examples in mammals in which a gyrus, which is a single
protuberance of the folded cortex, coincides with a specific function of the cortex, e.g. with
the representation of a body part. Since neurons with similar stimulus selectivity are more
likely to be connected, this observation suggests that a gyrus arises from locally enhanced
connectivity of the neurons. In fact, single convolutions in the model can be provoked if
the connectivity of the model neurons is locally enhanced. Cortical folds could thus be
the result of a compromise between the arrangement of neurons in a cortical layer and the
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arrangement in single nuclei. Correspondingly, it has already been suggested that the tensile
forces of local connections between the walls of gyri may be responsible for the development
of cortical folds. This hypothesis was rejected because there are no appreciable tensile forces
between the walls of individual gyri. However, there are considerable forces within the
intergyral white matter and the gray matter. Since the cortical folds in the model depend on
the global and local connectivity, a modified version of the axonal tension hypothesis could
prove to be correct. Accordingly, the intergyral tensile forces of the global connections could
be responsible for keeping the entire cortical structure compact. These forces alone would
simply push the cortex in on itself, resulting in a thicker cortical layer. Local tensile forces
in the gray matter could counteract this, as locally more strongly connected neurons would
otherwise be forced apart. In order to keep the structure locally and globally compact, a
compromise between these tensile forces could lead to a folded cortex.

Since a variety of neuroanatomical structures could be modeled with the same placement
method in silico, a common mechanism for the generation of these neuroanatomical structures
might also be found in vivo. Perhaps such a mechanism could be provided by the tensile
forces already described in the context of cortical convolutions along neural processes. Just
as in the model, the neurons could then be arranged by their connection similarity if their
position is determined by the sum of the competing tensile forces between the neurons.
However, such a mechanism is unlikely to be the sole reason of neurons finding their position
in the brain. Signal molecule gradients and ontogenetic columns defined by stem cells in
the subventricular zone are known to be involved in creating the ordered structure of the
cortex. While cortical convolutions may arise from neuronal tensile forces without altering
the columns’ neighborhood relationships established by signal gradients and ontogenetic
columns, it is not possible to keep these neighborhood relationships if neuronal positions
would again be changed markedly to form a neuronal map through those tensile forces.
Therefore, the formation of neuronal maps by the activity tuning of neurons with fixed
positions seems to be more likely. However, it cannot be ruled out that self-organization by
tensile forces could still play a role in the formation of neuronal maps. At least locally, tensile
forces could support map formation by shaping smaller structures of the map, like pinwheels.
Whether competing tensile forces between neurons could indeed be a valid mechanism for
the self-organization of neuronal structures is an interesting research question that might be
answered by empirical studies in the future.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

All biological organisms are subject to natural selection shaping the way they look—or
more precisely their phenotype—by favoring genes that are beneficial to their reproductive
success. As a consequence of this evolutionary pressure, anatomical structures in animals
can be described as a function of the costs that are to be minimized and the performance
that is to be maximized. This is particularly true for the nervous system with its intricate
anatomical organization at the macroscopic and the microscopic scale. For neural circuits for
example, keeping the overall length of wiring between neurons as short as possible is crucial
for optimizing the network performance and metabolic cost. In my thesis, I investigated
how neurons arrange themselves under the assumption that the overall wiring length is
minimized. To find such neuronal arrangements, I developed a computational model based
on dimension reduction algorithms. My model (1) provides a simple hypothesis explaining
the differences in neuronal maps in the visual cortex of rodents compared to larger mammals
(see Chapter 4), (2) predicts a large number of characteristic properties of cortical maps and
their scaling relations (see Chapter 5) and (3) provides tools which are suited to studying why
and how some mammalian brains are folded (see Chapter 6). To introduce the topic, I first
explain why optimization principles shape the morphology of organisms and I then show
how these principles aid our understanding of the intrinsic relationship between structure
and function in the context of the nervous system.

1.1 Structure and function of living things

Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution.

(THEODOSIUS DOBZHANSKY)

Evolution has been shaping the structure and function of all living things on Earth. During
this process organisms are optimized for better chances of survival and ultimately for a higher
reproductive success because organisms with genes that maximize reproductive success are
naturally selected. Instead of a de novo design of organs to provide an optimal solution for
a certain function, natural selection rather shapes and optimizes organs by tinkering with
already present components encoded in the genetic composition of organisms (Jacob, 1977).
Accordingly, the structure of an organ is dependent on its function and phylogenetic history.

Due to this evolutionary process, structure and function depend on each other and cannot be
viewed separately from one another. The mutual dependency of structure and function is
particularly reflected in the individual scaling behavior of certain body parts with regard to
the total body size. Depending on the underlying function of a component of an organism’s
body, its allometric scaling behavior can be non-linear. In more general terms, a biological
variable Y depends on the body mass M by a scaling law Y = Y0 + Mb, where b is the scaling
exponent and Y0 a species-specific constant (West, 1997). Such scaling laws emerge from
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physical requirements that have to be fulfilled to maintain a certain functionality. Without
compensating for these requirements, changing the size of an organ therefore always impacts
its functionality or efficiency (Schmidt-Nielsen, 1984; Kaas, 2000; Changizi, 2001). A simple
example is how bone size varies with the size of an organism to maintain the same stability.
Since the volume of an organism grows with the third power of its size, a bone that is three
times longer should have a diameter that is about

√
33 = 5.2 (or expressed as a scaling law

with exponent b = 3
2 ) times greater to fulfill the same stability criteria (Schmidt-Nielsen, 1984).

Although in this case it is apparent that structure and function relate to bone thickness and
stability, it might show how studying such relationships could lead to a better understanding
of biological functions and morphology. Similarly to the way bone thickness depends on
bone volume, the metabolic rate of organisms could depend on the square-cube law (b = 2

3 )
to avoid heat exhaustion. However, metabolic rates were found to scale more differently
with an exponent b = 3

4 (Kleiber, 1947), which can be explained by a space-filling fractal-like
vascular branching pattern with size-invariant terminal units designed to minimize energy
consumption (West, 1997). As given by this example, studying the rules underlying biological
structures can enable us to better understand the function of an organ and vice versa.

Nowadays we understand how the physiology (function) relates to the morphology (struc-
ture) of many organs from different species. For example, we understand how the mor-
phology of lungs facilitates the dissolution of oxygen in the blood. Pulmonary alveoli in
mammals are round to increase the surface area, thus enabling a faster exchange of oxy-
gen and carbon dioxide. In contrast, the nervous system is one if not the exception where
understanding function by observing structure seems to remain enigmatic because of its
immense complexity. The crucial role of the nervous system is to control animal behavior,
and different cognitive functions can often be attributed to certain regions of the brain (Rees,
Kreiman, and Koch, 2002; Lisman, 2015). However, what exactly constitutes the specific func-
tion is often unknown even though the physiological processes for sending, receiving and
integrating electrical signals in single neurons are relatively well understood (Rall et al., 1992).

Neuronal computation can either happen at the neuronal, dendritic (Smith et al., 2013),
synaptic (Abbott and Regehr, 2004) and possibly at the molecular (Adleman, 1994) or even
the quantum level (Sarovar, 2010; Koch and Hepp, 2006). Although it is unclear which level
of neuronal computation contributes the most to information processing, neurons are very
likely to play a crucial role in cognition and behavior because the amount of neurons in the
brain highly correlates with cognitive performance and behavioral complexity (Herculano-
Houzel, 2017; Herculano-Houzel, 2012a; Roth and Dicke, 2005). The gap between knowledge
about the function of single neurons and the function of the organ they constitute—the
brain—is due to the fact that the brain’s function is not only the sum of its neurons but a
product of the concerted network activity and its non-linear dynamics (Singer and Lazar,
2016). Understanding a nervous system requires an understanding of how all of its neurons
are concurrently interacting.

The brain of a mouse consists of approximately 68 million neurons (Herculano-Houzel,
Catania, et al., 2015) and orders of magnitude more synapses (Peters, 1987) which renders a
re-engineering of the network very difficult. Despite this overwhelming complexity, ambi-
tious projects have been launched attempting to reconstruct all the connections in a single
brain in order to ultimately decipher its function by simulating the reconstructed brain based
on connectivity information and the knowledge of its single neuron dynamics (Helmstaedter,
2013; Markram, 2006; Markram et al., 2011). However, to date it is not even possible to recon-
struct small brains of higher vertebrates and it is not easy to predict whether or when it will
ever be possible to do so. Additionally, there are many methodological pitfalls (Helmstaedter
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and Mitra, 2012) that must be overcome before obtaining faithful and consistent neuronal
connectivity and activity data. Complete and reliable brain reconstructions are thus unlikely
to become available in the near future.

Irrespective of the methodological problems of these approaches, we can state the following:
even if all of the brain’s connections and the activity of each neuron at each time point
were known, it is questionable whether this would enable us to understand the brain’s
function (Eckoldt, 2013). This general problem is illustrated by the current knowledge about
the function of the nervous system of C. elegans. The availability of the worm’s complete
connectome - the entirety of all its connections - has not led to a holistic understanding
of the function of its nervous system (Jabr, 2012). Considering that the worm’s nervous
system consists only of roughly 300 neurons, far less than any mammalian species, this is
discouraging. We are also unable to understand the rational basis of decisions made by
artificial neuronal networks (ANN) that assist us in our daily life more and more (LeCun,
Bengio, and Hinton, 2015; Koch, 2018). In an ANN, the network design is set by the network
engineer. Still, the rational basis of the decisions made by these algorithms is mostly not
understood (Davenport, 2017). Therefore it is unclear whether brain function would ever be
understood based purely on the knowledge of the neuronal connections and their dynamics.
Nevertheless, this does not imply that deciphering the connectome of various organisms is a
worthless endeavour. It means that large scale connectome data alone are almost certainly
not sufficient for understanding brain function. For this reason, we need other approaches
which may rely on our ability to extract the principles underlying large scale connectome data.

As explained previously, the vast complexity of neuronal networks is likely to be the main
obstacle when trying to understand the brain. However, the genetic information of organisms
is too limited to encode all the details of their intricate neuronal networks (Braitenberg and
Schüz, 1998; Cherniak, 1988; Eckoldt, 2013). This means that neuronal networks must be
formed by factors that can operate independently from genetics, e.g. signal molecule gradi-
ents and activity-dependent mechanisms. Thus, brain function could be constituted by much
simpler principles that would lead to the complexity of the network. Understanding and sim-
ulating the principles underlying the brain’s structure might be the key to understanding the
function of the nervous system. In my project, I developed a neuronal placement procedure
that is inspired by such general principles of neuronal wiring in order to study the spatial
arrangement of neurons. These principles are introduced in the next section.
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1.2 Optimization principles of neuroanatomical structure

We realized that all of the various conformations of the neuron and its various
components are simply morphological adaptations governed by laws of conser-
vation for time, space, and material.

(SANTIAGO RAMÓN Y CAJAL)

General principles that govern the morphology of neuronal networks had already been empir-
ically derived by Ramón y Cajal in his pioneering work on the texture of the nervous system
of man and the vertebrates (Ramón y Cajal, 1999) long before there was an understanding of
the physiology of single neurons. Cajal postulated that the structure of the nervous system is
shaped by three laws: The conservation of time, space and material. This means that neuronal
structures are formed such that the conduction time between neurons, the material (i.e. the
length of the connections between neurons) and the space taken up by neuronal structures is
minimized. In the following section, I will explain in more detail why these optimization
principles shape the anatomy of the nervous system.

1.2.1 Conservation of material

Conserving the material used to build up nervous system structures is beneficial because it
saves additional energy that would otherwise be necessary for the metabolism of a larger
structure. A lower nutritional demand is a survival advantage which increases the probability
of reproducing. Hence there is an evolutionary pressure towards the minimization of material
used in the nervous system.

The significance of minimizing brain size is well demonstrated when taking a look at the
human brain. The energy demand of the human brain is about 500 kcal per day (Herculano-
Houzel, 2012b) which is more or less the energy content of a Big Mac. The abundant
availability of food in our Western society and its mostly high energy content may suggest
that this amount of energy is rather low but a closer look at the numbers says otherwise.
The the brain makes up only 2% of a human’s body weight (1.3 kg of 65 kg, (Aiello and
Wheeler, 1995)) but its energy demand is 20% (500 kcal of 2500 kcal per day) of the total
energy consumption and thus roughly ten times higher than expected.

Since the brain’s energy demand scales linearly (Herculano-Houzel, 2012b) but the energy
consumption of body mass only sublinearly (Kleiber, 1932), the divergence between the
size of the brain and the relative amount of energy it uses is ever more increasing with its
size. This unfavorable relationship between brain size and body size forms a high selective
pressure to keep the structure as small as possible.

Further evidence in favor of a high selective pressure on brain size comes from the com-
parison of the size of the human brain to that of other primate species. The human brain
is extraordinarily large with more neurons compared to that of other primates of similar
body size, although the neuronal density is typical for a primate (Herculano-Houzel, 2009).
Indeed, this size divergence between human and non-human primates has been convincingly
connected to the energy demand of the brain. Non-human primates rely on the intake of
raw food that generally has a lower nutritional value compared to cooked food and requires
a longer time to chew and digest (Koebnick et al., 1999; Wrangham and Conklin-Brittain,
2003). Accordingly, the necessary time for chewing and digesting is a limiting factor that
constrains brain size due to its high energy demand (Herculano-Houzel, 2012b; Wrangham
and Conklin-Brittain, 2003). Although it is still debated whether the higher energy demand
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of the human brain was originally satisfied by a more plant- or meat-based diet (Eisenstein,
2010), there is overwhelming evidence that processing and cooking raw food enabled the
evolution of the human brain which is extensively reviewed in Herculano-Houzel (2012b),
Wrangham and Carmody (2010), Wrangham and Conklin-Brittain (2003), and Wrangham
(2013).

Taken together, a large brain comes with a large cost due to the high evolutionary pres-
sure to be energetically efficient so that minimization of its size is of the utmost importance
for survival.

1.2.2 Conservation of space

Different spatial conformations of neurons can be equivalent regarding their wiring length
but can vary in the amount of space that is occupied (Fig. 1.1).
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FIGURE 1.1: Illustration of different spatial arrangements of connected neurons such that the wiring
length is equal but the used space (indicated by the dashed line) varies.

Even without varying the wiring length in different spatial conformations of connected neu-
rons, the occupied space may require additional tissue that has to be maintained. Therefore
the space used by neuronal structures within the nervous system should be minimized.
According to this rule, there should be no “empty” space which could otherwise be used
for the placement of additional neuronal structures. Indeed, the growth pattern of neuronal
arbors can be quite space-filling, which is indicated by a fractal dimension near 2 (Panico
and Sterling, 1995). However, space-filling neuronal arbors not only optimize the used space,
they also allow for a uniform sampling of afferent synaptic information (Poe et al., 2017).

When viewing neuronal structures in isolation, space minimization cannot be differenti-
ated from material minimization. Outside of a global context the used space of a neuronal
structure is defined by its tightest possible enclosure. Here, the conservation of space fol-
lows as a direct consequence of minimizing the used material: Assume that there exists a
neural structure which is perfectly optimized regarding the used material. If the used space
could be further reduced, it would follow directly that the volume of the material could
also be reduced. This means in turn that less material could be used, thus contradicting the
assumption. According to this, conservation of space can only be differentiated from material
conservation if the neuronal structure is viewed in a global context where it is embedded in
space.
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1.2.3 Conservation of time

Signal times increase proportionally to the connection length between neurons. Optimizing
the delay of signal transmission between neurons enables faster reaction times and higher
information throughput rates. In the fight for resources and competing situations between
animals, faster reaction times and higher cognitive abilities enabled by better information
throughput rates are a selective advantage over less optimized individuals (Laughlin, 2003).

Although the connection length between each pair of branch points should be kept at a
minimum when minimizing the used material of a neuron, such a solution is usually not
equal to a solution that minimizes the signal time. For example, increasing the thickness
of neurites lowers the signal times but conversely requires more material (see Wen and
Chklovskii (2005) for discussion). Differences between solutions for signal time and material
minimization are however not restricted to a mere difference in the thickness of neurites.
Minimizing for either signal time or the use of material also leads to different branching
patterns. To keep signal times as short as possible, each synapse would have to be directly
connected to the soma by a single non-branching neurite, which is a consequence of the
triangle inequality c ≤ b + a (Fig. 1.2).

A

b a

c B

C

FIGURE 1.2: A triangle formed by points A, B and C with sides of lengths a, b and c shows that the
triangle inequality must always be true since there is no way to place C such that the sum of the

lengths of b and a would be shorter than c.

In contrast, introducing branch points is vital to minimize the used material of a neuron, since
branches can then be shared to connect more than one synapse to the soma. Thus the material
that would otherwise be necessary for the additional branches to connect each synapse
directly to the soma in case of signal time minimization can then be saved. If introducing
branch points helps to reduce the used material, there should exist a set of branch points
that leads to a branching pattern for which the used material is minimal. Accordingly, to
minimize the used material for a given set of synapses (or target points) Vt of a neuron, one
has to find branch points Vb such that the cost for the used material is minimal. Assuming
that G = (V, E) is the graph that describes a neuron by the nodes V = Vb ∪ Vt and the
edges E, which connect these nodes with a cost for material use given by the function c,
the total cost C (E) = ∑e∈E c(e) has to be minimized by a neuron with minimum material
usage. While finding an optimal solution for this problem is intrinsically complex and
corresponds to one of the 21 NP-complete problems (Garey and Johnson, 1979; Karp, 2009),
minimizing signal times is trivial and can be done in linear time (O(n)) by just connecting
the root vr to all target points such that E = {{vr, t} : ∀t ∈ T}, which means that the problem
is in P1. Accordingly, the differences between signal time and material minimization are
also underpinned by their different complexity. The complexity of a minimization problem
corresponds to how the minimum number of steps to find an optimal solution is growing

1For a short introduction to complexity theory and its terminology respective to the complexity classes P and
NP as well as the asymptotic O-notation (see Appendix A)
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with the input length (e.g. number of terminal points) of the specific problem (see Appendix
A). However, neuronal morphologies will always consist of some compromise of material
and signal time minimization. Otherwise neurites would be infinitesimally thin or thick to
either minimize material consumption or signal time. Interestingly, some features of Steiner
minimal trees seem to be reflected by neuronal morphologies. For example, it has been shown
that all branches must be bifurcations and that the angles formed by each adjacent pair of
arcs must be ≥ 120 degrees in a Steiner minimal tree (Gilbert and Pollak, 1968), which is
reflected by neurons that are sparsely grown in vitro (Fig. 1.3).

FIGURE 1.3: Sparsely grown neurons (taken from chick dorsal root ganglia and grown on a glass sur-
face) indeed show a branching pattern (left, from Chklovskii and Koulakov (2004)) that is reminiscent
of the branching pattern solutions that optimally solve the Steiner tree problem (right, from Gilbert

and Pollak (1968)).
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1.3 The nervous system: an optimized structure

If cortical maps are selected in the course of evolution to improve the fitness of
the organism, they can only be chosen on the basis of the length of connections.

(DMITRI ‘MITYA’ CHKLOVSKII)

After explaining the fundamental optimization principles shaping the nervous system in the
previous section, this section reviews the current literature showing how neuronal structures
are shaped by these rules. As mentioned earlier, the morphology of neurons is an example of
how structure and function can be related to the optimization of signal times, used space, and
material. However, not only the morphology of single neurons is shaped by optimization
principles. Instead, the morphology of neural structures can be explained at a broad range
of organization levels. At the highest level one can ask why the brain is located in the head
despite a better mechanical protection in the thorax and a reduction of blood vessel length.
Since the majority of the brain’s peripheral connections run to the anterior sensory organs,
locating the brain in the head saves a considerable amount of wiring length by bringing it
closer to these organs (Cherniak, 1994). This example underpins the importance of saving
neuronal wiring length compared to other demands by showing that saving wiring length
is even favored over a better mechanical protection and shorter blood vessel length. In the
following, it is first covered how wiring is optimized at the level of single neurons before
reviewing how these optimization principles shape structures that are present at a higher
organizational level.

1.3.1 Neuronal morphologies are shaped by wiring optimization principles

Single cell morphologies are shaped by a compromise between the minimization of signal
times and the used material (see Section 1.2). Finding the optimal solution for a trade-off
between signal time and material minimization is NP-complete because finding the optimal
Steiner trees is a subset of this problem (Cherniak, Changizi, and Won Kang, 1999). However,
finding approximate solutions to the problem by calculating the minimum spanning tree
(MST) of a set of points already leads to realistic synthetic neuronal morphologies (Cuntz,
Forstner, et al., 2010). The MST of a Graph G = (V, E) is defined as the tree T = (V, E′ ⊆ E)
where ∑w∈W w for given edge weights W = {wu,v : wu,v ∈ R ∧ {u, v} ∈ E} is minimal. To
minimize both – material and time – edge weights are defined in Cuntz, Forstner, et al. (2010)
as the composite of the edge length between u and w and the minimum path length from
the root vr ∈ V that uses {u, w} as an edge. Based on these edge weights, synthetic neuronal
morphologies can be grown in silico as follows:

1. Start by distributing random points V inside a volume that is roughly shaped as a tight
hull around the target morphology.

2. Iteratively, select an edge {u, v} ∈ E that does not form a loop and best minimizes
signal times and material until T = (V, E′) is a tree.

The synthetic morphologies produced by this algorithm are sometimes indistinguishable
from reconstructed morphologies (see Fig. 1.4 for an example of cortical pyramidal cells
grown in silico). The influence of wiring and signal time minimization can be varied in
the model by a parameter that balances the effects of these factors. Only by changing this
so-called balancing factor, different morphologies that capture a broad range of different
dendritic branching patterns can be obtained for the same input points (see Fig. 1.5).
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The MST model is not the only link between neuronal morphology and neuronal opti-
mization principles. Theoretical considerations have also shown that the elaborate structures
of neurites are mandatory for a highly interconnected neuronal network in the allotted
volume (Chklovskii, 2004b), that neuronal arbors are locally optimized at bifurcations such
that branching angles depend on the thickness of the branches relative to the trunk (Cher-
niak, 1992), that optimal diameters of mother and daughter branches satisfy a power law
(Chklovskii and Stepanyants, 2003), that neuronal arbor size depends on the neuronal density
ratio between two cortical layers (Hyde and Knudsen, 2000), that the number of branch
points and synapses relates to the total dendritic wiring length by a specific power law
(Cuntz, Mathy, and Häusser, 2012) and that, considering only total length and path length
from synapse to soma, planar branching and compact arbors are optimal with respect to
minimizing the cost for building and maintaining dendrites (Wen and Chklovskii, 2008; Wen,
Stepanyants, et al., 2009).

200 µm

FIGURE 1.4: Synthetic cortical layer 5 pyramidal cells grown in silico using the MST model (Cuntz,
Forstner, et al., 2010). The neuronal morphologies match the biological morphologies so well that they
cannot be discriminated visually from biological reconstructions. From Cuntz, Forstner, et al. (2010)

1.3.2 Wiring optimization affects the organization of the neuronal tissue

At the tissue level, neuronal cell bodies can either be embedded in or segregated from the
neuropil. Theoretical considerations predict that if the volume of the cell body is bigger than
the volume of the stem, a segregated arrangement is preferable over an embedded arrange-
ment and vice versa. Indeed the relationship between stem and cell body size explains the
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balancing factor bf

FIGURE 1.5: Conservation of time and material have opposing impacts on neuronal morphology. This
becomes clear when a balancing factor that controls the influence of both optimization constraints is
varied in the MST model. Using the target points shown on the top, the results for instances using
different balancing factors are shown. The morphology on the left minimizes the used material while
the one on the right minimizes signal conduction times. In between are the morphologies that solve
the problem for instances where material and time constraints are more leveled. From Cuntz, Forstner,

et al. (2010).

layout in a wide range of species (Rivera-Alba et al., 2014).

Similarly, the segregation of the cortex into white and gray matter is preferable if wiring
length has to be minimized. Comparing a homogeneous arrangement where gray and white
matter are fused, a segregated arrangement into an outer sheet of gray matter with white
matter located internally (outer sheet layout) and an arrangement where gray and white
matter are swapped (inverted sheet layout) (Fig. 1.6), showed that indeed the outer sheet
layout is the optimal solution with respect to material (Murre and Sturdy, 1995; Ruppin,
Schwartz, and Yeshurun, 1993) and signal time minimization (Wen and Chklovskii, 2005).

Outer sheet Homogenous Inverted sheet

FIGURE 1.6: Three possible cortex arrangements. Neurons can either be arranged in an outer layer
and inner white matter (outer sheet), interspersed with white matter (homogeneous) or in a big
nucleus of neurons with an outer layer of white matter (inverted sheet). In the schematic pictures,
gray corresponds to tissue mainly consisting of neurons, white to tissue mainly consisting of neuronal

fibers, and the black dotted pattern to tissue that is a mix of neurons and their fibers.
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Further analysis revealed that the thickness of the cortex should be roughly 1 mm (Wen
and Chklovskii, 2005), that a column with potential all-to-all connectivity should consist of
magnitude 104 number of neurons (Wen and Chklovskii, 2005) and that modularization by
forming cortical columns is preferable (Murre and Sturdy, 1995). All of these results match
biological observations (Murre and Sturdy, 1995; Wen and Chklovskii, 2005), except that a
homogeneous arrangement of gray and white matter is predicted to be favorable in mice.
Although the mouse cortex is laminated and organized into an outer sheet layout of gray and
white matter as in other mammals, mice show some form of a homogeneous arrangement in
the primary visual cortex which has been related to wiring optimization and is described in
the next subsection.

1.3.3 The formation of neuronal maps and areas as a consequence of wiring op-
timization

When visualizing their preferred response to a certain feature of a stimulus, neurons can
be arranged in an orderly fashion forming a so-called neuronal map. In the primary visual
cortex, such maps can be found based on the eye preference (ocular dominance (OD)) and the
preference for bar stimuli of a particular orientation in the visual field (orientation preference
(OP)). OP maps are characterized by a continuous pattern with a repeating theme: neurons
form patches where OP is relatively constant in one direction, but continuously changing in
the orthogonal direction. These patches are interrupted by singularities where neurons of all
different OPs can come close to one other. Around those singularities OPs are represented in
a pattern that is reminiscent of a pinwheel (Fig. 1.7A, left). These pinwheel-like structures are
repeated on the surface of the cortex constituting the characteristic OP maps that were found
in most of the studied mammalian species (Fig. 1.7A, right). However, rodents are mammals
that possess a completely different OP map where orientation selective neurons are arranged
in a seemingly random salt-and-pepper layout (Fig. 1.7B). Accordingly it has been suggested
that rodents possess a different functionality and connectivity in the primary visual cortex
compared to other mammals (Kaschube, 2014). Indeed, theoretical considerations based on
wiring optimization showed that random connectivity between orientation selective neurons
in a computer model results in salt-and-pepper maps while a selective connectivity with
neurons of similar OPs results in pinwheel maps (Koulakov and Chklovskii, 2001). Although
this suggests that rodents may have a random connectivity between orientation-selective
neurons, studies of their visual cortex microcircuits showed that this is not the case and
that connections are formed instead more selectively between neurons of similar OP (Ko,
Hofer, et al., 2011; Ko, Cossell, et al., 2013; Ko, Mrsic-Flogel, and Hofer, 2014; Lee et al.,
2016). The results presented in this dissertation resolve this contradiction by showing that, in
addition to connection selectivity, the number of neurons is a crucial factor for the emergence
of structured maps. A relationship between the map structure and the number of neurons
could explain the difference in map structure between rodents and other mammals without
assuming large differences in the general connectivity (see Chapter 4 and 5).

Other visual cortex map models also showed that the formation of pinwheels is related to
wiring optimization. For example, Durbin and Mitchison (1990) used an optimization proce-
dure mapping the high-dimensional feature preferences of neurons onto a two-dimensional
grid such that the two-dimensional distances between neurons match the feature dissimilari-
ties as well as possible. Although wiring length is not explicitly minimized here, wiring is
minimized implicitly because the connection probability between neurons depends on the
feature similarity in the visual cortex (Kaschube, 2014).
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Salt & Pepper

Cat Rat

PinwheelA B

Rat

FIGURE 1.7: Different map phenotypes in the primary visual cortex. (A) Activity patterns in response
to differently oriented bar-stimuli of neurons in the visual cortex of cats are reminiscent of pinwheels.
(left) Neurons are orderly arranged in a Pinwheel at the cellular level, which is revealed by Calcium-
imaging (modified from Ohki, Chung, Kara, et al. (2006)). (right) These Pinwheels are repetitively
expressed along the surface of the visual cortex (modified from Bonhoeffer et al. (1995)). (B) Seemingly
unstructured salt-and-pepper maps as they are found in rodents (Calcium-imaging modified from

Ohki, Chung, Ch’ng, et al. (2005)).

Neuronal maps are constituted by cortical columns which are defined as a patch of cor-
tex where neurons are preferentially active in response to the same stimulus of a certain
modality through all cortical layers (Mountcastle, 1997). Per this classical definition, cortical
columns cannot be identified in the primary visual cortex, since the OP of neurons is con-
stantly changing along the cortical surface. The visual cortex can instead be divided into
hypercolumns defined by repetitive patterns of neuronal feature preferences. By definition,
these hypercolumns consist of a set of neurons that covers the respective feature space.
Confusingly, orientation hypercolumns contain multiple pinwheels while each pinwheel
itself already covers the orientation space sufficiently. For historic reasons, hypercolumns
and pinwheels are considered as different concepts. Orientation hypercolumns were first
discovered by electrophysiological experiments where neuronal activity was measured along
a tangential electrode track in response to differently oriented bars in the visual field. In these
experiments, the OP shifted gradually along the surface and in many cases a full period of
different OPs could be traversed (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974a). The length λ (hypercolumn size)
of the track demarcating such a full period of different OPs defined the boundaries of the hy-
percolumn (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974b). However, the actual two dimensional map leading to
these one dimensional activity patterns was only discovered later by applying newer optical
techniques that were previously not available (Blasdel and Salama, 1986). Interestingly the
number of pinwheels per hypercolumn area λ2 is constant across mammalian species and in
a visual cortex model (Kaschube et al., 2010) while absolute pinwheel densities vary. This
relationship could be explained either by differences in neuronal numbers per hypercolumn,
differences in neuronal density or a combination of both. The present study shows that the
number of neurons per pinwheel and hypercolumn is constant across mammalian species,
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presumably as a consequence of wiring optimization. This shows that the divergence between
absolute and normalized pinwheel densities can be explained by different neuronal densities
(see Chapter 5).

Ocular dominance columns (ODCs) are another type of hypercolumn in the primary vi-
sual cortex that have been claimed to be subject to wiring optimization (Mitchison, 1991;
Chklovskii and Koulakov, 2000; Koulakov and Chklovskii, 2003). Not only the existence of
ODCs but also characteristics of their appearance can be explained by wiring optimization
principles. In the primary visual cortex, ODCs are present as either stripes or patches (Hor-
ton and Hocking, 1996). This difference in the appearance of ODCs has been linked to the
proportional input of both eyes. If the fraction of neurons innervated by one eye drops below
40%, patches become more efficient than stripes (Chklovskii and Koulakov, 2000; Koulakov
and Chklovskii, 2003). Moreover, the stripe direction of ODCs has been found to be optimal
in V1 if it follows the direction of binocular disparity in the corresponding point of the visual
field. The neuronal representation of the left and right eye of this point is then closer which
means that wiring length between those neurons can be shorter (Chklovskii, 2000).

The formation of cortical maps is not restricted to the visual system but is a common theme
that is present in many different cortical areas and has been claimed to be a singular conse-
quence of optimizing wiring length (Chklovskii and Koulakov, 2004). Specifically, ordered
arrangements regarding the topography of a represented modality seem to be a recurrent
design principle in the cortex. Topographic arrangements have been described in the visual,
auditory, somatosensory and other areas of the cortex (see Kaas (1997) for review). But
why is a topographic arrangement favorable compared to scrambled layouts with regard to
expended wiring length? In the early stages of processing, the information of locally similar
inputs first has to be combined to enable a more global processing at later stages. In this
context, the term ’local’ refers to what is local for a specific modality. This can be two points
that have a similar position in the visual space, sounds that have a similar tonal frequency
or the deflection of the skin at similar locations. If computation were local and there was
no topographic arrangement, computation would be more costly (Nelson and Bower, 1990)
because total wiring length would increase to implement the computation. This behavior is
illustrated in Fig. 1.8 as a comparison of a topographic and a scrambled arrangement of the
retinotopic preference of neurons in the visual cortex.

Cortical areas are defined by their microscopic structure on the cortex as well as their bio-
chemical, connective and physiological properties (Brodmann, 2005; Felleman and Van Essen,
1991). The difference between a cortical area and a column is that areas are formed on a much
larger scale. A cortical area can contain a multitude of columns and a column might then be
a kind of a predecessor of an area that evolved itself from a scrambled neuronal layout where
connections between neurons were equally distributed (Fig. 1.9). Maintaining an all-to-all
connectivity for an increasing number of neurons would lead to an excessive number of con-
nections (Ringo, 1991). To avoid such a wiring catastrophe it is necessary that subnetworks
are formed. This leads to a more modular connectivity. Theoretical considerations show that
for the respective connectivity patterns—equal vs. modular connectivity (Fig. 1.9)—a fused
arrangement or the formation of columns and areas minimize the wiring length (Mitchison,
1992; Mitchison, 1991). Indeed cortical columns and areas are formed by neuronal subsets
which are more specialized and more strongly interconnected to themselves than to neurons
of other columns or areas (Laramée and Boire, 2015).
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FIGURE 1.8: Assuming that processing in the visual cortex is mainly local, a retinotopic map minimizes
the required wiring length. The visual field is sampled by the retina (top). At the cortical level the
sampled input in the retina is represented by the receptive field of neurons schematically shown as
squares (bottom). The neurons and their receptive fields can be spatially arranged either in a retinotopic
(left) or nonretinotopic (right) fashion. Connections between neurons with adjacent receptive fields are
shown in red where it can be seen that the retinotopic arrangement minimizes wiring length. Inspired

by Figure 2 in Chklovskii and Koulakov (2004)
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FIGURE 1.9: During the course of evolution, random network topology shifts to an increasingly
modularized topology corresponding to scale-free and small-world networks. Modularization is likely
to be a necessity for sustaining network functionality and concurrently avoiding a wiring catastrophe
in increasingly larger neuronal networks (Deacon, 1990; Ringo, 1991; Stevens, 1989). As a consequence
of modularization, structured cortical columns emerge to keep wires between highly interconnected
neurons (indicated by red, green and blue) short. Connectional hubs in the scale-free network are
indicated by purple dots and provincial hubs (orange) as well as connector hubs (turquoise) are

highlighted in the small-world network. From Laramée and Boire (2015)

1.3.4 Neural structures are optimally placed

Not only the formation of areas but also the spatial relationships of areas to each other are
subjected to optimization principles. Given a fixed connectivity between cortical areas, they
should be placed such that the wiring length is minimized. Assuming that the possible
anatomical locations of areas are fixed, this problem is reduced to a combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem which is called component placement optimization (CPO) (Fig. 1.10A and B).
To solve the problem, each area has to be assigned to one of the fixed anatomical locations
such that wiring length is minimized. Since there are n possible places for the first area, n− 1
places for the second, n− 2 for the third area until for the last area there is only 1 place left, n!
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different layouts can be produced. Solving the problem is NP-hard which means that it is at
least as hard as NP-complete problems. To solve the problem, all n! different solutions have
to be exhaustively searched until the best configuration has been found. Thus exact solutions
can only be given for very small input sizes because the number of permutations grows
asymptotically faster than exponential. For the relatively small number of 11 ganglia in the
roundworm C. elegans, it has been shown that the CPO problem is indeed optimally solved
by its natural ganglia positions (Cherniak, 1994). In this study the length of connections were
defined as distance between the connected ganglia on the longitudinal axis of the worm. The
wiring length for all 11! ≈ 39.9 ∗ 106 possible placements of ganglia were calculated and
the optimal result matched the actual layout of ganglia in the worm. Similarly, in macaques
the arrangement of 11 areas in the orbito-medial prefrontal cortex is optimal under these
assumptions (Klyachko and Stevens, 2003).
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FIGURE 1.10: Component and neuronal placement optimization (CPO and NPO) minimize wiring
length. (A) CPO: For a given connectivity, the allocation of brain areas or neurons to fixed anatomical
locations must be found which minimizes wiring length. (B) Two different layouts for the given
connectivity and anatomical locations in (A). Based on the allocation of areas or neurons the wiring
length varies. It can be seen that the wiring length used in the lower layout is shorter than in the
upper layout. (C) NPO: For a given connectivity, the placement of areas or neurons that minimizes
the wiring length must be found. (D) Different instances for the input in (C). Assuming that the
same anatomical locations were given as in (A) the upper layout would minimize the wiring length.
However changing the anatomical locations could further decrease the wiring length as it is shown by

the lower layout. Inspired by Figure 1 in Cherniak (1995)

However, obtaining a proper measure for the wiring length between two cortical areas is dif-
ficult because the exact length of axons connecting two areas is difficult to estimate (Cherniak,
Mokhtarzada, et al., 2004). To address this issue, the wiring length between two areas was
approximated in Klyachko and Stevens (2003) in the following way: They defined wiring
length by the distances between the area centers in a three-dimensional cortex model, in an
inflated version of this cortex model and in a flattened version of this cortex model. Distances
between areas using these different approaches varied only slightly (< 15%) and all led to
identical optimal layouts. Accordingly, it seems to be that the exact wiring length between
cortical areas is not crucial for finding the optimal arrangement. Another approach is to
circumvent the calculation of wiring length completely and instead use the adjacency cost
as a surrogate measure. The adjacency cost is defined by the sum of connections between
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spatially non-neighboring areas (Cherniak, Mokhtarzada, et al., 2004). Although the adja-
cency cost and used wiring length do not correlate generally, the best solutions for both cost
functions seem to result in matching layouts rendering the adjacency cost a good proxy for
the optimal layout respective to wiring length (Cherniak, Mokhtarzada, et al., 2004). Using
the adjacency cost as a proxy for wiring length showed that a subset of 17 areas of the visual
cortex in macaques, 15 areas of the visual cortex in cats, 14 metamodules (composed from 40
Brodmann areas of visual, auditory and somatosensory regions) of the cat cortex, 14 areas in
rat olfactory cortex and 14 nuclei in rat amygdala are among the top fraction of 10−5 to 10−8

of all possible layouts (Cherniak, Mokhtarzada, et al., 2004).

Solving the CPO problem is not restricted to finding the best layout for the arrangement of
areas but can also be used to find the best arrangement of single neurons. For the worm C.
elegans, the complete neuronal connection matrix of its ∼ 300 neurons is known. To find
the optimum neuronal arrangement, an exhaustive search of all 300! ≈ 3.06 ∗ 10614 possible
layouts would be necessary which is unfeasible because it would take far longer than walking
around the edge of the observable universe2. However, approximate solutions have been
obtained and showed to find better solutions than the actual neuronal arrangement (48%
wiring length reduction) (Kaiser and Hilgetag, 2006). Similarly, in macaque monkeys a better
arrangement for a set of 95 cortical areas could be obtained (32% wiring length reduction but
only 12.5% reduction if only areas of similar size were allowed to be swapped) (Kaiser and
Hilgetag, 2006). Biological arrangements of larger subsets may be less optimal compared to
the arrangement of smaller subsets of areas (Cherniak, Mokhtarzada, et al., 2004). Additional
constraints on the layout of areas and neurons could have an increasingly larger impact
on the wiring length. For example, in addition to minimizing the overall wiring length,
the average path length between neurons is also optimized, leading to layouts that are a
compromise between the optimal solutions for either wiring or path length (Bullmore and
Sporns, 2012). The larger number of components itself leads to an extreme increase in possi-
ble layouts and likely to many more local minima of the objective function that minimizes
wiring length. Whatever biological mechanism minimizes this function, it would then more
likely be trapped in one of these local minima, which may be the reason why the biological
arrangements of larger subsets of areas is less optimal in comparison to smaller subsets.

Solving the CPO problem specifies the minimum wiring length that is necessary for a given
connectivity and fixed anatomical locations of neurons or areas. Since anatomical locations
are assumed to be fixed, these layouts could still be optimized if the locations themselves
would be changed (Fig. 1.10C and D). Accordingly, to find an optimal layout of areas and
neurons it is necessary to use a procedure that finds anatomical locations which optimize the
wiring length for a given connectivity. Establishing a method for finding neuronal locations
that minimize wiring length for a given connectivity is the main goal of this work and is
covered in the remaining sections.

2According to NASA, the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) satellite returned data that
allowed them to calculate the age of the universe to be 13.77 billion years. The farthest light that can reach us is
thus 13.77 light-years or (13.77 · 109) · (9.461 · 1015m) = 13.028 · 1025m away. Assuming that each layout could

be verified in a Planck time (5.39 · 10−44s), it would still take (3.06∗10614)·(5.39·10−44s)
(60·60·24·365) s

a
= 16.49·10570s

3,153,6000 s
a
= 5.229 · 10563a

(years) to find the best solution for the component placement optimization of all C. elegans neurons. If our walking

speed is approximately 1 m/s it would take 2·π·(13.028·1025m)
(60·60·24·365) m

a
= 2.596 · 1019a (years) to walk around the edge of

the observable universe, which is indeed far shorter than calculating the optimal solution for the CPO of all C.
elegans neurons.
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1.4 Solving the optimal neuronal placement problem

Finding neuronal positions such that wiring length is minimized (neuronal placement)
tremendously increases the search space compared to CPO since there are virtually unlimited
possibilities to place points in relation to one another. However, a larger search space does
not necessarily imply that a problem is harder to solve. For example, in linear programming,
relaxing a discrete problem (like CPO) to a problem that allows continuous solutions (like
neuronal placement) for a set of linear constraints can transform NP-hard problems into
related problems that are in P (Agmon, 1954; Gomory, 1958). Therefore trying to find optimal
or at least approximate solutions for neuronal placement in realistic computational time is
not hopeless. In addition to the extremely large search space, another obstacle when solving
the neuronal placement problem is that there exist trivial solutions which have to be avoided.
Given the flexibility that neural structures can take arbitrary positions allows one to place all
neural structures in one and the same location. Obviously, this solution is implausible in a
biological sense due to space exclusion considerations of neural structures. Therefore, to find
realistic neural arrangements space exclusion constraints have to be accounted for in order to
avoid trivial solutions.

1.4.1 Neuronal placement by solving a quadratic form

One of the few approaches to tackle the optimal neuronal placement problem is based on
solving a quadratic form (Chklovskii, 2004a). Chklovskii (2004a) showed that wiring cost
is scaling somewhere between a linear and a cubic dependence on wiring length which is
why it is reasonable to approximate the cost for wiring length by a quadratic expression that
can be solved exactly. Such a quadratic cost function C is formulated based on a undirected
weighted graph G = (V, E) that represents the neuronal circuit including the connections to
sensory and motor organs:

C =
1
2 ∑

i,j
Aij(ri − rj)

2 + ∑
i,j

Bij(ri − f j)
2 (1.1)

is the quadratic cost function, where Aij is the connection strength between neuron i and j,
ri and rj are the coordinates of neurons i and j, Bij the connection strength between neuron
i and organ j and f j the fixed coordinate of organ j. To find the positions r that minimize
this cost function more easily, the equation has to be reformulated in matrix form as done in
Chklovskii (2004a):

C = rTLr + rTDBr− 2rTBf + const, (1.2)

where L is the Laplacian of matrix A and matrix DB defined as DBij = δij ∑k Bik Taking the
derivative of the cost function with respect to r;

dC
dr

= 2(L + DB)r− 2Bf,

setting it to zero;

2(L + DB)r− 2Bf = 0,
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and solving the equation for r;

r = (L + DB)
−1Bf (1.3)

enables one to directly calculate the optimal layout r. The trivial solution ri = 0 for all nodes i
can be avoided by constraining the norm of vector r to rTr = 1 (Hall, 1970). Although solving
this quadratic form (Eq. 1.1) is a reasonable approach to predict optimal neuronal placements
r (Eq. 1.3), dimension reduction methods were instead used in this study. Using this method
with distance dependent connectivities of given surrogate neuronal arrangements delivered a
much lower performance in reproducing the arrangement than dimension reduction methods.
Dimension reduction methods were therefore preferred as neuronal placement procedure in
this study and are introduced in the next section.

1.4.2 Neuronal placement by using dimension reduction methods

Connection
dissimilarities

Dimension
reduction Positions

 δi,j

1 0 1 0

0 0 1 00 0 1 0

1 0 1 0
10 0 0

10 0 1

Neuronal
connectivity

t-SNE
MDS...

FIGURE 1.11: Overview of the neuronal placement method. Arbitrary neuronal connectivities can
be used to calculate neuronal positions (e.g. empirically derived connectivities or in the case of
model studies distance or feature dependent connectivities). First, connection dissimilarities between
neurons are calculated. These pairwise dissimilarities are then used to predict neuronal placements

using dimension reduction methods.

Methods collectively referred to as dimension reduction methods do not all fulfill the same
objective but have in common that data is converted from a space of higher dimension to a
space of lower dimension. Specifically, methods such as multidimensional scaling (MDS) or
t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) allow one to visualize higher dimen-
sional data in a space of lower dimension i.e. in a space of one, two or three dimensions,
such that the dissimilarity between the multidimensional properties of the data points is
reflected by their distance in the mapped low dimensional space. This concept can be utilized
to predict optimal arrangements of neurons by using their pairwise connection dissimilarities.
Assuming that a location exists where the used wiring length of a neuron is minimal, this
neuron and other neurons that share a similar connectivity should be placed in close vicinity
to that location if overall wiring length has to be saved (Song, Kennedy, and Wang, 2014).
Accordingly, dimension reduction methods are utilized in the present study to generate
neuronal arrangements satisfying the condition that distances between neurons are set with
respect to their connection dissimilarity. Although this might raise the question of how the
optimal position of a neuron can be found in the first place, the simple answer is that it is not
necessary to find one specific position for each neuron to obtain an optimal neuronal place-
ment. Since all neuronal positions are changed in each round of the respective optimization
procedure, the optimal position of a neuron changes constantly and it only matters that the
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relative distances between neurons fit the connection dissimilarities appropriately. Maintain-
ing the order of the given connection dissimilarities by the distances between the neurons
is already so constraining that they are forced to occupy their optimal relative position if
reasonable numbers of neurons are used (see Section B). Using this approach also avoids
trivial solutions without the necessity to account for neural space constraints, since neurons
avoid each other by the given connection dissimilarities that act like spring forces during the
optimization procedure.

Given these advantages over other approaches to predict neural arrangements, dimension
reduction methods that predict neural arrangements by connection dissimilarities were used
in this study. An overview of this method is shown in Fig. 1.11. Connection dissimilarities
between neurons were calculated by pairwise comparison of their connection vectors. Vari-
ous measurements exist to calculate the dissimilarity between such connection vectors which
mostly lead to similar results (Song, Kennedy, and Wang, 2014). Jaccard distances and cosine
dissimilarities were chosen in the present study because they seemed to be most suitable
after carrying out benchmarks between different distance measurements. Finally, dimension
reduction methods were used to predict the positions of neurons using the previously cal-
culated connection dissimilarities. A detailed description of the used dimension reduction
methods MDS and t-SNE is given in Appendix B.

While a proof of concept of the described method was shown by empirical results (see
Chapter 4 and 5), a formal mathematical proof that wiring length is minimized by the method
is beyond the scope of this study. The focus in this study was on applying the neuronal
placement method to answer biological questions and the corresponding results can be found
in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. A comprehensive discussion of these results is ultimately presented in
Chapter 3.
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Chapter 2

Scope of this thesis

As broadly outlined in the introduction, neuroanatomical structures and connectivities are
highly dependent on one other. To understand this intricate relationship in more detail, the
goal of this thesis was to develop and apply a method to predict neuronal arrangements for
arbitrary connectivities. Accordingly, this thesis can be roughly divided into two parts:

1. Implementing a method that finds neuronal arrangements which minimize the used
wiring length

2. Applying this neuronal placement method to investigate various neuroanatomical
questions

Since the application of the neuronal placement method naturally depended on the suc-
cess of and the necessary time to implement such a method, it was at first not clear which
biological questions this method could be applied to within the scope of this study. The
process of conceptualizing and implementing the neuronal placement method took up the
first year of this study, although improvements to the procedure were also made at later times.

After the first year, the scope of the second part of this study could accordingly be specified
by the application of the neuronal placement method to the following biological questions:

1. Why are visual cortex maps with pinwheel structures present in many mammalian
species, but not in rodents, and what may be the reason for a potential phase transition
between both map phenotypes?

2. Why do orientation hypercolumns in the visual cortex of different species vary in size
(suggesting differences between those species) while normalized pinwheel densities
are constant (suggesting similarities between those species)?

3. Why do some species have lissencephalic brains while others have gyrencephalic ones?
Could wiring optimization explain why especially stereotypic gyrification patterns
exist that may be based on mechanisms going beyond physical space constraints?
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Chapter 3

Discussion

In this study, a neuronal placement method was presented that predicts neural arrangements
for arbitrary connectivities such that the wiring length is minimized. This method was used
to form models about neuroanatomical structures based on realistic assumptions about the
neuronal connectivity. To establish the neuronal placement method, neuronal connection dis-
similarities were used as input for dimension reduction methods i.e. MDS and t-SNE, which
proved to be suitable for solving the neuronal placement problem. Accordingly, surrogate
neuronal positions could be faithfully reproduced using distance-dependent connectivities
as present in neuronal networks (Ercsey-Ravasz et al., 2013; Horvát et al., 2016).

Although this study presents a new method to predict the arrangement of single neurons
from their connectivity, using dimension reduction methods is not an entirely novel approach.
Several studies used MDS for neural placement problems (Burns and Young, 2000; Hilgetag
et al., 2000; Scannell, Blakemore, and Young, 1995; Wang, Sporns, and Burkhalter, 2012;
Young, 1993; Young et al., 1995; Young, 1992). However, in those cases, empirically derived
connection weights between cortical areas were used to investigate the functional organiza-
tion of these areas. None of these studies were using connection dissimilarities or predicted
neuroanatomical structures like visual cortex maps and cortical folding patterns. While there
exists a more recent study that also used connection dissimilarities of a binary connectivity
between cortical areas in conjunction with MDS, that study still only investigated the coarse
functional organization of the cortex (Song, Kennedy, and Wang, 2014). Most importantly, in
context of the present study, Song, Kennedy, and Wang (2014) showed that wiring distance
and connection dissimilarity of cortical areas in the macaque and human correlate with one
another, which supports the neuronal placement method. In conclusion, this study introduces
the application of dimension reduction methods to predict neuroanatomical structures by the
connectivity between neurons.

Using neuronal placement to predict neural layouts in the context of cortical maps and
anatomy allowed me – in collaboration with my supervisor Dr. Hermann Cuntz and my
colleagues Fabio Sartori and Moritz Groden – to answer important questions about the
structure and function of the brain. Specifically, we found a universal phase transition from
unstructured to structured neuronal maps (see Chapter 4), we discovered that numbers of
neurons per hypercolumn are constant in similarly structured maps (see Chapter 5) and
we showed that cortical folding depends on the numbers of neurons and columns in the
cortex (see Chapter 6). The results of these studies are discussed in the following within their
broader context.
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The structure of visual cortex maps could depend on the number of neurons in
the visual cortex

Neurons in the visual cortex are connected in dependence of their feature similarities i.e.
the similarity of their OP, OD and retinotopic preference (see Section 1.3.3). Using the neu-
ronal placement procedure on surrogate connectivities that are based on the pairwise feature
preferences of model neurons, we were indeed able to predict characteristic OP, OD and
retinotopic maps (see Section 4 and Section 5). In accordance to previous results (Koulakov
and Chklovskii, 2001), we found that either unstructured salt-and-pepper maps or structured
pinwheel maps depend on the selectivity of the feature-dependent neuronal connectivity if
wiring length is minimized. Selective connectivity between neurons of similar OP has been
reported for mouse (Lee et al., 2016; Ko, Mrsic-Flogel, and Hofer, 2014; Ko, Hofer, et al., 2011;
Ko, Cossell, et al., 2013) and cat (Martin and Schroder, 2013), which was summarized and
normalized in Kaschube et al. (2010). According to this data, cats, which show a structured
OP map, have a higher connection selectivity than mice, which show an unstructured OP
map. However, seemingly unstructured salt-and-pepper maps in Koulakov and Chklovskii
(2001) are only considered optimal solutions if the connection probability between orientation
selective neurons is constant thus contradicting biological findings (Lee et al., 2016; Ko,
Mrsic-Flogel, and Hofer, 2014; Ko, Hofer, et al., 2011; Ko, Cossell, et al., 2013). The conflict
between model prediction and biological observation is resolved by the results of our models.
Remarkably, we found that unstructured salt-and-pepper maps can be favorable even for
a selective connectivity while a transition to a structured map containing pinwheels can be
obtained just by increasing the number of neurons. In fact, it has been shown that increasingly
larger rodents have a decreasingly lower neuronal density in the cortex compared to similarly
sized primates (Herculano-Houzel, Catania, et al., 2015). Accordingly, the number of neurons
in the restricted space where a hypercolumn could form might generally be lower in rodents.

Although these findings are consistent with the results of our models, some open ques-
tions remain. The difference in neuronal density between primates and rodents has only been
shown for the whole cortex in the cited literature (Herculano-Houzel, Catania, et al., 2015),
which may not necessarily be true for the visual cortex. It is currently unknown if there is a
similar difference in the scaling laws of neuronal density between carnivores and rodents,
rendering an explanation of the diverging map structure between these orders impossible
by this strategy. On the other hand, a similar difference between neuronal densities in the
cortex has also been found for primates and ungulates (Herculano-Houzel, Catania, et al.,
2015), but conversely there exist two reports for a structured map in the sheep (see Chapter 4
Table S2). Last but not least, our neuronal placement model predicts not only the absence of a
structured map for a low number of neurons but also the emergence of a structured map even
for weak connection selectivities if the number of neurons is high enough. This means that
rodents should also show a structured OP map if the number of neurons in a hypothetical
hypercolumn is high enough.

To tackle these questions and better support our theory by biological data, we curated
all of the relevant data for the primary visual cortex (V1) that we could find for the different
species. The data strikingly supports our theory and the relationships suggested by the differ-
ent scaling laws between orders for the whole cortex: no species has yet been observed which
shows an unstructured map but has a higher number of V1 neurons than any of the species
that show a structured map. This is because the studied species in the order of Glires have
either a smaller V1, a lower density of neurons in V1 or both compared to any other primate,
tree shrew, carnivore or ungulate that has been studied until now. The data also confirms
that there is a decrease in neuronal density for species in the order of Glires accompanied
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by an increase in brain size, whereas in primates and tree shrews the neuronal density stays
relatively constant (Herculano-Houzel, Catania, et al., 2015) at about double the density of
neurons in cats and small rodents as reported previously (Rockel, Hiorns, and Powell, 1980;
Srinivasan, Carlo, and Stevens, 2015). Although it is assumed that larger rodent species such
as the agouti or the capybara do not have a structured OP map (Kaschube, 2014), there were
no reports about the map structure in the visual cortex for these species or any other larger
rodent when we published our study (see Chapter 4). We showed for the agouti that the
number of neurons in V1 is high enough to show a structured visual cortex map. Therefore,
we predicted that the agouti may have a structured visual cortex map depending on the
magnitude of its connection selectivity and that this should even be clearer in the capybara,
an even much larger species than the agouti that likely has a larger brain containing more
neurons (Herculano-Houzel, 2009). However, in contrast to our prediction for the agouti, a
recent electrophysiological study that investigated orientation selective neurons in the V1
of this species found no columnar organization (Ferreiro, 2018). Although our data suggest
that orientation columns might be present in the agouti (see Chapter 4 Fig. 4 and Table 1),
our results are not necessarily contradicting those of Ferreiro (2018) because the number
of neurons in the agouti is not much higher than in the smallest mammals with structured
orientation columns and might even be smaller considering the certainly high error in the
curated data. Even considering that the number of neurons in the agouti is high enough for a
structured OP map to emerge, a slightly lower connection selectivity between orientation
selective neurons could also explain why orientation hypercolumns are lacking in the agouti
given that the connection selectivity similarly influences map structure as does the number
of neurons (see Chapter 4, Fig. 1). Furthermore, map structure in Ferreiro (2018) was only
determined electrophysiologically but the OP map was not visualized by common staining
techniques (Blasdel and Salama, 1986; Bonhoeffer et al., 1995) that would have revealed the
overall map structure which may have showed an intermediate map phenotype between
salt-and-pepper and pinwheels. Such an intermediate map phenotype may indeed be present
since a significant local clustering of neurons of similar orientation preference was found in
Ferreiro (2018) despite the described lack of bona fide orientation hypercolumns.

The hypothesis that structured maps are generally absent in the order of Glires dates back
to one report showing the absence of a structured map in a highly visual rodent – the gray
squirrel (Van Hooser, 2005). In this report, it was shown that the gray squirrel possesses
an unstructured map but in comparison to the tree shrew and the ferret has similar visual
capabilities and a similar V1 size. Therefore it was concluded that visual acuity or visual
cortex size could not be the reason for the difference in map structure. The tree shrew and the
ferret are the species that have the smallest numbers of neurons but still possess a structured
OP map. Thus it is likely that the phase transition between an unstructured and a structured
map occurs somewhere in the regime of the neuronal numbers in V1 of these two species.
Accordingly, it would not be surprising if differences in map structure were present in dif-
ferent species with V1 sizes in this range especially if the neuronal density and connection
selectivity are smaller, as is likely to be the case in the gray squirrel. However, we now believe
that the statements regarding V1 size in the gray squirrel, tree shrew and ferret made in this
study need to be revised for several reasons. First, it was stated that the V1 size of the gray
squirrel is larger than that of the tree shrew without giving any reference to the V1 size of the
tree shrew (see Discussion and Table 1 in Van Hooser (2005)). Second, the V1 size of the gray
squirrel seems to be overestimated. The cited source from which the V1 size was obtained
(Hall et al., 1971) contains only schematic pictures of the squirrel cortex including the V1 and
did not contain any scale bar for these pictures rendering them impossible to measure V1
size. We did our own measurements using two more recent publications (Wong and Kaas,
2008; Campi and Krubitzer, 2010) that show flattened pieces of gray squirrel cortex and came
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to the result that the gray squirrel cortex is not even half as large as given in Van Hooser
(2005). Although the gray squirrel is a highly visual rodent, we conclude that it still does not
match the number of neurons in the visual cortex of the tree shrew and ferret and accordingly
does not contradict our results.

Apart from the consistent dependency of map structure on the number of V1 neurons
there are other indications in the biological data supporting our theory. There appears to be
not only a sharp transition between map structure, but also a progression towards a more
regular map structure depending on the number of neurons, which is in accordance with
the results of our models (see Chapter 4, Fig. 4C, Table S2). For example, map structure
has been described as more regular in the cat than in the ferret (Chenchal Rao, Toth, and
Sur, 1997), the tree shrew OP map has been described as less regular than that of other
species (Bosking et al., 1997) and OD columns have been described as less regular in smaller
new world than in larger old world monkeys (Adams and Horton, 2008). It is especially
interesting that in new world monkeys the presence of OD columns has been described as
differentially expressed between individuals of the same species (Adams and Horton, 2003).
This means that some individuals lack OD columns completely whereas other individuals
possess OD columns. Therefore it is unlikely that cortical columns are functional units which
evolved to fulfill a certain role (Horton and Adams, 2005; Purves, Riddle, and LaMantia,
1992). Rather, it is likely that structured cortical maps are the visible consequence of more
general activity-dependent optimization principles based on correlating input. We assume
that this leads to a preferential connection of neurons with similar features and that neurons
sharing similar connectivities are spatially closer in order to minimize wiring length and
conduction times. Under this assumption and according to our results it follows that the
map structure is dependent on the number of neurons belonging to a restricted part of the
visual cortex. The fraction of the visual cortex that can be used is limited because input
to the visual cortex is topographically ordered and the activity of neurons sharing similar
feature preferences will correlate more strongly if they belong to a similar part of the visual
field, which is then given by a restricted part of the visual cortex. The number of neurons
available in a restricted part of the cortex that could be a hypercolumn is proportional to
the number of neurons in the visual cortex. According to our models the optimal positions
of feature selective neurons (MDS) or likewise the appropriate feature preference of feature
selective neurons (XY) leading to a respective map pattern are dependent on the available
neurons in a hypothetical hypercolumn; probably due to activity-dependent mechanisms in
the cortex. Further support for this theory is given by studies showing that ocular dominance
columns emerge in frogs if a third eye is transplanted (Constantine-Paton and Law, 1978; Katz
and Constantine-Paton, 1988); thereby excluding the possibility that specific developmental
mechanisms are necessary for developing an OD map. Similarly, pinwheels can be artificially
created in the auditory cortex if visual input is rewired there (Sharma, Angelucci, and Sur,
2000). OP maps are also present in the visual wulst of birds (Liu and Pettigrew, 2003), which
lack a laminar cortical architecture entirely. Instead, they possess the so-called pallium which
is – in contrast to the mammalian cortex – organized in nuclei (Jarvis et al., 2005). Interestingly,
the neuronal density in birds has recently been shown to be extraordinarily high (Olkowicz
et al., 2016). This indicates that OP maps could emerge also in birds based on a common
input theme and a sufficient amount of neurons in the visual wulst.

Altogether these results indicate that cortical maps seem to be created by universal mecha-
nisms that are present even in evolutionarily more ancient vertebrate species. While previous
studies concluded that the different map phenotypes between mammalian species are likely
to reflect functional differences in those species, i.e. a different connectivity (Van Hooser,
2005; Van Hooser, 2007; Kaschube, 2014), our explanation avoids assuming differences in the
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general cortical architecture between closely related species. Such differences are unlikely in
the light of the previously discussed results but also from an evolutionary perspective (Jacob,
1977).

Comparison of neuronal placement to other visual cortex models

Our work provides the first model that makes investigating the relationship between neu-
ronal numbers and neuronal map structure more accessible in a very general approach since
maps for arbitrary neuronal connectivities can be predicted. However, many of the previous
models of OP maps also implicitly support a phase transition to a structured map in depen-
dence of neuronal numbers which became clear in the light of our results. Kohonen map
models show a phase transition that can be influenced by a neighborhood size parameter
(Kohonen, 1982). The neighborhood size defines the number of neurons in the neighborhood
of a winning neuron that are influenced by the presentation of a stimulus. The winning
neuron is the neuron that has the feature preference x closest to the presented stimulus y. It
was shown that larger neighborhood sizes lead to a faster progression of the map structure
corresponding to a phase transition (Kohonen, 1982). Similarly, in elastic net models the
phase transition is influenced by the parameter k which can be interpreted as the size of the
receptive field of a neuron based on its feature preference x (Swindale, 1992; Durbin and
Mitchison, 1990; Goodhill and Cimponeriu, 2000). More precisely, k defines the maximum
difference between x and a given feature vector y, analogously to the maximum difference
between a stimulus preference of a neuron and a presented stimulus that still excites the
neuron. Thus, neighborhood size and receptive field size both seem to be related to the range
of interaction of a neuron. Furthermore, the influence of each of these parameters on the
phase transition is reminiscent of a phase transition based on the number of neurons because
the possible range of neuronal interaction determines how many neurons could be recruited
for the formation of a pinwheel. Another finding that corresponds to our results regarding the
phase transition is obtained by an elastic net model, which predicts the developmental order
of visual cortex map features (Goodhill and Cimponeriu, 2000). Here, the phase transition
is observed separately for different features during the annealing procedure where the k
parameter is reduced. The order of the phase transitions regarding different features can be
influenced by changing the critical k value of the features. More specifically, the order of the
development of OP and OD maps can be determined by the ratio of their critical k values and
it is shown that this ratio corresponds to the ratio between OP and OD column wavelength,
i.e. the hypercolumn size. Again increasing the size of a hypercolumn corresponds to increas-
ing the number of neurons in a hypercolumn. Therefore, the feature map that is expressed
first is the map with hypercolumns containing more neurons compared to the feature map
which is expressed subsequently. This suggests that also the phase transition in Goodhill
and Cimponeriu (2000) seems to be dependent on the number of neurons in the hypercolumn.

Most of the existing models implement a common theme that has been described as both
coverage (a complete representation of the feature space) and continuity (a gradual change of
features) in Swindale (1996) and similarly also in Niebur and Wörgötter (1993) and Grossberg
and Olson (1994). More formally, the different models can also be seen as particular cases of
a general objective function (Goodhill, Finch, and Sejnowski, 1995; Goodhill and Sejnowski,
1997; Mitchison, 1995; Yuille, Kolodny, and Lee, 1996; Yuille, 1990). Conversely, it was also
described in Goodhill, Finch, and Sejnowski (1995) that although different approaches can be
unified by a general objective function, each approach leaves its own characteristic on the
produced feature maps. This supports the notion in Swindale (1996) that the different models
should not just be seen as the variation of a common theme and especially that different
aspects of visual cortex maps as well as their foundations can be reproduced better in one
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model than in another. Thus the application of different models can help to develop different
hypotheses regarding the origin of visual cortex map features. Particularly in our study, we
were able to link the number of neurons to the phase transition between an unstructured and
a structured map for the first time. We think that this aspect became especially apparent to
us because of the design of the neuronal placement procedure. A connection between the
number of neurons and map structure occurs here more naturally and thus a dependence of
the phase transition on the the number of neurons was easier to recognize. Our results also
question a specific purpose of structured cortical maps and their hypercolumns if they are
just a consequence of different neuronal numbers which was also suggested before (Horton
and Adams, 2005; Purves, Riddle, and LaMantia, 1992; Flórez Weidinger, Juan Daniel, 2013).

An advanced visual cortex model based on neuronal placement revealed a con-
stant relationship between the number of neurons and pinwheels

After discovering that the number of neurons drives the transition from unstructured to
structured cortical maps, we wanted to more thoroughly understand what leads to the for-
mation of a hypercolumn. Although we already assumed in the first study (see Chapter 4)
that the formation of a hypercolumn depends on the number of neurons that can be re-
cruited for its formation, we were not able to investigate the issue numerically with our
model. At this point we were only able to predict the transition from salt-and-pepper to a
single pinwheel since the connectivity used for the placement was only created in respect
to the OP of neurons. Thus making it impossible to investigate what determines the size
and density of pinwheels in continuous visual cortex maps where pinwheels repeatedly form.

To enable the formation of multiple pinwheels in the neuronal placement model, we gen-
erated connectivities that not only respected the OP of neurons but also their retinotopic
preference. Furthermore we also improved the neuronal placement procedure by replacing
MDS with the more powerful t-SNE procedure which is able to visualize high dimensional
data lying on several different low dimensional manifolds and to separate data on a global
scale while also preserving differences and similarities by the respective spatial distance on a
local scale (see Section B). Only by concurrently exerting both of these measures were we
able to predict visual cortex maps that showed structured maps with multiple pinwheels.
This improved version of the model enabled us to answer our remaining questions about the
formation of hypercolumns.

As previously discussed, we hypothesize that the formation of a hypercolumn depends
on the number of neurons that can be recruited for its formation and that this number is
limited due to a given maximum difference in retinotopic preference between neurons. Vi-
sual space is retinotopically mapped onto V1 in all of the yet observed species (Swindale,
2008). However, V1 is not just scaled up or scaled down in animals of different size because
neuronal numbers vary over several folds of magnitude across mammalian species (see
Chapter 4, Table 1 and Chapter 5 Table 1). Increasing the total number of neurons in V1
concurrently leads to an increase of the number of neurons that are available in a certain
range of retinotopic preferences, thus facilitating the formation of a pinwheel by increasing
the availability of neurons which could form the pinwheel. Similarly, pinwheel formation can
be facilitated by increasing the range of retinotopic preference differences where connections
can form. Accordingly, we added a model parameter (receptive field size λ) that modifies the
connection probability based on the retinotopic preference difference of neurons. Indeed, we
also found that depending on this parameter the OP map layout changes between salt-and-
pepper and even between smaller and larger pinwheels.
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The improved model enabled us to investigate why the number of pinwheels per hyper-
column area is constant while the number of pinwheels per mm2 varies (Kaschube et al.,
2010). The discrepancy between normalized and absolute pinwheel densities could be a
consequence of different numbers of neurons per hypercolumn, different neuronal densities
or a combination of both. It seems that pinwheels and hypercolumns in different species
are quite uniform structures since we found that the mean number of neurons in these
structures is constant in similarly structured model maps as well as in a range of mammalian
species. Accordingly the difference in absolute pinwheel density is a mere consequence of
different neuronal densities and the constant number of pinwheels per hypercolumn area
a trivial consequence. Although we found that the number of neurons per pinwheel per se
is much smaller than the total number of neurons in all rodent species, our results are still
compatible with each other. For all of our tested neuronal numbers there is a minimum
receptive field size below which the predicted map arrangements are in the salt-and-pepper
configuration. There is even a lower limit of numbers of neurons where pinwheels do not
emerge at all. Additionally there is an upper limit of the receptive field size over which
retinotopy is degraded. Depending on such an upper limit of the receptive field size there
must then be a minimum number of neurons in V1 before which no pinwheels can emerge.
With numbers of neurons that are high enough, pinwheels emerge and contain similar mean
number of neurons. Accordingly, the neuronal number dependent phase transition between
unstructured and structured maps is compatible with a constant number of neurons per
pinwheel.

Related to a constant number of neurons per hypercolumn in similarly structured maps
we further found that the final structure of feature maps ultimately depends on the number
of neurons per hypercolumn. Specifically our model results show that hypercolumns in less
structured maps contain a lower number of neurons than hypercolumns in more structured
maps (see Chapter 5, Fig. 1A-B). However, differences in the structuredness of OP maps
have been reported between species (see Chapter 4) while the number of neurons per hyper-
column is nearly constant across species. Although our curated biological data shows that
the species with the lowest number of neurons in V1 (tree shrew) contains a lower amount
of neurons per pinwheel compared to the species with the highest number of neurons in
V1 (macaque) (see Chapter 5, Table 1), a general trend towards hypercolumns containing
more neurons in dependence on the number of neurons in V1 is not present in the data (see
Chapter 5, Fig. 2A). This ambiguity between differences in map structure but similar num-
bers of neurons per hypercolumn may be explained by a slight influence of the total number
of neurons on map structure. Respectively, it was shown in the model that the measured map
structure increased slightly with the overall number of neurons if the maps were selected
by the maximum possible pinwheel density as a reference point for similar map structure.
In conclusion, map structure seems mostly to be dependent on the number of neurons per
hypercolumn but could also be influenced by the total number of neurons in the visual cortex.

Although we can qualitatively show in our models that hypercolumn size should be constant
for similarly structured maps and that a neuronal number dependent transition between
unstructured and structured maps exists, we cannot fit the biological numbers due to sev-
eral reasons. Even if we knew every feature and the relative selectivities it would not be
computationally feasible to calculate the corresponding maps because of the large number
of neurons that exist in V1 even for small species. Additionally our provided curated data
for the neuronal numbers in V1 are prone to error because the available data was very frag-
mented across many different publications where non-standardized methods were used (see
Chapter 5, Table 1 and see also Chapter 4, Table S1). Therefore these data can vary due to
different factors such as tissue shrinkage, normalization procedure, sampling and counting
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methods. Furthermore OP map structure is only described phenomenologically and not
quantified by a standardized method. However, we are convinced that our curated biological
data shows at least the approximate rank order of neuronal numbers in the visual cortex of
different species. We took care to provide reliable data by checking our sources thoroughly
for mistakes and using other sources if necessary. To prove or falsify our theories it would be
best to have a dataset that relies completely on standardized methods and determines map
structure and visual cortex metrics in the same animal. To determine the relative differences
in visual cortex metrics between different species we view the optical fractionator as the
method of choice (Herculano-Houzel, Bartheld, et al., 2015) because it is fast and most reliable
if relative differences between species have to be obtained. Of particular interest would be
to see experiments that determine the map structure and visual cortex metrics in the largest
rodents and in the smallest primates. Another problem is that due to the limit of compu-
tational resources we can only make qualitative predictions for the layout and structure
of neuronal maps. We specifically set the parameters of our models such that structured
features of neuronal maps appeared with feasible neuronal numbers. However, with much
greater computational resources we could test if our model would also fit the biological data
quantitatively.

Neuronal placement predicted cortical folding patterns for a strong local and
weak global connectivity

In the last part of this work we investigated if cortical folding could be predicted by the
neuronal placement procedure. In comparison to feature maps in the visual cortex, cortical
folds appear at a higher level of brain anatomy. Therefore, to generate a model connectivity,
we assumed that folds depend on a more generalized scheme of neuronal connectivity that
is present over the entire extent of the cortex. Based on the division of neurons into colum-
nar sub-units along the cortex (Mountcastle, 1997; Buxhoeveden and Casanova, 2002), we
formed a connectivity that depended on the topological distance between virtual columns
containing the modeled neurons. Computationally unfeasible neuron numbers were avoided
by modeling only two-dimensional folding patterns where the rounded cortical sheet was
captured by arranging the columns in a ring topology. The connection probability between
neurons was then defined by the topological distances between the columns of the respective
neurons. Based on findings showing that the probability of neuronal connections strongly
declines with distance (Ercsey-Ravasz et al., 2013; Hellwig, 2000; Kaiser, Hilgetag, and Ooyen,
2009), the connection probability between neurons was set very high if the neurons were
topologically close and vice versa. However, this connectivity did not respect any local details
of the neuronal connectivity that for example led in our previous models to the formation of
structured cortical maps (See Section 4 and 5).

Using this more general connectivity with our placement model indeed led to two dimen-
sional arrangements that resembled cortical folding patterns in mammals. Our results
confirmed previous findings about the relationship between the folding degree and certain
parameters of the cortex but gave also new insights to possible relations between parameters
that determine the connectivity and the folding pattern. Conforming to previous results, we
found in the model that the folding degree is proportional to the fraction between parameters
that correspond to the cortical size and the cortical thickness (Mota and Herculano-Houzel,
2015; Pillay and Manger, 2007; Hofman, 1985; Zilles, Armstrong, et al., 1989; Welker, 1990).
However, the predictions of our model are going even further and indicate that the relation
between the total number of columns and the number of neurons per column may even
determine if the neurons are either arranged in a cortical sheet or in separate brain nuclei.
Only if the number of columns is markedly larger than the number of neurons per column, a
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continuous cortical sheet is formed in the model. Otherwise our model predicts an arrange-
ment of neurons in separate brain nuclei. If the number of columns is set larger and larger in
relation to the number of neurons per column, cortical folds appear at some point and the
level of folding increases further and further. Thus, the higher level of folding in mammals
with larger brains might be mainly explained due to their larger tangential extent of the
cortex compared to the thickness of the cortical sheet (Hofman, 1985).

Besides those predictions that are based on the physical size and thickness of the cortex, our
model was also able to make predictions about the dependence of cortical folding on the
neuronal connectivity. While the coarse pattern of a strong local and weak global connectivity
was still a requirement for the formation of a folded structure, variations of this general
scheme had marked effects on the final folding pattern. Overall there were consistent changes
of the predicted folding patterns in response to changes of the connectivity parameters.
Roughly speaking, the range of the local connectivity determined the size of the folds, the
maximum strength of the global connectivity determined the depth of the folds and the decay
of the global connectivity determined the prominence of the folding pattern. An influence of
the connectivity on the folding pattern could explain the ambivalence that cortical convolu-
tions in mammals can appear in both, a stereotypical and a random fashion (Welker, 1990;
Lohmann, 1999; Meng et al., 2014). Accordingly, some cortical functions could depend on a
more specific connectivity but others could be more random, which would lead to a mixture
of random and stereotypical folds.

In the model, varying the connectivity along the model cortex, showed that more stereotypical
folding patterns are simply obtained by these characteristic parameter changes. Additionally,
the model showed that folds can in principle be provoked at a certain location by increasing
the connection probability at this position, which may explain why some folds correlate
strongly with functional similarities of neurons and that cortical folds might reflect the com-
promise of a layout where neurons are either arranged in separate nuclei or in a cortical sheet
(Welker, 1990). The effect of the connectivity on the cortical folding pattern could also explain
differences of the folding degree that would otherwise not be expected purely based on the
relationship of the number of neurons per column and the number of columns. Accordingly,
we found that differences in the connectivity could explain why the folding degree scales
differently with brain size in different mammalian orders (Mota and Herculano-Houzel, 2015;
Pillay and Manger, 2007; Zilles, Palomero-Gallagher, and Amunts, 2013). Changing the
model connectivity in a similar manner as it is present in certain pathological conditions even
showed qualitatively similar changes in the folding pattern as it is reported for the folding
morphology of these conditions.

A mechanism that could be the biological correlate of the neuronal placement
procedure

Altogether, the findings presented in this study suggest that there might be a biological mech-
anism that could be the correlate of the presented neuronal placement procedure. Such a
mechanism would explain why the neuronal placement procedure was able to make so many
realistic predictions in the completely different contexts of cortical maps and cortical folding
patterns. Axonal tension is one of the most popular hypothesis that explains the formation
of cortical folding (Essen, 1997; Llinares-Benadero and Borrell, 2019; Manyuhina, Mayett,
and Schwarz, 2014). Originally, it has been suggested that fibers between the gyral walls
lead to the formation of a gyrus by pulling the walls closer and closer together (Essen, 1997).
However, a more recent study found no considerable tension between the gyral walls but still
reported tension in inside the gray matter and in the deeper intergyral white matter (Xu et al.,
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2010). These forces likely correspond to tension produced by the local and global connectivity
of neurons. In our model, local and global connections are necessary to produce folding
patterns. Here, the formation of folds is the best compromise that satisfies the constraints
exerted by both, the local and global connectivity. While the global connectivity demands to
keep the structure compact as a whole, the driving force of the local connectivity specifically
demands to keep the neurons inside or in the next neighboring columns as close as possible.
Just squeezing the whole structure would result in a more compact structure with a thicker
cortex that would fulfill the constrains of the global connectivity but not that of the local
connectivity. A thicker cortex would drive neurons in local modules apart, which violates the
demands of the strong local connectivity to keep the cortex thin. However, a folded cortex
enables to fulfill both constrains: it forms a globally compact structure which still enables to
keep a thin cortex that enables spatially close local sub-networks.

Although it would be a plausible explanation that tension along neuronal connections is
the biological correlate of neuronal placement, it is rather questionable if also the formation
of neuronal maps could be explained by this principle. Without doubt, neuronal maps do
not emerge from a tabula rasa like arrangement of neurons which establish a structured
map driven by self-organizing pulling forces. Such a mechanism would be in conflict with
important and empirically proven developmental mechanisms i.e. ontogenetic columns and
signal molecule gradients (Rakic, 1988; Sansom and Livesey, 2009). However, pulling forces
might play a role in the formation of cortical maps by refining the final neuronal position.
Although such a mechanism might go hand in hand with an activity tuning of neurons in the
visual cortex (Wolf and Geisel, 1998), it still requires that there is some tangential movement
of projection neurons at all. While a lateral dispersion of cortical projection neurons has
indeed been described for different species (Kornack and Rakic, 1995; Rakic, 1995; Reid,
Walsh, and Tavazoie, 1997; Ware, 1999; Kriegstein and Noctor, 2004; Gertz and Kriegstein,
2015; Walsh and Cepko, 1993; Walsh and Cepko, 1992), this movement seems to be more
related to a fanning out of neurons along the radial fiber scaffold.

Based on this theoretical work it can only be speculated whether pulling forces might play
a role in the development of the cortex. Future empirical studies could investigate if these
forces may be involved in the self-organization of the brain.
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Abstract

Neurons sharing similar features are often selectively connected with a higher probability and
should be located in close vicinity to save wiring. Selective connectivity has, therefore, been
proposed to be the cause for spatial organization in cortical maps. Interestingly, orientation
preference (OP) maps in the visual cortex are found in carnivores, ungulates, and primates
but are not found in rodents, indicating fundamental differences in selective connectivity
that seem unexpected for closely related species. Here, we investigate this finding by using
multidimensional scaling to predict the locations of neurons based on minimizing wiring
costs for any given connectivity. Our model shows a transition from an unstructured salt-
and-pepper organization to a pinwheel arrangement when increasing the number of neurons,
even without changing the selectivity of the connections. Increasing neuronal numbers
also leads to the emergence of layers, retinotopy, or ocular dominance columns for the
selective connectivity corresponding to each arrangement. We further show that neuron
numbers impact overall interconnectivity as the primary reason for the appearance of neural
maps, which we link to a known phase transition in an Ising-like model from statistical
mechanics. Finally, we curated biological data from the literature to show that neural
maps appear as the number of neurons in visual cortex increases over a wide range of
mammalian species. Our results provide a simple explanation for the existence of salt-
and-pepper arrangements in rodents and pinwheel arrangements in the visual cortex of
primates, carnivores, and ungulates without assuming differences in the general visual cortex
architecture and connectivity.

Significance statement

To save wiring, neurons in the brain that are connected to one another should be located in
close vicinity. We use computational models based on multidimensional scaling to explore
the implications of this simple premise regarding the organization of the visual cortex. As-
suming only that neurons with similar orientation preference are more strongly connected,
we predict the emergence of characteristic pinwheels where preferred orientations organize
in a continuous circular manner. We find that a universal transition exists between com-
pletely unstructured and such structured neural maps when increasing neuron numbers even
without changing the selectivity of the connections. Our results are a simple explanation for
the existence of salt-and-pepper arrangements in rodents and pinwheel arrangements in cat
visual cortex.
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Introduction

Models assuming short cables and fast signal propagation in the circuit predict the precise
placement of neurons and brain areas (1–4), the existence of topographic maps (5), and the
existence of ocular dominance (OD) columns and orientation preference (OP) maps in the
visual cortex (6, 7). The latter examples have become model systems to study structured
neural maps because of the combination of striking striped patterns of OD and the intricate
arrangement of OPs in a radial symmetry around pinwheel-like structures (8–11). A number
of modeling approaches have been shown to predict different map properties and their
possible biological origin (12–15). Examples are the link between the shape of the visual
cortex and the overall stripe pattern of OD columns (16, 17) as well as the link between
monocular deprivation and stripe thickness (16, 18). In accordance with these observations,
the enlargement of specific brain areas has been predicted by competitive Hebbian models
(Kohonen maps) in regions with increased input (19) and has been found in monkeys and
cats (20, 21). Furthermore, the order of OD and OP map development has been linked to the
ratio between OD and OP wavelength (22), and a constant density of pinwheels relative to
the cortical hypercolumn size has been predicted in models and confirmed by experiments
(14, 23). Although particular models can predict some properties of visual cortex maps
very well (7), other properties are absent or contradictory to experimental observations
(24, 25). Structured maps in the visual cortex have been described in primates, carnivores,
and ungulates but are reported to be absent in rodents, which instead exhibit unstructured,
seemingly random arrangements commonly referred to as salt-and-pepper configurations
(26–28). Phase transitions between an unstructured and a structured map have been described
in a variety of models as a function of various model parameters (12, 13). Still, the biological
correlate of the phase transition and therefore, the reason for the existence of structured
and unstructured neural maps in closely related species remain unknown. Models in which
minimal wiring constraints are applied to neurons arranged on a grid show that switching
from a non-selective to a selective connectivity between neurons of similar OP can lead to a
transition between salt-and-pepper and pinwheel arrangements (6). The results from these
models indicate that a difference in selective connectivity could lead to the formation of
unstructured vs. structured maps. However, similar grid-like arrangements using Ising-like
XY models that also can predict pinwheel arrangements as well as OD columns (29, 30)
show an alternative transition of unstructured to structured maps. This phase transition
occurs even with a fixed connection selectivity while varying the so-called temperature, a
measure that relates to the entropy or the amount of noise in the system (Methods). These
results indicate that a simple transition to organized neural maps could occur without a
direct alteration of the connectivity (31). Such a transition would be compatible with the
pronounced selective connectivity between neurons of similar OP observed in mice with
their salt-and-pepper organization (32–35). We show here by using a neural placement
model based on multidimensional scaling (MDS) and a modified XY model that, in both
models, changes in a parameter characterizing the amount of interconnectivity between
orientation-selective neurons can lead to the phase transition. We further show that this
parameter is directly related to the temperature in our XY model. We conclude that increasing
the interconnectivity, which is reflected in higher total numbers of neurons, may lead to
structured maps without changing the connection selectivity, a theory that we support with
biological data, which we curated from the available literature.
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Results

In the following section, we use a general method to predict the optimal placement of neurons
given an arbitrary connectivity based on MDS (36). MDS can be used to find locations
with pairwise distances that match a given set of target values by minimizing a respective
stress function. To predict the positions of neurons, we use their corresponding connection
similarities as distances. Thus, we ensure that neurons with similar connectivity in the
circuit are located in close vicinity and hence, that the amount of wiring length is optimized
(Methods). This model allowed us to dissect the variables leading to the organization of
neural maps. To show our method, we first used a surrogate binary connection matrix
that we obtained from the geometric proximity of randomly distributed points in a square
arrangement arbitrarily divided into six layers. Because the connection matrix then reflects
the spatial relations between nearby points, it should be possible to retrieve the location
of all points from the binary connectivity matrix alone. Using MDS, we were indeed able
to faithfully recover the original locations (Fig. 1A), indicating that our optimal placement
method conserved neighborhood relations present in the connectivity and favored short
distances between connected points. Under these conditions, the mean deviation between
original and recovered positions was about 2.4% of the side length of the square after careful
alignment of the points (average over 51 trials). Using the optimized locations, the amount of
cable required to connect the points according to the binary matrix was then only about 35%
of the cable required when using a random placement. The reconstruction worked precisely
over a wide range of levels of connection sparsities.
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FIGURE 1: Optimal placement of orientation-selective neurons switches from salt and pepper to
pinwheel. (A) Validation of optimal placement using MDS (Methods). From left to right, random
locations in a unit square divided into six layers by color, connection probabilities obtained from
Euclidean distances [ f (d)], binary connection matrix obtained by random instantiation from the
connection probability matrix, and recovered positions of neurons using MDS to minimize the amount
of cable for the binary connectivity matrix. Colors correspond to layers in the original locations.
(B) Optimal placement for orientation-selective neurons. From left to right, connection probability
obtained as a periodic function of the difference between randomly selected OPs between n neurons
illustrated here for different values of γ, the selectivity of the connection (constants a and b are set to
0.1 and 0.2, respectively); connection probability matrix for γ = 0.6 and 300 neurons with uniformly
distributed random OPs; randomly instantiated binary connectivity from connection probability
matrix; and positions of neurons as determined using MDS. (C) Transition between salt and pepper
and pinwheels. Optimal placement for different numbers of neurons n and different selectivity values
γ. (D) Absolute values of correlation coefficients r between OP and azimuth for three values of γ from
C using the mean of 40 instantiations of connectivity matrices (in steps of 100 cells) for each parameter
combination. (E) Amount of cable used after optimal placement using MDS compared with random

(rand) placement (same data as D).
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Using the same method, we then predicted the optimal placement of orientation-selective
neurons. With the simple assumption that neurons with similar OPs are selectively connected,
we predicted the arrangement of a single pinwheel (Fig. 1B). As expected from previous
optimal wiring models (6), increasing the specific selectivity in the connection probability (γ
in Fig. 1B) resulted in the appearance of pinwheel arrangements. Unexpectedly, however, we
observed a transition from a salt-and-pepper to a pinwheel configuration when increasing
the number of neurons (Fig. 1C, left to right and Fig. S1) for any fixed selectivity. Increasing
the number of neurons effectively increases the interconnectivity (i.e., the overall number
of neurons that a neuron is connected to) without altering the specificity. Interestingly, total
interconnectivity is reduced when increasing selectivity γ in our connection function, indicat-
ing that seemingly opposing forces determine how much structure is in the final neural map
(SI Text and Figs. S2 and S3). We quantified the amount of resulting structure by calculating
correlation coefficients between OP and azimuth in the putative pinwheels, clearly visualiz-
ing the transition in the parameter space (10) (Methods, Fig. 1D,and Fig. S1). Incidentally,
when using relatively unselective connection functions, we still predicted pinwheels for cell
numbers above 1,000, thereby matching the numbers found in the cat visual cortex (10).
Also, the amount of cable used was around 75% compared with random placements for all
parameter values, with a slight improvement for more selective connectivities (Fig. 1E). Seem-
ingly unstructured salt-and-pepper arrangements, therefore, still minimize the amount of
cable used and are precisely ordered (6), albeit at higher spatial frequencies com- pared with
the lower spatial frequencies found in pinwheel maps. Although the MDS model robustly
showed a structural transition with increasing interconnectivity, it did not become clear why
this transition occurred or how general it was with respect to other neural arrangements.
To address these questions, we used XY models from statistical mechanics that calculate
interactions of continuous periodic spins on a lattice. These models are known to exhibit
well-defined characteristic phase transitions in the resulting geometric arrangements of their
spins (37, 38). Such Ising-like models have previously been shown to predict OP and OD
maps when using a nonlocal type of interactions with a “Mexican-Hat” shape, corresponding
to neural models of lateral inhibition (29, 30, 39). In our XY model, we considered n neurons
with the following pairwise interaction between two neurons i and j:

Jij˜
(

d(i, j)
u

)−α

,

where d(i, j) is the distance from neuron i to j, α is the decay power of the interaction strength
with distance, and u = ρ · λ 1

α is the degree of interconnectivity. Here, the interconnectivity is
composed of the neuronal density ρ and the average neuronal span λ as described later. The
interaction strength can be interpreted as the connection probability between two neurons
that increases with neuronal interconnectivity and decays with distance as a power law. It
was previously shown that, when the decay power α is greater than or equal to four, this
class of models becomes similar to a short-range XY model described previously (37, 38) and
exhibits similar phase transitions (40, 41). Incorporating the connection probabilities into the
partition function (details are in Methods)

Z = ∑
θ

exp

(
uα

T

n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=i+1

d(i, j)−αcos(2θi − 2θ j)

)
allows the study of phase transitions in the XY model that are known to occur when changing
the temperature T, a model parameter that is related to the entropy of the system and there-
fore, the amount of disorder in the resulting map. Varying the amount of interconnectivity u
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is inversely proportional to varying T, because they both combine to an effective temperature
T/uα in the partition function. Therefore, the same phase transitions that are known to occur
when changing the temperature will occur when changing either the neuronal span or the
density. To illustrate this relationship, we performed numerical simulations using a hybrid
Monte Carlo algorithm to produce output patterns for a range of different values of u and T
(Methods and Fig. 2). The transition was clearly observed when changing not only T but also
the amount of interconnectivity u.

u (interconnectivity)
2-1

40

20 2221 23

41

42
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T 
(n
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se

)

FIGURE 2: Phase transitions in the XY model with network interconnectivity. Single realizations for 25
different combinations of two parameters T and u of our adaptation of the XY model after evolving
the spins on a regular lattice with up to 10 million iterations using a hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm (as

described in Methods). Values are given in arbitrary units.

Our results show a phase transition that is dependent on the interconnectivity, the connection
selectivity, and the noise of the system. In both models, map structure can be influenced by
changing the interconnectivity by varying either n in the MDS model or u in the XY model.
We provide a detailed explanation of the relationship between our MDS and XY models as
well as the role of all parameters involved in SI Text (Figs. S2–S4).
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topographic arrangements were defined using the Manhattan distance. (A, Center) Connection proba-
bility for the layer and grid arrangements in B and C. (A, Right) Individual connection probabilities to
ipsilateral (black) and contralateral (gray) eye. (B–D) Neural placement similar to Fig. 1C as a function
of numbers of cells using the connection probabilities from A. (B) 1D connectivity leading to layers.
(C) 2D grid leading to a topographic map. (D) OD arrangement connecting two 4× 4 grids. Colors of
the neurons in all panels correspond to the colors in the sketch of the connectivity arrangement on the
left. For D, eye preferences are plotted in black and gray, whereas assignment to the grid is shown as
convex hulls around all neurons of the same groups in their respective colors. In B–D, the resulting

maps were rotated and flipped manually to best match the schematic layout.

The progression from unstructured to structured arrangements seen in both the XY model
and the MDS model for OP arrangements is, therefore, likely to be a general feature of
neural maps. To show that this is also the case for simple topographic arrangements, we
calculated the optimal placement of neurons selectively connected as groups on various grid
configurations with a probability that decayed as a function of the Manhattan distance (Fig.
3A). Neural maps conserving neighborhood relations from the grid configurations emerged
in all cases. A 1D chain of six groups of neurons led to six distinct layers (Fig. 3B), a 2D 4 x 4
connectivity led to a typical topographic map as observed in various systems throughout the
brain (Fig. 3C), and a 3D grid connecting a 4 x 4 grid input from one eye with a 4 x 4 grid
from the other eye (Fig. 3A, Right shows connection probability) led to a 2D arrangement
conserving the neighborhood relations in both grids and forming a map of OD columns
typical of the ones observed in the visual system (Fig. 3D). As is the case with OP maps,
OD maps in biology exist in cats and monkeys (5) but are absent in rodents (42, 43) and tree
shrews (44), adding to the evidence that the transition that we observe in the model could be
pertinent to neural maps in general. In all three cases shown in Fig. 3, higher interconnectivity
through a larger number of neurons led to more structure in the resulting topographic maps.
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Incidentally, increasing the feature space (i.e., from one to three dimensions between Fig.
3B–D) also seemed to increase the threshold number of neurons required for the emergence
of structured maps, indicating that the number of features also played a role in determining
the amount of structure in the neural map. To support our theory with experimental data, we
curated the available literature for numbers of neurons in mammalian V1 (Table S1) and their
corresponding expression of OP and OD maps (Table S2) in a broad range of species and
body sizes. According to our curated data, map structure seems to be critically dependent
on the number of neurons in V1 (Fig. 4A), which directly relates to neuron numbers and
interconnectivity in our models (Discussion).
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FIGURE 4: Interpretation of the parameters and biological data. (A) Numbers of neurons in visual
cortex (V1) of species from different orders (color-coded) and their relation to map structure. OD
and OP map structure are given by the positions of the dot and star symbol, respectively on the y
axis of the plot. Number of V1 neurons and map structure were both curated from the literature and
are summarized in Tables S1 and S2. The following species are shown: (a) mouse, (b) rat, (c) gray
squirrel, (d) rabbit, (e) ferret, (f) tree shrew, (g) agouti, (h) sheep, (i) cat, (j) marmoset, (k) galago, (l)
owl monkey, (m) squirrel monkey, (n) macaque, (o) human, and (p) chimpanzee. Neuronal numbers
for species denoted with a star are only estimates (Table S1). (B) Connection selectivity given by the
connection probability between orientation-selective neurons in the visual cortices of mouse and cat
(estimated mean of curated data from figure 3 in ref. 28; original data from refs. 34, 35, and 71). (C)
The amount of interconnectivity is dependent on both the cell density ρ and the neuronal span λ when
the probability of connection within λ is constant. This relationship is illustrated as an example for
one neuron (red dot) that has a fixed connection probability to other neurons (black dots) within its

neuronal span (red-shaded area).
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Discussion

We have shown that connectivity and neural placement are consistent with optimal wiring
as has been previously suggested (5, 6) but that a phase transition between an unstructured
and a structured map can occur without changing the selectivity of the connections. This
finding is in line with recent experimental measurements that indeed have shown a selective
connectivity in the salt-and-pepper arrangements in rodents (32–35) (Fig. 4B).

Phase transitions between unstructured and structured maps have previously been ob-
served in a number of modeling studies (12, 13), including those using elastic net models (7,
16, 22) and competitive Hebbian models (Kohonen map models) (45). There, phase transitions
depending on receptive field (7, 16, 22) and neighborhood size (19, 45) are reminiscent of
the phase transition depending on the interconnectivity in our models. Elastic net models
have been shown to predict the order of map development for a set of given features with
respect to the sizes of their particular cortical hypercolumn, indicating a possible link between
the phase transition and cell numbers similar to our own results (22). The similarity of the
resulting neural maps and the corresponding phase transitions in all of these models (46–
49) indicate a common underlying theme. Accordingly, the XY and the MDS model are
related. It is, therefore, not surprising that we find analogous relationships regarding the
phase transition in both models, and we would predict equivalent phase transitions with
interconnectivity to be present in other models. However, despite their similarities, different
models highlight different aspects of visual cortex maps (12, 50).

In our MDS model, the relationships between interconnectivity, neuron numbers, and
maps became particularly visible. Changing the number of neurons n in the MDS model nat-
urally led to an increase in the number of connections per neuron (i.e., the interconnectivity)
if the connection selectivity was fixed. Likewise, in the XY model, the interconnectivity was
proportional to the cell density ρ and the neuronal span λ if one assumes a fixed connection
probability within the interaction range of a neuron (Fig. 4C). Therefore, changing the in-
terconnectivity u in the XY model was analogous to changing the number of neurons n in
the MDS model. To better study this relationship, we also decoupled the interconnectivity
from the number of neurons in the MDS model (Fig. S3). This study confirmed that changing
the number of neurons without increasing the interconnectivity has no visible effect on the
obtained map layouts. However, direct application of noise in the MDS model, analogous to
changing the temperature T in the XY model, unsurprisingly resulted in unstructured maps.
A higher number of neurons then increased the resistance to such noise (Fig. S2) similarly to
increasing u in the XY model. Overall, the numerical analysis of the phase transition in the
MDS model showed that noise and interconnectivity affect the map structure similarly as in
the XY model, indicating a similarity of the phase transition in both models (Fig. S4).

We validated our model prediction by curating absolute numbers of neurons in mam-
malian V1 from the available literature (Fig. 4A and B and Table S1) and found that neuronal
map structure increases with the number of neurons. The question then emerges as to how
the number of neurons in V1 relates to neuronal interconnectivity. Because V1 represents
the visual field in a retinotopic manner, for potential pinwheels (or any type of cortical
hypercolumns) to exist, these pinwheels should not exceed a maximum relative size. Other-
wise, no part of the visual field would represent the entire feature space (51). The absolute
number of neurons in V1, therefore, directly determines the maximum number of neurons
available to form a pinwheel. Accordingly, for a fixed relative connectivity, the amount of
interconnectivity would increase with the absolute number of neurons in V1.

Based on our findings, we believe that cortical maps did not “evolve” to fulfill a certain
function (52). Our results rather indicate that cortical maps emerge as a consequence of
optimal wiring and connectivity requirements. This conclusion is also supported by a number
of strong arguments. From an evolutionary perspective, it is unlikely that fundamental
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differences in neural maps in closely related species are caused by differences in the visual
cortex architecture (53). Our theory is further supported by experimental studies, which
show that the emergence of visual cortex map patterns depends on the input (54–56) and that
OD columns are capriciously expressed in some New World monkeys, excluding functional
consequences from having structured OD maps (57, 58). OP maps have also been observed
in birds (59), which altogether lack a cortical architecture (60), further indicating that neural
maps in the visual system are more likely to be a product of neuronal optimization principles
based on the afferent input. These findings may lead to the conclusion that structured maps
could be a sign of increased neural organization or superior optimization compared with
homologous areas without structured maps in different species. We would argue against such
a conclusion based on our MDS model results, because wiring length is similarly optimized
in unstructured and structured map layouts (Fig. 1E). In conclusion, our model results
suggest a simple explanation for the difference of visual cortex maps between rodents and
primates, carnivores, ungulates, and tree shrews without assuming a difference in the general
functional architecture or how optimal the network layout is.

Although data for connection selectivity between neurons of similar tuning are available
only for cats and mice, a higher connection selectivity in carnivores and possibly, primates
and tree shrews together with a generally higher number of neurons could explain the
presence of structured visual cortex maps in those species and their absence in rodents.
However, it has been shown that sheep show some form of a structured map (61) and that
ungulates in general possess similar neuronal scaling rules as rodents (62). The emergence of
a structured map in larger rodents is, therefore, likely. The agouti is a rodent with neuronal
numbers in V1 that are as high as those of other species with structured OP maps (Fig. 4A
and Tables S1 and S2). Although occurrences of structured maps in the agouti and the even
larger capybara have not yet been reported, they likely possess OP maps. The existence of
structured visual cortex maps in rodents has mainly been questioned because of a study that
showed the presence of an unstructured map in the gray squirrel – a highly visual rodent
(27). Here, it has been claimed that ferret, tree shrew, and gray squirrel possess similar V1
sizes and visual acuity, leading to the conclusion that visual cortex map structure cannot be
determined by these factors (27). However, the gray squirrel has a smaller V1 than the tree
shrew and the ferret (Table S1). Most likely, it also has a smaller neuronal density than tree
shrew and ferret and as a consequence, a much lower number of neurons in V1. Thus, the
results obtained for the gray squirrel (27) do not contradict our results.

In addition to a sharp separation of map structures given by the neuronal numbers in V1,
there seems to be a progression in the strength of the expression of the maps depending on
the number of neurons (Tables S1 and S2). For example, tree shrews that are on the lower
end of the spectrum show an intermediate OP map pattern, which is characterized by a more
stripe-like appearance in large parts of their V1 (63). Additionally, they lack an OD map
entirely (64–66). New World monkeys with V1 neuron numbers between those of tree shrews
and macaques (Table S1) show a robust OP map (Table S2) but an intermediate OD map
pattern, which is, furthermore, erratically expressed between different individuals (57, 58).
Also, carnivores seem to show a progression of map structure depending on the number of
neurons in V1. The OP and OD map of the ferret have been described as less structured and
regular than those of the cat, and neuronal numbers in cat V1 are very likely to be greater
than those in the ferret V1 (Tables S1 and S2).

Our models suggest that a certain number of neurons per hypothetical hypercolumn
are necessary to form a structured OP map. The area of V1 required for a pinwheel should,
therefore, vary with neuronal density, and hypercolumn sizes would scale accordingly (14,
23). In the light of our results, the different hypercolumn sizes observed in different species
could be explained by individual neuronal densities in visual cortex. In line with this
argument, neuronal density in cat was shown to be about one-half of the density measured
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in macaque, but hypercolumn sizes were twice as large (Table S1) (44). Although we provide
biological data that are as reliable and comprehensive as possible, the collected data are
largely fragmented over more than a dozen different studies and confined in the diversity of
species that they provide (Tables S1 and S2). To confirm our theory, additional experiments
providing better data for more species are necessary. Neuronal numbers and connection
selectivities should be obtained by standardized methods, ideally in the same individuals
where the map structure is assessed. However, it would be particularly interesting to see
whether structured visual cortex maps are expressed in the largest existing rodent, the
capybara, and conversely, whether they are missing in the smallest primates, carnivores, or
ungulates.
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Methods

To show the transition between unstructured and structured circuit arrangements, we take
advantage of two separate models that generate the patterns of OP maps. The first model
is our own model based on optimal placement of neurons to minimize wiring in the circuit
using MDS; the second model is based on an adaptation of the Ising-like XY model, where
spatial patterns emerge from interactions between nodes on a regular lattice.

Determining Connection Probabilities from Euclidean Distances. The connection proba-
bilities in Fig. 1A were calculated from the Euclidean distances between each pair of nodes
i, j using the following function:

p(i, j) =
(

1−min
(

1,
d(i, j)
dmax

))
, (1)

where d(i, j) is the Euclidean distance between nodes i and j, and dmax is the maximum
distance to establish a connection. In Fig. 1A, we used 1,000 neurons uniformly distributed
in a square area. We divided the square into six layers of the same size and attributed to each
layer a unique color that we correspondingly assigned to the neurons of the respective layer.
For calculating the connection probabilities, a dmax of 0.4 was used.

Calculating Connection Dissimilarity for the MDS Model. Given a binary connectivity
matrix C for n neurons, we determined the connection dissimilarity δi,j of two connected
neurons i and j by calculating the Jaccard distance

JD = 1− JC(Ci, Cj) = 1−
|Ci ∩ Cj|
|Ci ∪ Cj|

, (2)

where Ci = {k : Ci,k = 1, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}} denotes the set of non-vanishing indices of the
i-th row of C and i, k the entry at the i-th row and k-th column of C. After calculating the
dissimilarity for all connected neurons we obtained the remaining dissimilarities by summing
up the calculated dissimilarity values over the shortest paths between non-connected neurons.

Optimal Placement Using MDS. MDS finds positions X of n nodes in r dimensions, such
that the Euclidean distances d(i, j) between the nodes i and j best match given dissimilarity
values δi,j. For calculating the optimal neural placement, we used the dissimilarity of the
connectivity between neurons i and j as defined above to calculate their 2D positions by
ordinal MDS. The positions X are calculated in MDS by minimizing the stress function σ:

σ :=
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=i+1

( f (δi,j)− d(i, j))2, (3)

where f (δi,j) transforms the dissimilarity values into spatial distances. In ordinal MDS, this
function f has to be monotonic, must only fulfill the condition δi,j < δk,j ⇔ f (δi,j) ≤ f (δk,j),
and is also computed such that it minimizes σ (36). We used the MATLAB function mdscale
to perform the ordinal MDS.
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Optimal Placement for a Single Pinwheel Using MDS. Random OPs θ ∈ [0, π] were asso-
ciated with n neurons used for one pinwheel. The probability p of connecting two neurons i
and j was determined by

p(θi, θj) = a + b ·
[
(cos(2θi − 2θj) + 1)

2

]γ

, (4)

a function of the preferred orientations θi and θj of both neurons. This type of periodic
connectivity is analogous to previous models predicting OP maps (6). Here, a defines the
constant connection probability between all n neurons, and b is the maximum connection
probability between two neurons i and j. The selectivity of the connection is given by γ, a
parameter of crucial importance in Fig. 1.

Estimation of Cable Saved by Optimal Placement. To quantify the amount of cable that was
saved by the optimal placement of n neurons, we compared the arrangement obtained using
MDS with the arrangement of n randomly located neurons in an area with similar dimensions.
Random positions were obtained using a uniform distribution within the bounding box
around the positions determined using MDS (Fig. 1A) or for a circular bounding box (Fig.
1C). For any connectivity matrix C that has been used to calculate the neuronal positions
using MDS and the distance matrix D of the positions determined by MDS, we calculated the
total wiring length L as follows:

L =
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

Cij · Dij. (5)

For the distances of the random positions Drand, the total wiring length connecting the ran-
dom positions Lrand was calculated analogously. The proportion of saved wire was then
defined in % by 100 · Lrand/L.

Correlation Coefficient Between Preferred Orientation and Pinwheel Azimuth. To quan-
tify how much the MDS neural placement followed a pinwheel arrangement, we calculated
the correlation between OP and azimuth for all neurons in each modeled arrangement. A
reference vector was defined by the mean direction of the coordinates of the first 10 neurons,
with a preference to the smallest orientations greater than or equal to 0. For each neuron,
the azimuth was then calculated with respect to the reference vector and plotted against the
preferred orientation (Fig. 1C). The Pearson correlation coefficients for Fig. 1D were then
calculated for data points with an azimuth in the range between 1/4π and 7/4π to avoid data
points that possess an OP near π but reside near the 0 azimuth and vice versa. For the results
shown in Fig. 1D, 40 modeled neural arrangements were calculated for each parameter pair,
and we used the average of the absolute values of the corresponding correlation coefficients.

XY Model for Studying the Phase Transition with Interconnectivity. The 2D XY model
is an Ising-like model (67), where the state of a single spin si can take values θ from 0 to
π. The interaction between two spins si · sj then is equal to the scalar product of the two
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corresponding orientation vectors: cos(2θi − 2θj). The system is described by the following
Hamiltonian operator:

H = −J
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=i+1

cos(θi − θj), (6)

where J is a positive constant. We modified the original XY model (67) to be able to better
compare it with variables from the MDS model and better study the effect of interconnectivity
by replacing the constant J with an n × n matrix J that incorporates the strength of the
interaction Jij between all pairs of neurons i, j ∈ 1, . . . , n. Assuming that neuronal connection
probability decays strongly with distance, we used a simple power law relationship: Jij ∼
λ(d(i, j) · ρ−1)−α, where d(i, j) is the distance between two neurons, ρ is the neuronal density,
and λ represents the neuronal span. For ease of notation, we considered the following
connection function:

Jij ∼
(

d(i, j)
u

)−α

, (7)

where we introduced the interconnectivity as parameter u = ρ · λ1/α. It is important to
note that, when increasing the density of neurons, the average distance between them will
decrease. Increasing either the density ρ or the average neuronal span λ will, therefore,
increase the amount of interconnectivity u. The Hamiltonian operator then becomes

H = −
n

∑
i=1

1
ki

n

∑
i=j+1

(
d(i, j)

u

)−α

cos(2θi − 2θj), (8)

where the factor ki = ∑k 6=i d(i, k)−α has been introduced to ensure the thermodynamic limit
of the system and its asymptotic independence on the number of neurons (68).

In the limit of α → ∞ this model becomes equivalent to the common short range XY
model that only takes into account interactions with the nearest neighbors.

Increasing Radius of Interaction Is Equivalent to Decreasing Temperature. In a statistical
system, such as the Ising XY model that we used, the properties of the system, including its
characteristic phase transitions, can be obtained from the partition function Z. This function
is defined as the sum over all possible configurations of its Boltzmann weights:

Z = ∑
{θ}

e−
H(θ,u)

T . (9)

Inserting Eq. 8 into Eq. 9 leads to

Z = ∑
{θ}

exp

(
uα

T

n

∑
i=1

1
ki

n

∑
j=i+1

d(i, j)−αcos(2θi − 2θj)

)
. (10)

It was shown previously (40, 41, 69) that, when α is greater than or equal to four, the system
described by Eq. 10 belongs to the Kosterlitz–Thouless universality class (37, 38). The system
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thereby exhibits phase transitions driven by the temperature T, a model parameter that is
related to the entropy of the system. Below the critical temperature, the system exhibits
long range correlations that decay as a power law and share similarities with cortical OP
maps, including alternating clockwise and anticlockwise pinwheel formations. Above the
critical temperature, the correlation length decays exponentially, and mesoscopic patterns
can exist only on a short scale. Eq. 10 can be rewritten in terms of effective temperature:
Te f f = T/uα, and it follows directly that changing the interconnectivity u is inversely propor-
tional to changing the temperature T. Increasing the interconnectivity as well as decreasing
the temperature, therefore, both lead to a phase transition in this class of systems (40, 41).

Numerical Simulations for XY Model Using a Hybrid Monte Carlo Technique. To visual-
ize the phase transition in the XY model with increasing interconnectivity, we performed
numerical simulations based on a standard method for XY model predictions using a hybrid
Monte Carlo method (70). The original Hamiltonian operator of the system (Eq. 8) was con-
sidered as a potential that depends on the n OPs of all neurons in the system. We introduced
an additional parameter φ for each of these degrees of freedom representing the velocity of
each orientation:

H ({θ} , {φ} , u) = −
n

∑
i=1

1
ki

n

∑
j=i+1

(
d(i, j)

u

)−α

cos
(
θi − θj

)
+

1
2

n

∑
i=1

φi
2. (11)

At each Monte Carlo iteration all the nodes of the grid evolved according to the equation,
while the system returned to its previous state with a probability

Preject = 1−min
(

1, exp
(
−∆H

T

))
; (12)

10,000 neurons on a grid were associated with random initial orientations, and up to 1,000
iterations were performed according to the following algorithm.

Algorithm.

i) Select n parameters from a normal distribution centered around zero with an SD of T.

ii) Numerically integrate

φi
(∆t

2

)
= φi(0)− ∆t

2
∂H
∂θi

θi (∆t) = θi(0) + ∆t ∂H
∂φi

φi (∆t) = φi
(∆t

2

)
− ∆t

2
∂H
∂θi

(13)

iii) Calculate the difference between the new and the old Hamiltonian operators and accept
the new values θ if the change is not rejected according to the rejection probability (Eq.
12).

The resulting θ produced by this algorithm follows the same statistics as the partition
function. Fig. 2 was generated in this way for α = 4 and 25 different combinations of
temperature and levels of interconnectivity.
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Supporting Information

SI Text

Extended Data for Fig. 1. In Fig. S1, we show a larger range of OP map realizations for our
MDS model similar to Fig. 1. Fig. S1A focuses on the region where the phase transition is
most pronounced. Fig. S1A, Right describes the type of data used for the correlation measure
r in Fig. 1D in greater detail. Note that both right- and left-handed pinwheels were predicted
(Fig. 1C and Fig. S1A) with corresponding points along the diagonal or anti–diagonal in the
OP vs. azimuth plot (Fig. S1A, Right). The entire parameter range is shown in Fig. S1B.

Noise in the MDS Model. Noise is represented by the temperature T in the XY model, but
there is no explicit parameter in the MDS model used in the manuscript that determines
the amount of noise in the system. However, noise is introduced by the random nature
of the connectivity and the distortions in the development of a structured map caused by
unselective connections. To better understand the relationship between connectivity and
noise in the MDS model, we designed an initial highly selective noise-free connectivity that
we subsequently subjected to noise (Fig. S2A). Similar to decreasing connection selectivity,
increasing noise leads to an unstructured map. This relationship suggests that noise and
unselective connections can be considered equivalent with respect to their effect on resulting
map patterns (Fig. S2B).

Neuronal Numbers, Interconnectivity, and Connection Selectivity in the MDS Model. In
the manuscript, we showed a phase transition in our MDS model with number of neurons
n and discussed in depth the relationship of n to the interconnectivity. To more formally
compare the XY model with the MDS model, we introduce here a modified connection
function that decouples interconnectivity from the number of neurons:

p(θi, θj) =
1
n

(
a + b ·

[
(cos(2θi − 2θj) + 1)

2

]γ
)

. (S1)

Here, the connection function is defined similarly as in Eq. 4, but the connection probability
is normalized by the number of neurons. Because we showed that there is no difference
between noise and unselective connectivity, we define a as the amount of noise and b as
the amount of selective interconnectivity. Note that the results obtained by this connection
function are representative of the results that can be obtained using the original connection
function, because there is a one to one correspondence between both functions. Because
both parameters are normalized by the number of neurons n, interconnectivity can be set
independently from n. Hence, we are able to analyze the effect of numbers of neurons,
interconnectivity, and connection selectivity separately. However, we want to clarify that,
although the interconnectivity can be set independently of the number of neurons, the max-
imum amount of interconnectivity is dependent on the number of neurons (because the
maximum interconnectivity refers to the maximum amount of possible connections, which
are limited by n), and therefore, increasing the latter is indispensable for reaching certain
amounts of interconnectivity. Furthermore, it is also not our intention to suggest that struc-
tured maps arise because of a higher interconnectivity for a fixed number of neurons. We
rather believe that higher numbers of neurons (e.g., in V1) increase the interconnectivity for
a fixed relative connectivity, which then leads to the phase transition. In agreement with
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our expectations, varying the number of neurons but keeping the other parameters fixed
does not lead to a change in map structure (Fig. S3A). However, varying the amount of
interconnectivity by uniformly increasing noisy and selective connections (by increasing a
and b) leads to a transition from a salt-and-pepper to a pinwheel organization (Fig. S3B).
Thus, we show that the effect of the numbers of neurons on the phase transition seems to
depend only on the interconnectivity. Furthermore, we show that the effect of the connection
selectivity on map structure is unsurprisingly not affected using the connection function
given in Eq. S1 (Fig. S3C).

MDS and XY Model Relationship. Although we have shown that the phase transitions of
the MDS and the XY models are based on similar parameters, their exact relationship is
still not clear. The phase transition in the XY model is a Kosterlitz–Thouless transition of
infinite order, and the interdependence of the critical noise Tcrit and the interconnectivity
u is analytically given by Tcrit ∝ u4. However, for the MDS model, a complete analytical
description of the phase transition is beyond the scope of this article. The connection function
given in Eq. S1 enabled us to numerically study the effects of the amount of unselective
interconnectivity [i.e., of noise (a), the amount of selective interconnectivity (b), and the
number of neurons (n)] on the phase transition separately. The correlation to the azimuth r
that quantifies the amount of structure in the OP map depends on the set values for a and b,
which we have shown to correspond to T and u in the XY model. We analytically showed that
the phase transition in the XY model is determined by the effective temperature Te f f = T/uα

(Methods). To show a similar relationship between noise and interconnectivity, we fitted the
calculated correlation values r for the results of different values of a, b, and n and a fixed
γ = 1 to a sigmoid function given by

r (a, b) =
(

1− 1√
n

) ax1 bx2 ex3√
(ax1 bx2 ex3)2 + 1

− 1

+ 1, (S2)

where r is the correlation to the azimuth (definition are in Methods), and x1, x2, and x3 are
the fitting parameters.

According to the fit function in Eq. S2, the order parameter that corresponds to the
effective temperature in the MDS model is given by Xe f f = ax1 · bx2 , which we define as the
effective interconnectivity. Furthermore, the critical value of the phase transition is given
by Xcrit = exp(−x3). In Fig. S4A, we show the results of the fit and the data that have been
fitted in the space of Xe f f and r. To show an analogous behavior of the MDS and XY models
regarding the phase transition, the fitting parameters x1 and x2 should have the same sign in
both models, and x3 should be constant. Because the phase transition is analytically given
by Te f f = T/uα, it follows that x1 = −4 and x2 = 1 for α = 4 in the XY model. Accordingly,
we found numerically that the phase transition observed in the MDS model matches the
characteristics of the XY model phase transition. Specifically, we found that x1 is always
negative (Fig. S4B, Left), that x2 is always positive (Fig. S4B, Center), and that x3 is constant
(Fig. S4B, Right). Thus, similar to in the XY model, where the order parameter of the phase
transition is given by a power law between noise T and interconnectivity u, the critical
amount of noise a in the MDS model is also given by a power law in dependence on the
interconnectivity

acrit ∝ b
x2
x1 .
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The power law of the XY model is best matched for n = 284 in the MDS model and shown
for a wide range of interconnectivity and noise values in Fig. S4C.

The constancy of x3 confirms more systematically what we have shown in Fig. S3: the
number of neurons has no effect on the phase transition, at least regarding the effective
interconnectivity. This relationship can also be seen in the fitted curves in Fig. S4A, because
there is no discernible regular shift of these curves regarding the respective number of
neurons. However, because the values of x1 and x2 change with the number of neurons,
the critical composite amount of noise and interconnectivity fluctuates when changing the
number of neurons. Thus, the identical relationship between noise and interconnectivity in
the XY model cannot be replicated in the MDS model.

In conclusion, the two models exhibit two different phase transitions, but these transitions
are driven by similar parameters representing the noise and the interconnectivity, which
affect the order parameters Xe f f and Te f f in a similar way

Biological Data. To support our model results by biological data, we curated the available
literature to obtain the number of neurons in V1. Thereby, we obtained a dataset from a
wide range of species containing thickness, area, number of neurons, and neuronal density in
V1 (Table S1). Furthermore, we characterized the visual cortex map structures for all of the
mammalian species given in Table S1 when available (Table S2).
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Supplemental Figures
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FIGURE S1: Optimal placement of orientation-selective neurons for a wide range of connection
selectivity values γ and numbers of neurons n. (A) Transition between salt-and-pepper and pinwheels.
(Left) Optimal placement for different numbers of neurons n and different connection selectivity values
γ. (Right) Plots with OP and azimuth for each neuron (black dots; one representative case is shown in
Inset) in all combinations of γ and n from Left. (B) Absolute values of correlation coefficients between
OP and azimuth for the parameter space from A but using the mean of five different instantiations
of each parameter combination. Bins are 50 wide and 0.05 tall, with blue being salt and pepper
(no correlation) and yellow being pinwheel (strong correlation). All correlation coefficients were
calculated for the red area in B, Right to avoid the edge effects caused by the periodicity of the data.

The constants a and b were set to 0.1 and 0.2, respectively, for all of the shown calculations.
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FIGURE S2: Influence of noise on the optimal placement of orientation-selective neurons. (A) A
highly selective noise-free connection function is used (γ = 10) to generate a connection matrix that
accordingly is also noise-free. Noise is then applied by randomly setting a bin in the connection matrix
to either zero or one, where the probability to change a bin is given by the noise parameter w. (B) OP
maps for noise-free and noisy connectivities (w = 0.4). (C) Correlation to azimuth for more extensive
parameter values of n and w. The constants a and b were set to 0 and 0.2, respectively, for all of the

shown calculations.
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FIGURE S3: Relationship between the interconnectivity and the number of neurons in the MDS model.
(A) OP maps for different numbers of neurons but fixed parameters for noise, interconnectivity, and
connection selectivity. (B) OP maps for a varied composite amount of interconnectivity and noise but
a fixed number of neurons and connection selectivity. (C) OP maps for a varied connection selectivity

but a fixed number of neurons, noise, and interconnectivity.
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A Relationship of the phase transition on the effective interconnectivity
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FIGURE S4: Relationship between phase transitions in the MDS and the XY models. (A) Fit of the
correlation to the azimuth r of OP maps calculated with our MDS model for different numbers of
neurons (shown as different shades of gray) and a large range of values for a and b. Original data
points are shown in the space of the effective interconnectivity Xe f f , which was calculated using
the fitted parameters. The following ranges of a and b values have been used to obtain the fits
for different numbers of neurons: n = 50 (a = [1.4236, 34.1995]; b = [1.3594, 21.5443]), n = 100
(a = [1.4236, 69.3145]; b = [1.3594, 39.8107]), n = 200 (a = [1.4236, 140.4844]; b = [1.3594, 73.5642]),
n = 400 (a = [1.4236, 200]; b = [1.3594, 100]), and n = 400 (a = [1.4236, 200]; b = [1.3594, 100]). (B)
Dependency of the fitting parameters (Left) x1, (Center) x2, and (Right) x3 on the number of neurons
n. Data points show the mean values, and the error bars show the lower and upper limits of the
respective fitting parameters. Lines are fits of the dependency of x1, x2, and x3 on logarithmic
(x1(n) = A + B/log(N) with A = −3.56 and B = 15.96), square root (x(n) = A + B/

√
N with

A = 3.54 and B = −9.46), and constant (x3(n) = A with A = −7.22) functions. (C) Critical noise
has a power law dependence on the interconnectivity in the MDS and the XY models as shown by
the curves and the given relationship in Inset. The power law of the MDS model depicted here was

obtained for n = 284.
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Supplemental Tables

TABLE S1: Visual cortex metrics for mammalian species of different orders. Data for V1 thickness
(T), V1 area, number of neurons in V1, number of neurons under 1 mm2 of cortex (n/A) in V1, and

the counting method are shown. The data were curated from the literature (see references).

Species T,
mm

V1 area A,
mm2

No. of V1
neurons n

Density n/A,
mm-2

Method Ref.

Glires
Musa 0.7 2.5b 280,000c 112,200 Stereology 72d

Mus musculus 0.67 2.5b 216,500c 86,600 Stereology 73
Mus musculus 0.73 2.5b 352,500c 141,000 Stereology 74e

Mus musculus 0.87 2.5b 250,000c 100,000 Stereology 75
Mus musculus 0.583 5.258f 475,913 90,650 Isotropic

fractionator
76

Mesocricetus auratus 0.7 75,101.37 Stereology 77g

Rattus norvegicus 1.49 8.5h 1,022,380c 120,280 Stereology 78e

Rattusa 1 8.5h 916,300c 107,800 Stereology 72d

Rattus norvegicus 1.2 8.5h 771,800 90,800 Stereology 73
Rattus norvegicus 1.34 8.5h 510,000c 60,000 Stereology 79e

Rattus norvegicus 1.74 8.5h 335,716c 39,496 Stereology 80e

Rattus norvegicus 1.342 8.5 h 738,650c 86,900 Stereology 81
Sciurus carolinensis 32i 2,694,816c 84,213j Estimatej Estimatej

Oryctolagus cuniculus 2.1 74k 5,920,000c 80,000 Stereology 82e

Dasyprocta azarae 1.55 280l 12,121,536c 43,291.2 Stereology 77g

Cuniculus paca 1.67 39,521.35 Stereology 77g

Artiodactyla
Ovis aries 1.7m 1,000n 18,000,000c 18,000o Estimateo Estimateo

Carnivora
Felis catus (binocular) 1.62 345p 27,061,800c 78,440 Stereology 83e

Felis catus (monocular) 1.24 345p 21,335,500c 61,900 Stereology 83e

Felisa 1.5 345p 37,881,000c 109,800 Stereology 72d

Felis catus 1.67 345p 34,224,000c 99,200 Stereology 73
Mustela putorios furo 1.45q 80r 7,665,040c 95,813q Estimateq Estimateq

Scandentia
Tupaiaa (monocular) 0.71 42s 4,603,200c 109,600 Stereology 72d

Tupaiaa (binocular 1.24 42s 8,097,600c 192,800 Stereology 72d

Primata
Callithrixa 1.52 205b 56,785,000c 277,000 Stereology 72d

Saguinus midas 1.34 314 36,119,106c 116,073.98 Stereology 77g

Aotus nancymae 1.49t 327.4 81,210,938 145,288 Isotropic
fractionator

84

Aotus trivirgatus 1.56 275u 31,920,345c 115,029 Stereology 77g

Saimiria 1.49 637b 174,283,200c 273,600 Stereology 72d

Galagoa 1.24 200r 55,480,000c 277,400 Stereology 72d

Otolemur garnettii 1.5 206.649 34,770,894 168,261 Isotropic
fractionator

84

Otolemur garnettii 1.18t 206.649v 35,481,013c 171,697w Isotropic
fractionator

84

Cebus apella 1.4 1,344x 162,294,720c 120,755.5 Stereology 77g

Macaca fascicularis and
Macaca mulatta 1.59 841 169,882,000c 202,000 Stereology 85e

Macaca mulatta 1.48 1,269b 339,965,100c 267,900 Stereology 72d

Macaca fascicularis 1.8 1,090b 211,460,000c 194,000 Stereology 86e

Macaca fascicularis 1.4 1,090b 244,160,000c 224,000y Stereology 87e

Papio c. anubis 1.87t 2,674x 567,029,722c 212,053z Isotropic
fractionator

84

Papioa 1.48 3,379x 906,923,600c 268,400 Stereology 72d

continued on next page
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TABLE S1: continued from last page

Species T,
mm

V1 area A,
mm2

No. of V1
neurons n

Density n/A,
mm-2

Method Ref.

Pan troglodytes 1.8 2,805aa 670,648,152 239,043aa Stereology
and

Isotropic
fractionator

88aa

Pana 1.59 3,331x 929,349,000 279,000 Stereology 72d

Homo sapiens 1.91 3,871x 1,002,201,900c 258,900 Stereology 72d

Homo sapiens 1.93 3,830x 574,500,000c 150,000 Stereology 89e

aExact species not specified.
bFrom ref. 73.
cCalculated from V1 area and numbers of neurons per 1 mm2.
dData similarly normalized to densities as in refs. 73 and 90. Normalization to densities has been done
differently (91), leading to higher cell numbers, probably because it does not account for shrinkage.
We used the normalization of refs. 73 and 90, because these studies were specifically carried out to
verify the results of ref. 72.
eNormalized and corrected data taken from ref. 91.
fAreas in atlas V1, V1M, and V1B.
gDensity for the most caudal part of the cortex.
hMeans of 7.1 (92), 9.4 (78), and 9 mm2 (93).
iMean of 30 mm2 obtained from measuring flattened cortical pieces using ImageJ in figure 8 in ref. 94
and mean of 34 mm2 obtained from measuring flattened cortical pieces using ImageJ in figures 4 and 5
in ref. 95 contradict the estimated size of 80 mm2 in ref. 27.
jHigher-bound estimate by using mean density of rats.
kMean of 58 mm7 obtained from graphical reconstructed transverse series in figure 5 of ref. 96 and
mean of 90 mm7 obtained from various figures of flattened albino rabbit cortices in ref. 97 using
ImageJ.
lMeasured from figure 1B in ref. 98 using ImageJ.
mCortical thickness measured from figures 3 and 4 in ref. 99 using ImageJ.
nEstimate of binocular (V1) and monocular (V1 and V2) segments in figure 1 in ref. 100 respecting
cortical convolutions for sections A–C using ImageJ; approximately matches the V1 area size given in
ref. 73 but contradicts the given size in ref. 101.
oEstimate of density by calculating neurons per 1 mm3 in cortex of a similar sized Artiodactyla species
(Damaliscus dorcas phillipsi) from table 1 in ref. 62, multiplying by cortical thickness to get a value of
density in cortex, and multiplying this value by a factor of two to incorporate the generally higher
neuronal density in V1 (77).
pMeans of 380 (102) and 310 mm2 (103).
qLower-bound estimate by using mean density of cats (excluding monocular); cortical thickness
estimated from figure 12D in ref. 116 using ImageJ.
rFrom ref. 104.
sMeans of 34 mm2 obtained from figure 7 in ref. 63 using ImageJ and 50 mm2 obtained from figure 4
in ref. 105 using ImageJ.
tCalculated by division of neurons per 1 mm2 by neurons per 1 mm3.
uFrom ref. 27.
vV1 size taken from the other tested Otolemur in ref. 84.
wMeans of tube i.d. 1–5.
xCalculated by dividing V1 gray matter volume data from ref. 106 by the cortical thickness.
yDensity is estimated by multiplying numbers of neurons per 1 mm3 with cortical thickness.
zMeans of tube i.d. 10, 13, and 16–19.
aaTotal neuron count is mean of flow cytometry, Neubauer chamber, and optical fractionator results;
density is estimated by multiplying numbers of neurons per 1 mm3 with cortical thickness. V1 size is
estimated by dividing the total number of neurons by the estimated value for density.
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TABLE S2: Characterization of visual cortex map structure for different mammalian species. Map
structure for OP and eye preference (OD) is characterized as absent, unknown, present, intermediate,
or strong. The explanation for the characterization is given by the description that contains the

supporting references. CO, cytochrome oxidase; LGN, lateral geniculate nucleus.

Species OP OD Description

Mouse Absent Absent No OP columns by electrophysiological recordings
found (107), although indications for the clustering
of cells of similar OPs were found

No OD columns by autoradiography (108) and
electrophysiological recordings (107, 109) found

Rat Absent Absent No OP columns by calcium imaging (26) and elec-
trophysiological recordings (110) found (ref. 28
has a review)

No OD columns present (ref. 43 has a review),
although inputs from both eyes are largely segre-
gated in the binocular region of V1 (111)

Rabbit Absent Absent No OP columns by electrophysiological record-
ings found (112), although OPs appeared to be
arranged in clusters

No OD columns found by autoradiography (96)

Gray squirrel Absent Absent No OP columns by electrophysiological and opti-
cal imaging found (27)

No OD columns by autoradiography found (113)

Agouti Unknown Unknown Manifestation of visual cortex maps is unknown

Sheep Present Present The presence of OP columns was shown by a grad-
ual shift in OP in ref. 61, but the exact characteristic
of the map is unknown

The presence of OD columns was also found elec-
trophysiologically in ref. 61, although the existence
of an OD map is controversial, because the work
in ref. 100 could find only slight indications for a
structured map by autoradiography

Ferret Intermediate Intermediate The presence of OP maps has been described by
optical recordings (114, 115) but categorized as less
regular and more discontinuous than the cat map.
Therefore, we classified it as intermediate

The presence of OD columns has been described
by autoradiography (116) and optical recordings
(117) and characterized as less pronounced than
in primates (117). Therefore, we classified it as
intermediate (44)

continued on next page
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TABLE S2: continued from last page

Species OP OD Description

Cat Highly
developed

Intermediate OP map found by optical recordings (9, 115, 117,
118) and calcium imaging (10)

OD map found by optical recordings (117, 118) and
autoradiographic and electrophysiological record-
ings (21) but characterized as less pronounced than
in primates (117). Therefore, we classified it as in-
termediate (44)

Tree shrew Intermediate Absent OP map has been shown by optical recordings
(14, 63), but map contains extensive regions of a
stripe-like pattern instead of the classical pinwheel
pattern. Therefore, we classified it as intermediate

No OD columns found by the pattern of LGN pro-
jections (64), electrophysiologically (65), and by
autoradiography (66)

Marmoset Highly
developed

Intermediate OP map has been shown by optical recordings (ref.
119 has a review)

OD map in some species but not in others found
by optical recordings and if it appeared relatively
weak and as a mosaic of irregular bands or islands
(120). Expression of OD maps has been reported
(121) but remains controversial (ref. 119 has a dis-
cussion). Therefore, we classified it as intermediate

Galago Highly
developed

Intermediate OP map has been reported by optical recordings
(14, 122)

OD map has been reported by optical recordings
in most of the tested animals but not all (122), and
CO blobs are not centered to OD columns (122).
Therefore, we classified it as intermediate

Owl monkey Highly
developed

Intermediate OP map has been shown by optical imaging (123,
124)

OD map is cryptic, because there is no known
anatomical substrate of OD columns except for
one reported owl monkey (125), but a functional
OD map is visible in the superficial layers (124).
OD columns in owl monkeys are more patch-like
or circular than the stripe- like OD columns seen
in other monkeys, and CO blobs are not centered
to OD columns (124). Therefore, we classified it as
intermediate

continued on next page
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TABLE S2: continued from last page

Species OP OD Description

Squirrel monkey Highly
developed

Intermediate OP map has been reported by ref. 126

Intermediate OD columns, because they are less
well-segregated than in macaques (43) and capri-
ciously expressed in different individuals (57). Fur-
thermore, CO domains have been reported to not
adhere strictly to the center of OD domains (43).
Therefore, we classified it as intermediate (44)

Macaque Highly
developed

Highly
developed

Reference example of OP and OD map

OP map has been found by electrophysiological
(127) and optical recordings (8)

OD map has been found by electrophysiological
recordings in combination with a silver staining
method (128), by autoradiography (129), and by
optical recordings (8)

Map shows pinwheel singularities at the center of
OD columns and linear zones at the edges of OD
columns; isoorientation bands tend to intersect the
borders of OD columns at angles of 90°, and CO
blobs are in the center of OD columns (58, 130, 131)

Chimpanzee Unknown Highly
developed

Presence of OP map is unknown

OD map has been found by autoradiography (132)

Human Highly
developed

Highly
developed

OP map has been reliably reported by fMRI, and
striking similarities with the known spatial fea-
tures of monkeys were found (133)

OD map has been reliably reported by fMRI (133,
134) and cytochrome oxidase staining of human
postmortem tissue (135). A similar network of
patches as in macaque has been described (58, 135)
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In Brief

We present a generative model that predicts visual map structures in the brain and a large
number of their characteristic properties; a neural placement method for any given connec-
tivity matrix.

Highlights

• Generative model with retinotopy, orientation preference and ocular dominance.

• Prediction of constant neuronal numbers per orientation hypercolumn.

• Curated data shows constant ∼ 30, 000 neurons per pinwheel across species.

• Simple explanation for constant pinwheel and orientation hypercolumn ratios.

• Precise prediction of ∼ 80% nearest neigbour singularities with opposing polarity.

• Model asymptotically approaches realistic normalized pinwheel densities.

• Small brains with ∼< 300 potential pinwheels exhibit salt-and-pepper maps.

• Different map phenotypes can exist even for similar connectivity.
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Abstract

Orientation hypercolumns in the visual cortex are delimited by the repeating pinwheel
patterns of orientation selective neurons. We design a generative model for visual cortex
maps that reproduces such orientation hypercolumns as well as ocular dominance maps while
preserving retinotopy. The model uses a neural placement method based on t-distributed
stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) to create maps that order common features in the
connectivity matrix of the circuit. We find that, in our model, hypercolumns generally
appear with fixed cell numbers independently of the overall network size. These results
would suggest that existing differences in absolute pinwheel densities are a consequence of
variations in neuronal density. Indeed, available measurements in the visual cortex indicate
that pinwheels consist of a constant number of ∼ 30, 000 neurons. Our model is able to
reproduce a large number of characteristic properties known for visual cortex maps. We
provide the corresponding software in our MAPS toolbox for Matlab.
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Introduction

Cortical neurons across layers typically respond to the same representational feature, form-
ing a columnar arrangement (Mountcastle 1997; Kaas 2012). Since feature preferences of
neurons change continuously along the cortical surface rather than in discrete steps, a natural
subdivision into discrete columns is, however, not generally obvious. On the other hand, con-
tinuously repeating patterns encompassing a complete set of values in one feature dimension
can more easily be distinguished; these form cortical hypercolumns that divide the innately
continuous cortical maps into maps of discrete cortical patches (Horton and Adams 2005). In
particular, orientation selectivity in the primary visual cortex has been used extensively to
study cortical hypercolumns (Hubel and Wiesel 1974; Blasdel and Salama 1986; Bonhoeffer et
al. 1995; Ohki et al. 2006; White and Fitzpatrick 2007). However, the biological significance of
this type of anatomical blueprint remains elusive.

A large diversity of cortical map models has allowed for an increasingly quantitative
understanding of the organization of hypercolumns in visual cortex. Because of the inherent
dependence of hypercolumn structure on visual input (Constantine-Paton and Law 1978;
DeBruyn and Casagrande 1981; Sengpiel et al. 1996; Sharma et al. 2000; White et al. 2001),
activity dependent mechanisms have been linked to their self-organized formation. Accord-
ingly, many existing models rely on a predefined grid of neurons that refine their feature
preferences iteratively based on a given input (see Erwin et al. 1995; Swindale 1996; Goodhill
2007 for review). While some models implement a nerve net with firing neurons and Hebbian
learning rules (von der Malsburg 1973, 1979; Linsker 1986a, 1986b, 1986c; Miller et al. 1989;
Ernst et al. 2001; Stevens et al. 2013), others omit the biological details and predict maps for a
given set of feature vectors representing the retinotopic, ocular dominance, orientation and
direction preference of neurons in the visual cortex (Durbin and Mitchison 1990; Obermayer
et al. 1990; Swindale and Bauer 1998). The more abstract models particularly based on elastic
net (EN) (Durbin and Willshaw 1987) and Kohonen map algorithms (Kohonen 1982), are able
to reproduce many characteristics of visual cortex maps (Erwin et al. 1995; Swindale 1996).

Assuming that visual cortex maps are formed by activity-dependent principles, some of
these characteristics could be linked with function of the neural network or connectivity. In
particular, differences across species are useful to identify such functional requirements for
a given anatomical formation. Most strikingly, orientation selective neurons in rodents are
scattered in a salt-and-pepper pattern, but are organized according to their preferred orienta-
tion in the aforementioned pinwheel-like arrangements in other mammals forming discrete
orientation hypercolumns (Kaschube 2014). Intuitively, such morphological differences could
be a consequence of fundamental architectural differences in the neural circuit design of these
animals. Tracing experiments in cats (Gilbert and Wiesel 1989), tree shrews (Fitzpatrick 1996;
Bosking et al. 1997) and macaques (Malach et al. 1993) showed that connections between
neurons are formed preferably between neurons of similar orientation preference which was
recently confirmed at the synapse level for tree shrews (Zhang et al. 2018). Based on such
a like-to-like connectivity, pinwheel arrangements similar as those found in these animals
were predicted by wiring optimization principles whereas salt-and-pepper patterns were
predicted for random connectivities (Koulakov and Chklovskii 2001). However, neurons in
the salt-and-pepper cortex of rodents exhibit a similar bias for connections with other neurons
of similar orientation preference (Ko et al. 2011, 2013, 2014; Lee et al. 2016). This would
exclude that the salt-and-pepper map in this case is a consequence of a random connectivity
between orientation selective neurons despite the distinct morphological phenotypes.

We have previously designed a class of novel simple models that do not depend on the
activity of neurons or on a predefined grid of model neurons (Weigand et al. 2017). Instead,
the neuronal map layout is predicted from a given connectivity that may or may not have
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been shaped by activity dependent principles. The model is based on dimensionality reduc-
tion methods and establishes relative neuronal positions for arbitrary connectivities. This
approach is simple to use and helps to elucidate the links between the details of neural circuits
and the corresponding anatomical structures allowing for a clear functional interpretation
while remaining at a phenomenological non-biological level of the implementation. Using
these models, we have shown a phase transition from single pinwheels to seemingly unstruc-
tured salt-and-pepper maps by lowering the overall number of neurons without changing
the specific selectivity of the connections. This could explain experimentally observed struc-
tured maps in larger animals such as cats and monkeys without assuming differences in the
underlying connectivity.

Here, we use our models to better understand the detailed relations between the different
features of visual cortex maps in the case of pinwheel arrangements. In particular, we focus
on the density of pinwheels and the orientation hypercolumn area that were shown to have
a constant relation in mammals of different orders (Kaschube et al. 2010). Interestingly,
the size of orientation hypercolumns and thus their absolute density both vary widely
(Table S1) (Yicong et al. 2012). The difference between absolute and normalized orientation
hypercolumn densities could therefore be explained either by variations in the absolute
number of neurons per orientation hypercolumn, by variations in the density of neurons with
a constant number of neurons per orientation hypercolumn, or by a combination of both.
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Materials and Methods

All calculations and simulations were performed using custom code in MATLAB (Math-
works) and were executed using the Neuroscience Gateway (Sivagnanam et al. 2013). Our
code and data can be downloaded under the following password protected link:

https://vfs.fias.science/f/ddb85fd13d/?raw=1
Password: fvl6V291

We will make our code and data publicly available after the manuscript has been accepted.

Optimal neuronal placement

Based on the idea that connected neurons should be located near each other to save overall
wiring, we have previously introduced a model to predict some aspects of cortical maps using
multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) (Weigand et al. 2017). Connection dissimilarities between
neurons were used to predict relative neuronal positions such that the divergence between
spatial distances and transformed connection dissimilarities was minimal. Placing neurons
by using their connection dissimilarities to estimate their spatial distances is supported
by experimental findings that relate a higher connection dissimilarity to a lower number
of connections (Song et al. 2014) and a lower number of connections to a higher distance
between cortical areas (Ercsey-Ravasz et al. 2013). It is intuitive that such a placement
of neurons saves wiring length, since neurons that share a higher number of connections
are placed closer to one another than neurons that share fewer connections. Therefore,
using dimension reduction methods to place neural structures based on their connection
dissimilarity should lead to a global reduction of the wiring cost. Placing cortical areas with
MDS to reflect connection dissimilarities in the resulting spatial distances between areas
consequently reproduced the general functional layout of the cortex (Young 1992; Young et
al. 1995; Song et al. 2014). A similar relationship may hold for individual neurons instead of
cortical areas. Accordingly, using ordinal MDS (oMDS) enabled us to predict single pinwheels
for a binary model connectivity that depended on the similarity of the orientation preference
between neurons (Weigand et al. 2017). Briefly, Jaccard distances (JDs) and shortest path
lengths (SPLs) were combined to calculate the connection dissimilarity of neurons according
to their connectivity in the circuit. The resulting dissimilarity matrix was then subjected to
oMDS to obtain the relative placement of neurons that best fit the distances in the matrix. This
procedure enabled us to investigate how neuronal connectivity could result in the particular
layouts observed in biology. In principle, our model is compatible with developmental
mechanisms that minimizes the wiring length. However, the movement of neurons during
the optimization procedure does not correspond to any realistic developmental mechanism.

In the present study, we modified this neural placement method by using cosine distances
(CDs) instead of a combination of JD and SPL to calculate the connection dissimilarities and
t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008)
instead of oMDS to place the neurons in two-dimensional space based on the calculated
connection dissimilarities. Using the CD as a dissimilarity measurement, the connection
dissimilarities δij between neurons i and j were defined as follows:

δij =
ci · cj

‖ci‖
∥∥cj
∥∥ , (1)
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where ci and cj were the connection vectors of neurons i and j.
To calculate an optimal neuronal placement, the matrix ∆ containing all pairwise con-

nection dissimilarities δij served as input for the t-SNE procedure from van der Maaten and
Hinton 2008. To find the neuronal positions Y a cost function C, which was the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) distance between pairwise probabilities pij and qij, was minimized using t-SNE.
This cost function was defined as follows:

C (Y) =
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

pij log
pij

qij
, (2)

where pij was the probability that neuron i and j are neighbors based on their connection
dissimilarity δij and qij was the respective probability in the neuronal arrangement Y that
depended on the Euclidean distance dij between neuron i and j. The pairwise probabilities

pij =
pj|i+pi|j

2n were defined by the symmetrized conditional probabilities

pj|i =
exp

(
−δij

2/2σi
2
)

∑k 6=i exp
(
−δik

2/2σi
2
) , pi|i = 0, (3)

where σi was the variance of a Gaussian centered at neuron i. The variance of the Gaussians
σi was calculated separately for every data point such that the perplexity 2−∑ pj|ilog2 pj|i was
constant. The probabilities qij were defined as follows

qij =

(
1 + dij

2
)−1

∑k 6=i

(
1 + dik

2
)−1 , qii = 0. (4)

The cost function C was finally minimized by using gradient descent where the gradient

∇C (Yt) =
[
∇C

(
yt

1

)
, . . . ,∇C

(
yt

n
)]T,

∇C (yi) = 4
n
∑

j=1

(
pij − qij

) (
yi − yj

) (
1 +

∥∥yi − yj
∥∥2
)−1

, (5)

was used in each iteration t of the algorithm (see (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008) for
derivation of the gradient and further details of the optimization procedure).

We chose t-SNE over oMDS in this study specifically because it enabled us to calculate
maps for feature dependent connectivities that are based on multiple features. Although
oMDS leads to similar results for our simple hypercolumn model (Fig. S3), it fails to separate
connectivities depending on multiple features for our complete visual cortex model (Fig.
S6). A proof of concept of the method is shown in Fig. S1 (see Figure 1A in Weigand et al.
2017). Here, both methods are confronted with the same benchmark procedure as described
previously (Weigand et al. 2017). t-SNE delivered comparable results but degenerate solutions
appeared occasionally, which were discarded (Fig. S2A). The error between the alignment
of recovered and original positions was slightly higher than when using oMDS (4.59 %
compared to 2.09 % positional deviation compared to the side length of the unit square, mean
of 51 trials). In contrast, wiring length was slightly shorter than with oMDS (34.87 % vs.
35.1 % of the cable required for a random arrangement and 96.81 % vs. 97.91 % of the cable
required for the original arrangement, mean of 51 trials). It is worth noting that these results
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can be explained with the tendency of the model neurons to be clustered when using t-SNE
leading to arrangements that match the original arrangement less well but have a shorter
overall wiring length (Fig. S1). For all of our results we used t-SNE with the given standard
parameters (perplexity was set to 30 and number of iterations to 1,000).

Virtual hypercolumn model (grid model)

To model a simplified case of a cortical map where neurons cluster into hypercolumns,
we assigned neurons equally to virtual hypercolumns on a quadratic grid of side lengths
from 2 to 12 thus containing between 4 and 144 hypercolumns. Based on this arrangement
we created a connectivity, which we used to predict the neuronal locations by the method
described above. The connection between every pair of neurons was randomly determined
using a connection probability that exponentially decayed with the Euclidean distance of
the virtual hypercolumns to which both neurons were assigned, which is in accordance
with empirically derived connectivity rules (Ercsey-Ravasz et al. 2013; Horvát et al. 2016).
Accordingly, the connection probability pi,j between neurons i and j was set as follows:

pi,j = pint · kdi,j , (6)

where pint was the connection probability for neurons i and j assigned to the same virtual
hypercolumn and k determined how steeply the connection probability decayed with the
Euclidean distance di,j. We set pint = 0.25 and k = 0.5 for all calculations.

To measure the amount of structure in the resulting maps, we calculated the scatter
s. s describes the average relative amount of neurons lying inside the space of any given
hypercolumn but being associated with another hypercolumn:

s =
1
|H| ∑

h∈H

f (H\ {h} , h)
|h| , (7)

where H was the set of all virtual hypercolumns, h a set of neurons assigned to one virtual
hypercolumn and f (A, B) was the function which returned the number of neurons of all
hypercolumns in A that lied inside the convex hull of all neurons of B.

We performed neuronal placement calculations for a fixed number of neurons but different
map sizes (the resulting maps are partially shown in Fig. 1A) and calculated the amount
of structure given by s (Fig. S4). Some of the resulting maps of the calculations for Fig. 1A
and Fig. S4 were distorted (Fig. S2B) and were left out of the analysis in Fig. S4. Using s
as a measure for map structure, we were able to calculate maps of similar structure (which
were used for the fit in Fig. 1C). To obtain these similarly structured maps, we started
using 10 neurons per virtual hypercolumn and increased the number of neurons per virtual
hypercolumn until s ≤ 0.5. This procedure was repeated 10 times for each map size.

Visual cortex model

Using our placement method with a neuronal connectivity based on orientation and retino-
topic preferences of neurons as found in the visual cortex of mammals we were able to model
maps that contained structured orientation hypercolumns (Fig. 2C). Since neurons in the
primary visual cortex are preferably connected to neurons with similar feature preferences
(Gilbert and Wiesel 1989; Malach et al. 1993; Fitzpatrick 1996; Bosking et al. 1997; Ko et al.
2011, 2013, 2014; Lee et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2018), the input connectivity for the neuronal
placement had to be created accordingly. We obtained the corresponding connectivity by
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first assigning to the N model neurons unique retinotopic preferences on a grid x, y ∈ [0, 1] .
Additionally, we randomly assigned to each neuron one out of 100 orientation preferences
θ ∈ Θ from 0 to π (Θ = [0, π], |Θ| = 100) with an equal spacing. We ensured that an
equal number of neurons represented each of the 100 orientation preferences. Retinotopic
preferences were defined as relative sizes between 0 and 1 corresponding to the minimum
and maximum retinotopic coordinate of a V1 segment. Depending on the number of neurons
in V1, the receptive field size λ varies (Fig. 2A). Accordingly, the connection probability
regarding the retinotopic preference between neurons i and j was made to depend on λ
according to

preti,j = e
−di,j

λ , (8)

where di,j was the Euclidean distance between the retinotopic preferences of neurons i and j
(instances of connection function shown in Fig. S7A, left). Similarly as for the simple grid
model, we used an exponential relationship between the difference in retinotopic preference
and connection probability, since retinotopy is continuously mapped along the cortical surface
where connection probability decays exponentially with distance (Ercsey-Ravasz et al. 2013;
Horvát et al. 2016).

The connection probability between neurons in the visual cortex depends also on the OP
difference between neurons such that neurons with a more similar OP have a high connection
probability and vice versa (Ko et al. 2011, 2013; Martin and Schröder 2013; Lee et al. 2016).
Accordingly, we set the connection probability popi,j based on the difference between the
orientation preferences of neurons i and j to

popi,j = popmin + (1− popmin)

(
cos(2θi − 2θj) + 1

2

)γ

, (9)

where popmin was the minimum connection probability for orientation preference and γ the
selectivity of the orientation preference. We set popmin = 0.3 and γ = 0.3 for all calculations
(instances of connection function shown in Fig. S7A, right). The overall connection probability
between neuron i and j was then given by

pi,j = preti,j · popi,j . (10)

To show that our model was also able to generate realistic maps for more than two features
we added the ocular dominance as a third feature to our model neurons. Ocular dominance
ω was randomly assigned by setting either a 0 for left or a 1 for right eye dominance
(ω ∈ Ω, Ω = {0, 1}). The connection probability between two neurons based on their ocular
dominance was then defined by

podi,j =
(
1−

∣∣ωi −ωj
∣∣) · 0.23 + 0.77. (11)

The overall connection probability in that case was

pi,j = preti,j · popi,j · podi,j . (12)

The different feature preferences of the model neurons were visualized by the color of the
dots (Figs. 2C, 3A, C and 5). Colors for orientation preferences were periodic with the hue
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changing according to the hsv colormap in MATLAB (Figs. 2C and 5). Retinotopy was
visualized by colors from the viridis colormap. Colors depended here on the retinotopic
coordinates x and y that were visualized separately in paired plots, where purple was the
minimum value and yellow the maximum value of the corresponding retinotopic coordinate
component (see legend in Figs. 2C and 5). For visualizing the ocular dominance of neurons
we indicated left eye dominance by grey and right eye dominance by black (Fig. 5, top-right).
Distorted maps were also obtained for the visual cortex model and excluded from the analysis
(see representative examples in Fig. S2C).

Detecting pinwheels

To detect pinwheels in our modeled visual cortex maps, we stochastically sampled a ‘pin-
wheelness’ score (PW-score). Based on the coverage and continuity of the OP feature space
around a sampled location, this score indicated how well this location represented the center
of a pinwheel (Fig. 4A, middle). The PW-score was a composite of two separate components.
The first component was the correlation to the azimuth (CTA) that has previously been used
to quantify the map structure given by the continuity of orientation preferences in a pinwheel
(Ohki et al. 2006; Weigand et al. 2017). The CTA measures the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the OP of neurons and their angular displacement around the pinwheel center with
respect to a reference vector. The reference vector in this case was defined by the mean
direction of the neurons that are in the 10th percentile of the smallest orientation angles. To
quantify the structure of a pinwheel, the CTA needed to be calculated at the pinwheel center.
Since the pinwheel centers are per se unknown in our case, we combined the CTA with a
second score, which enabled us to predict the pinwheel centers. The second score quantified
how well the space of the different OPs was covered in the neighborhood of each sampled
point.

The practical steps of calculating the PW-score consisted of first defining which neurons
were in the neighborhood of the current sample point. In our analysis we defined 20 angle
sections that were equally spaced on the full circle around the sample point. For each angle
section we then selected the nearest 7 neurons for the further calculations. For those selected
neurons, we calculated the CTA as described previously (Weigand et al. 2017). The CTA was
a value between -1 and 1 where -1 represented a perfect counterclockwise pinwheel (Fig.
3A, left; black stars), 1 a perfect clockwise pinwheel (Fig. 3A, left; gray stars) and 0 a perfect
salt-and-pepper pattern. Furthermore we introduce a value measuring the coverage of the
orientation preference space Θ.

For this purpose, we divided the space of possible orientation preferences into 20 bins
of equal sizes. We then checked how many of these bins covered the orientation preference
of at least one of the selected neurons. The coverage score was a value between 1/20 and 1
where 1 indicated a complete coverage of all 20 bins. Both scores were multiplied to obtain
the PW-score, a value between -1 and 1 where 1 represents a perfect clock- and -1 a perfect
counterclockwise pinwheel indicated as colors between magenta and cyan at the sampled
location (Fig. 3A). We sampled the PW-score for 20,000 points to finally detect the pinwheels
by two additional steps. First, we selected all sample points with a score above 0.6 (Fig. 3A,
right; yellow crosses). Second, we performed a clustering in dependence of sampling point
position and its PW-score using the density-based spatial clustering of applications with
noise (DBSCAN) algorithm (with parameters minPts = 5 and ε = 10 ) (Fig. 3A, right; black
dashed lines). The pinwheel centers were defined as the center of mass of the clusters (Fig.
3A, right; red asterisks).
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Calculating retinotopy score

In order to quantify the structure of the retinotopic arrangement in our modeled maps, we
considered the correlation of the neuronal coordinates in space and their retinotopic feature
preference. However, the correlation varied depending on which axis of the spatial and
retinotopic coordinates were used and how the neuronal map was rotated relative to the
spatial axes. Therefore, we calculated the correlation for all combinations of axes and rotated
the map using a local search algorithm until the best correlation value was found. We took
the absolute value of the correlation as the retinotopy score.

Measuring geometric orientation hypercolumn size and calculating normalized
pinwheel

To calculate the pinwheel density normalized by the orientation hypercolumn size ρ̂ we
calculated the latter by first sampling the cosine of the orientation preference at 100 linearly
spaced points along a virtual electrode track. The electrode track was defined by a connecting
line between a randomly selected neuron and the farthest neuron from the selected neuron.
We calculated the power spectrum of the spatial frequency of the sampled values. From the
power spectrum we selected the three largest peaks and calculated the weighted mean of the
spatial frequency given by the power of the peaks and their frequency. Using the resulting
spatial frequency ν and the length l of the electrode track, the orientation hypercolumn size
Λ was given by

Λ =
l
ν

.

This procedure was repeated for 50 times and Λ was defined by the median of these values.
We then calculated the spatial pinwheel density ρ:

ρ =
Npw

A
,

where A was the area of the modeled map and Npw the number of pinwheels.
Finally, the overall normalized pinwheel density was then calculated as

ρ̂ = ρ ·Λ2.

Statistics of pinwheel singularities

In each OP map, we calculated the bipolarity that was 1 if the number of clockwise singu-
larities matched the number of counterclockwise singularities and 0 if either only clock- or
counterclockwise singularities were present (Fig. 4H):

bipolarity = 1− abs
(

µ+

µ+ + µ−
− µ−

µ+ + µ−

)
, (13)

where µ+ is the number of clockwise and µ− the number of counterclockwise singularities.
Based on this definition the bipolarity is only defined if µ+ + µ− > 0. Therefore, the
mean bipolarity was only calculated if pinwheels were detected in all instances of a certain
parameter combination of numbers of neurons N and receptive field sizes λ (Fig. 4H). We
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further calculated how likely it was for nearest neighbor singularities to be of opposite
polarity in percent (Fig. 4I). The relative amount of nearest neighbor singularities was only
defined if at least two pinwheels were detected in an OP map and its mean value was only
calculated if this condition was fulfilled in all instances of a certain parameter combination of
numbers of neurons N and receptive field sizes λ (Fig. 4I).

Sampled visual cortex maps

To test our pinwheel detection method, we sampled OP maps from different mammalian
species that were shown in (Kaschube et al. 2010). We enhanced brightness and contrast of
the images since color information was lost due to the usage of CMYK colors in the document.
We stochastically sampled the color at 5,000 points in these maps. To derive the OPs that were
given to the neurons in our model, we had to set the OPs for the sampled points according to
their colors. To accomplish this, we created a color map of 100 equidistant points in the hsv
color space in MATLAB and assigned each color one of 100 linearly spaced orientations from
0 to π. The OP of each sampled point was then set according to the assigned OP of the color
that had the smallest distance to the color of the sampled point.

Space filling

To optimize the space filling of a predicted neuronal arrangement (Fig. 5), we first generated
a 500× 500 square lattice L inside the boundaries of the minimum and maximum coordinates
of the positions of the model neurons Y. We further discarded the points of L that lay outside
of the convex hull of Y. The remaining grid points X of the square lattice L were used to
detect the density of model neurons in the neuronal arrangement, which allowed for the
optimization of a better space filling by iteratively shifting the positions Y towards less dense
regions in the arrangement. In each iteration i of the algorithm, a grid point xi was randomly
selected by a probability p that decreased exponentially with the minimum distance of xi
to any position yj of the positions Y. The model neuron position yi = min

yj
(‖xi − y‖) with

the minimum distance to the selected grid point xi was then shifted towards xi such that
yi+1 = yi + 0.5 ∗ (xi − yi) in iteration i + 1 of the algorithm. Each round of this optimization
procedure consisted of N iterations and in each round the grid was randomly shifted by a
small amount (X + ε ∈ [0, 1]) to avoid generating a completely regular arrangement. After 80
rounds a relatively even distribution of representative examples was reached that covered
the range of the different modeled map phenotypes (Fig. S7).

Curated visual cortex data

An overview of the biological data collected for Fig. 1B is given in Table 1 and the sources for
curated pinwheel density values are given in Table S1.
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Results

Optimal neural placement predicts constant neuron numbers per hypercolumn

In order to better understand the relationship of cortical hypercolumns in brains of varying
sizes or with different neuronal densities, we first designed a simple model on the premise that
neurons belonging to the same hypercolumn are preferentially connected to one another. We
used simple grid-like connectivity matrices neglecting the quality of the features represented
by the individual neurons. To randomly set the connection between two neurons associated
with their respective hypercolumns, the connection probability decayed exponentially (see
Equation (6)) along the Euclidean distance on the grid (Fig. 1A, top row).

Using this connectivity with our neuronal placement procedure, we obtained maps that
varied in the number of neurons per hypercolumn and overall grid sizes (Fig. 1A, similar
results were obtained using oMDS, see Fig. S3). Interestingly, the formation of clearly
discernible hypercolumns depended on the number of neurons inside a hypercolumn but
not on the total size of the map in terms of the number of hypercolumns. We introduced
the measure s (see Equation (7)), the scatter of the respective maps, that quantifies the
prominence of individual hypercolumns based on how many of their neurons intruded other
hypercolumns (see Materials and Methods). The average s for 15 trials in each parameter
configuration varied strongly for very small map sizes and thus low overall number of
neurons but rapidly reached a steady state regardless of neuron numbers n per hypercolumn
that we tested (prominent hypercolumns at e.g. s ≤ 0.5 were only reached if n > 40, Fig.
S4). The influence of map size on the structure was only marginal for maps that contained
prominent hypercolumns. Thus, our simple model would predict that similarly structured
cortical maps with similarly prominent hypercolumns emerge with similar numbers of
neurons per hypercolumn.

Pinwheels with constant neuron numbers are consistent with existing data

To investigate whether real cortical structures operate under similar constraints as in our
model we used curated data for overall neuronal numbers in visual cortex V1 (Weigand et al.
2017) and newly curated data for pinwheel densities in the six different mammalian species for
which the corresponding measurements exist (Table S1), summarized in Table 1. Analyzing
these data, we found that the average number of neurons inside one pinwheel is relatively
constant at around 27,000 neurons per pinwheel (slope of the linear fit in Fig. 1B), in keeping
with previous results (Srinivasan et al. 2015). This compares well with the linear relationship
found in our model between the number of neurons and the number of hypercolumns using
s ≈ 0.5 to produce maps with similar structure (Fig. 1C; see Materials and Methods). Neuron
numbers in the model were restricted to < 10, 000 out of computational reasons making a
precise quantitative match impossible between model and biology (compare ranges in Fig.
1B and C). Additionally, in the biological data, of course, the salt-and-pepper arrangement
in small species lacks orientation hypercolumns altogether (Fig. 1B). Considering that a
pinwheel consists of about 27,000 neurons and even the smallest measured rodent species
possess at least 10 times more neurons in the visual cortex, this raises the question why
orientation hypercolumns have not been observed in all mammals. Although not backed up
by empirical results, it has already been discussed that the emergence of pinwheels in smaller
rodents is very unlikely because pinwheels cannot exceed a certain size relative to the total
visual cortex (Harris and Mrsic-Flogel 2013). In the following we demonstrate more clearly
why a constant orientation hypercolumn size supports this hypothesis and is accordingly not
mutually exclusive with the proposed neuronal number dependent phase transition between
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unstructured and structured visual cortex maps that we observed previously (Weigand et al.
2017).
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FIGURE 1: Map structure depends on neuron numbers per hypercolumn but not on overall map
size. (A) Individual maps of different sizes (horizontal) and different numbers of neurons per
hypercolumn (vertical). Neurons (dots in the maps) assigned to the same hypercolumn in the
underlying connectivity matrix are assigned to one random color. (B) The number of pinwheels
plotted against the number of neurons in different species (from left to right: mouse, rat, squirrel,
rabbit, tree shrew, cat, galago, owl monkey, squirrel monkey and macaque). The slope of the linear fit
through the origin (black dashed line) for the species with pinwheels indicates a constant number of
approximately 26,840 neurons per pinwheel (95 % confidence interval: 24,800–28,880, R2 = 0.9907).
(C) Number of hypercolumns and neurons at which neuronal map structure appears in our model
defined by a scatter value of 0.5 (see Materials and Methods). Linear fit through the origin is indicated

with black dashed line (R2 = 0.9975).
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Predicted visual cortex maps crucially depend on receptive field size

The size of the visual cortex varies over several orders of magnitudes between mammalian
species (Table 1) but the size of a single cortical neuron is comparably much less variable
(Kaas 2000; Herculano-Houzel et al. 2014). This relationship between cortical and neuronal
size implies that the range of potential connections between neurons with different retinotopic
preferences varies considerably in the visual cortex. Correspondingly, the receptive field sizes
depend on the visual cortex size. With high neuron numbers in V1, the retinotopic resolution
is high and receptive fields are small (Fig. 2A, right). Conversely, low numbers of neurons
lead to a lower retinotopic resolution and larger receptive fields (Fig. 2A, left). Assuming that
small rodents would possess few orientation hypercolumns as determined earlier (Fig. 2B),
they would be so large relative to the total V1 area that only one or a few orientations could
be represented in any part of the visual field (Harris and Mrsic-Flogel 2013). Alternatively, the
retinotopic arrangement could be distorted in favor of a structured OP map, but this has not
been observed in mammals yet (Swindale 2008). In order to validate this conceptual notion
numerically, we implemented a V1 model based on our neuronal placement method. Here,
the neuronal connectivity used for the placement was modeled by virtue of specific feature
preferences — retinotopy and orientation — that were separately randomly assigned to each
neuron. The pairwise similarity of the feature preferences were combined as connection
probabilities to randomly connect the modeled neurons (see Equations (8), (9) and (10)).
Analogously to the biological case, the receptive field size λ determines the connection
probability between model neurons based on their retinotopic preference (see Equation (8)).

Using our model we were able to qualitatively assess the effects of receptive field sizes
λ and number of neurons n by varying both parameters independently. However, due
to computational limitations we were not able to make quantitative predictions since the
number of model neurons that we could use was practically bounded at 10,000 neurons. The
receptive field size was varied in our model by changing the decay of connection probability
with the difference in retinotopic preference between neurons (see Equation (8)). Increasing
the receptive field size without changing the number of neurons led to larger orientation
hypercolumns and a more structured OP map (Fig. 2C, top; right to left). A similar effect was
found when decreasing the map size but increasing virtual hypercolumn sizes to keep the
total number of neurons fixed in our simple grid model (Fig. S5). Cortical maps with multiple
features were only found using t-SNE (compare Fig. S6 with oMDS). The clear OP maps
come at the cost of a compromised retinotopic map that eventually collapses entirely (Fig.
2C, bottom; right to left). Conversely, decreasing receptive field sizes results in collapsing the
columnar arrangement of orientation preferences and a salt-and-pepper OP map emerged
(Fig. 2C, top; right). Thus, to maintain the retinotopic map, an upper bound for receptive
field sizes should exist. Such an upper bound could define a critical number of neurons that
is necessary for the formation of a structured OP map and could explain why orientation
hypercolumns are absent in all yet investigated rodent species (Kaschube 2014). In the
following, the dependency between map structure, receptive field size, number of neurons
and pinwheels is systematically analyzed.
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FIGURE 2: Relationship between number of neurons, receptive field size and map structure. (A) Visual
cortex size defined by its number of neurons influences the receptive field size λ and the proportion
of a hypercolumn in the receptive field as indicated by the size relationships of a neuron and the
space taken up by a hypercolumn (black circle) in the illustration based on Figure 4 in Kaas 2000 and
Figure 1 in Elston et al. 1996. The numbers correspond to the visual angle of the dashed isoeccentricity
lines and the midline to the horizontal meridian in this schematic illustration of topographic maps.
(B) Orientation hypercolumn occupancy and proportions of the visual cortex (given in percent) for
respective predicted numbers of orientation hypercolumns (see Materials and Methods). Here, this is
illustrated by a Voronoi diagram on regularly distributed points (not shown) representing the centers
of orientation hypercolumns in a schematic drawing of V1 for three different species. (C) OP maps
(top) and retinotopic preference maps (bottom) produced by neuronal placement using a connectivity
based on orientation preference and retinotopy. Only the receptive field size λ of neurons was varied
as indicated. The number of neurons in all maps was kept constant at 6,400 neurons (dots in the maps).
All other parameters that determine the connection probability between neurons were also fixed for

the shown model results (see Materials and Methods).

Detailed model confirms constant neuron numbers per pinwheel

In order to systematically analyze the dependency between map structure, receptive field size,
number of neurons and pinwheels in our visual cortex model, we needed to detect pinwheels
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automatically in the predicted maps. Pinwheels were detected by sampling a score in the
predicted maps that indicated whether a clock- or counterclockwise pinwheel was more
likely present at each sampled position (Fig. 3A, see Materials and Methods). After applying
a threshold to the sampled scores, the remaining points were potential pinwheel centers
(yellow crosses in Fig. 3A, right). Applying the DBSCAN cluster algorithm on this point
set delivered separate clusters of potential pinwheel centers and the center of these clusters
defined the detected pinwheel centers (red stars in Fig. 3A, right). Using the detection method
with neuronal arrangements sampled from images of OP maps from different mammalian
species (Kaschube et al. 2010), showed that most of the pinwheels were detected (56 out of
57) and that the respective relative pinwheel densities were in the expected range around π
(Fig. 3B).

Based on our visual cortex model, we performed similar analyses as we did for the simple
grid model (Fig. 3C). Similar to Figs. 1 and S3 in which the grid size fixes hypercolumn
numbers, receptive field sizes in the V1 model determined the number of pinwheels. Using
the maximum of the sampled pinwheel scores as an approximation for the OP map structure
(PW-score, indicated by the brightest cyan or magenta colored dot in Fig. 3A, B) showed that
the number of neurons per pinwheel was constant for similarly structured maps irrespective
of receptive field size (Fig. 3C). This was comparable to the results of the simple grid model
where regardless of map size the number of neurons was constant for similarly structured
maps (Fig. 1A).
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FIGURE 3: Detecting pinwheels in visual cortex maps of mammals and in the visual cortex model
suggests constant orientation hypercolumn sizes. (A) Detection of pinwheels in the modeled orien-
tation preference maps. (left) Representative example of pinwheel detection for a map with 3,600
neurons. Clockwise pinwheels are marked by a gray star and counter-clockwise pinwheels by a
black star. (middle) Sampling of a score quantifying the ‘pinwheelness’ at 20,000 random sampling
points in the OP map. The sampled score is color coded where magenta indicates a perfect clockwise
and cyan a perfect counter-clockwise pinwheel (see methods). (right) Pinwheels (red stars) are the
centers of clusters (black broken lines) obtained from sampled score values over a threshold of 0.6
(yellow crosses). (B) (top) Maps sampled from raster images (taken from Figure 2 in Kaschube 2014) of
OP maps in galago, cat, ferret and tree shrew to test our pinwheel detection method (see Materials
and Methods). The detected pinwheels are shown in the sampled maps as either gray or black stars
corresponding to clock- and counterclockwise pinwheels. (bottom) Sampled pinwheel scores and
pinwheel detection as in A) (right). Calculated normalized pinwheel densities ρ̂ as for our model

results (Fig. 4) are shown below.
(continued on next page)
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FIGURE 3: (continued from last page) (C) Sample instances of OP maps generated by the visual cortex
model for different representative numbers of neurons N and receptive field sizes λ. The maps were
selected to have similar PW-scores in each row. Number of pinwheels (#PW) and number of neurons
per pinwheel n are shown. Gray and black stars indicate clock- and counterclockwise pinwheels as in

A).

To analyze this potential constant relationship between the number of neurons and pinwheels
numerically, we generated a large dataset of models spanning a wide range of the parameter
space (Fig. 4). In the parameter space combining large receptive fields (λ−1 < 2) and small
neuron numbers N the existence of both pinwheels (Fig. 4A) and retinotopy (Fig. 4B) was not
possible. This finding indicates that there exists an absolute upper bound for the receptive
field size and therefore a lower bound of neuronal numbers for the emergence of structured
OP maps (Fig. 4A,C). Interestingly, with a very small number of neurons, even the retinotopic
map did not reach the amount of structure found for higher number of neurons and even
vanished entirely at small receptive field sizes (Fig. 4B, N = 100). We further determined
whether our V1 model showed a linear relationship between the number of pinwheels and
neurons. Since a peak of the measured PW-scores was not as clearly defined (Fig. 4C), we
used the peak of the normalized pinwheel density (see Materials and Methods) in Fig. 4D
as a reference point that defines a similar map structure. At this point the best compromise
between a clearly structured OP-map and a concurrently least distorted retinotopic map is
reached, because pinwheels are abundant throughout the map but also as small as possible.
The measured relationship between the number of neurons and pinwheels in these similarly
structured maps was indeed linear (Fig. 4E, R2 = 0.9807). Measures for very low neuron
numbers (N = 100, N = 400) were excluded from the fit since either no pinwheels were
observed (Fig. 4A,E) or the retinotopic map was strongly distorted (Fig. 4B) and the Pinwheel
score was too low (< 0.8) (Fig. 4F). However, the linear relationship was still preserved when
those measurements were included (R2 = 0.9801).

Detailed model confirms constant neuron numbers per pinwheel

Our V1 model is useful to study and better understand the relationships between many
further visual cortex map properties. We show that the normalized pinwheel density (Fig.
4D) converged to a constant number slightly below 3 (Fig. 4G), which is in the range of
the values found previously in a model and in different mammalian species (Kaschube
et al. 2010). Corresponding to other biological results (Swindale 1996; Obermayer and
Blasdel 1997), clock- and counterclockwise pinwheel singularities were equally represented
in our maps (Fig. 4H) and singularities of opposite polarities tended to be neighbors (Fig.
4I) because they were alternating in a quasiperiodic fashion (Fig. 3A). With either very
large or small receptive field sizes, these relationships faded because the maps consisted
of either one large pinwheel or were near salt-and-pepper maps expressing only few small
pinwheels (compare Fig. 4A and Fig. 4H, I). The relative amount of singularities with nearest
neighbors of opposing polarity was 83.17 ± 3.74 % for the instances used in Fig. 4E, F, G
which closely matched the mean values of 83.17 ± 4.71 % from 12 macaques and 1 squirrel
monkey (calculated from Table 3 in Obermayer and Blasdel 1997). Details such as the very
slight increase in map structure with the overall number of neurons observed in Fig. 4F
also match experimental data (reviewed in Weigand et al. 2017). As a proof of principle, we
show that the model can handle even more features than retinotopy and OP alone. By also
including ocular dominance as a feature, the resulting maps show thick ocular dominance
bands in the centers of which pinwheel singularities are preferentially located (Fig. 5) which
is remarkably similar to biological observations (Swindale 1996; Obermayer and Blasdel
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1997). However, in all of our predicted maps, neurons tended to be distributed irregularly.
While the distribution of neurons in the visual cortex is not strictly regular (Ohki et al. 2006),
many of our predicted arrangements were obviously much more irregular and contained
occasional gaps (Figs. 2C, 3C). Although the general map layout was not affected by this
irregular distribution, we implemented an additional procedure that modified the predicted
arrangements for a better space filling. Applying for example this procedure to the neuronal
arrangement in Fig. 5 (left) led to more homogeneously distributed model neurons while
preserving the general appearance of the maps (Fig. 5, right). The corresponding code is
available in our model toolbox and allows post hoc modifications of any model maps.
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FIGURE 4: The visual cortex model also indicates a linear relationship between numbers of neurons
and pinwheels for similarly structured OP maps. (A) Number of pinwheels in dependence of receptive
field size for different numbers of neurons (see legend). Each of the curves connects 91 data points
(from λ = 1 to λ = 10 in 0.1 steps) where each data point is the mean number of detected pinwheels
for 50 trials. (B) Measured retinotopy scores (see Materials and Methods) for the retinotopic maps
corresponding to the instances shown in A). (C) Mean of the maximum PW-score (see Materials
and Methods) to measure OP map structure for the instances shown in A). The bend in the curve
between 1 and 2 can be explained by a phase transition from a single to multiple pinwheels in this
range of receptive field sizes. For 100 and 400 neurons no more than one pinwheel is observed in
most instances as shown in A) which is why there is no bend in these curves. (D) Mean normalized
pinwheel densities ρ̂ (see Materials and Methods) for the instances shown in A). The bends in the
curves represent the transition from a single to multiple pinwheels as in C). (E) Numbers of neurons
and pinwheels at the points of maximum pinwheel density shown in D). Linear fit is indicated by
black dashed line (R2 = 0.9807). Points shown as diamonds were excluded from the fit. (F) Maximum
PW-scores (Mean values for 50 trials) for the instances in E) as a proxy for the OP map structure.
Diamonds indicate the instances that were excluded from the linear fit in E). (G) Maxima of the mean
normalized pinwheel densities ρ̂ in D). (H) Mean bipolarity (see Materials and Methods) describing
the distribution of clock- and counterclockwise singularities. Bipolarities were calculated for every
applicable parameter combination of neuronal numbers N (indicated by different colors as shown in
legend) and receptive field sizes λ. (I) Percent singularities where the nearest neighboring singularity
were of opposite polarity (see Materials and Methods) for every applicable parameter combination of
neuronal numbers N (indicated by different colors as shown in legend) and receptive field sizes λ.
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Discussion

Using a novel neuronal placement model, which is loosely based on the premise that wiring
length has to be optimized, we showed in accordance with newly curated biological data that
orientation hypercolumns in the primary visual cortex appear at fixed neuronal numbers.
Given that the number of neurons per orientation hypercolumn is constant, the size of a
pinwheel can only vary with neuronal density. We propose that variations in the spatial
density of pinwheels between mammalian species could be a mere consequence of similar
OP maps that are differently scaled versions of each other. Our results are corroborated by
the model’s faithful replication of a multitude of characteristic properties of visual cortex
maps.

Scaling behavior in OP maps

It is interesting to study the particular scaling behavior of homologous biological structures
(Schmidt-Nielsen 1984; Kaas 2000) to better understand their function. The area of the
primary visual cortex in different mammalian species varies over several orders of magnitude
(Kaas 2000), which is less a consequence of differences in neuronal density than it is a result
of different neuronal numbers in this area (Table 1). Depending on visual cortex size, the
potential difference in the retinotopic preference of a neuron to its connected neighbors varies
(Elston et al. 1996; Kaas 2000) because the receptive field λ of neurons is inversely correlated
with the number of neurons in the visual cortex (Fig. 2A). In our visual cortex model, we
found that for smaller numbers of neurons the range of λ where orientation hypercolumns are
present is smaller. At very low numbers of neurons, orientation hypercolumns do not appear
at all. From our curated biological data we propose a lower limit of ∼ 300 pinwheels in V1
considering that the lowest number of pinwheels is 352 in tree shrew and that rabbits could
hypothetically host 221 pinwheels but they do not (Table 1). This lower bound presumably
exists for the same reason as in our model. With low overall numbers of neurons in V1 the
receptive field size of neurons increases but the number of potential connections to neurons
of similar OP is too small for pinwheels to form without distorting the retinotopic map.
However, with increasing numbers of neurons in V1, pinwheels start to emerge because the
local change in retinotopic preference gets small enough such that sufficient connections
between neurons of similar OP can form which enables them to cluster and concurrently
maintain the retinotopic map. Accordingly, a selective patchy connectivity (Gilbert and
Wiesel 1989; Malach et al. 1993; Fitzpatrick 1996; Bosking et al. 1997; Lund et al. 2003) is
found in species with pinwheels and a local (Van Hooser et al. 2006) but selective (Ko et al.
2011, 2013, 2014; Lee et al. 2016) connectivity is observed in rodents. If recruiting neurons for
the formation of a pinwheel was mainly limited by their retinotopic difference, the number
of neurons per orientation hypercolumn should steadily grow with increasingly larger visual
cortices. However, the number of neurons per pinwheel is constant at around 27,000 neurons
for over one order of magnitude of neuronal numbers in V1. This could be caused by the
theoretical limit of on the order of ∼ 104 neurons for which a potential all-to-all connectivity
can exist (Wen and Chklovskii 2005).

Recently, it has been proposed that different geometric orientation hypercolumn sizes in
the visual cortex correspond to the radii of astrocytes (Philips et al. 2017). A dependency of
astrocyte radii and orientation hypercolumn size would only be compatible with our results
if astrocyte size inversely depended on the neuronal density. Otherwise, the number of
neurons per pinwheel would vary strongly between different species, which contradicts our
findings. However, for the data given in Philips et al. 2017, astrocyte size does not depend on
neuronal density. Therefore, a fixed orientation hypercolumn size could never be maintained.
For example the neuronal density in cats is roughly similar to or even higher than that in
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rodent species (Table 1) but the astrocyte size is triple the size given in Philips et al. 2017.
In other studies, it has been suggested that the average glial cell size varies only modestly
and non-systematically across brain structures and species (Herculano-Houzel 2011, 2014;
Herculano-Houzel et al. 2014). Hence, it remains unknown whether astrocyte size indeed
has an influence on orientation hypercolumn size.

Qualitative predictions from our neuronal placement model

While our models provide qualitative explanations of various biological observations in
visual cortex maps, they do not estimate the numbers of neurons quantitatively (Fig. 4A,
Table 1). Given the limits of current computational resources, our models provide good
results for neural placements involving up to 10,000 neurons. Here, we specifically set the
parameters such that orientation hypercolumns appeared with low numbers of neurons. In
this way, we could analyze a broad spectrum of qualitative features of the resulting maps (Fig.
3, 4). Although we specifically selected a range of parameters that enabled us to see salt-and-
pepper maps up to maps with a multitude of pinwheels, our model was not very sensitive
to parameter changes that affected the connection functions of the visual cortex model (Fig.
S8A). The model nearly always produced maps that corresponded either to a salt-and-pepper
or structured OP map even when the otherwise fixed parameters popmin (Fig. S8B) and γ
(Fig. S8C) were varied. Only by using very high γ values we could obtain a map pattern
that markedly differed from those found in the visual cortex (Fig. S8C, rightmost). Here,
individual clusters of neurons with very similar OPs appeared. In that particular case, the
tight connection probability around any given orientation preference seemed to force neurons
with a very similar OP and retinotopic preferences to be near each other (Fig. S8A, right).
Interestingly, some parameters in our model can counteract the effect of other parameters.
While high γ values tended to result in maps with larger but fewer pinwheels, lowering the
receptive field size of neurons led again to maps with more but smaller pinwheels (Fig. S8D).
This indicates that similar map phenotypes could also be produced with different variations
of a common connectivity based on the similarity of neuronal feature preferences. It might be
possible that with much larger resources, calculations with neuronal numbers in the biological
range would become feasible. Accordingly, it would then become possible to characterize the
differences in visual cortex maps of different mammalian species quantitatively.

Comparison between oMDS and t-SNE for optimal neuronal placement

The neuronal arrangements predicted by oMDS and t-SNE can be very similar (compare
Fig. 1 and Fig. S3), but they can also differ markedly (compare Fig. 2C and Fig. S6A). In
particular, we found that oMDS failed to reproduce visual cortex maps that were based on
multiple features. While we could find arrangements that either respected OP or retinotopy,
it was never possible to find any that respected both features in the maps obtained using
oMDS (Fig. S6A, B). In comparison to other dimension reduction methods, t-SNE has the
advantage that it is able to reveal the structure of high dimensional data at many different
scales in the projected space (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008). That difference to oMDS is
probably the reason why t-SNE is able to predict cortical maps based on multiple features.
In contrast, oMDS favors arrangements that respect the global rather than the local scale.
According to the error function of oMDS, relatively equal deviations between spatial distance
in the projected space and transformed connection dissimilarities have a lower impact on the
local scale. This is because the absolute differences between small connection dissimilarities
and spatial distances are smaller than for larger dissimilarities and distances. Hence, oMDS
tends to appropriately map the features that are dominant at the global scale while missing
those that could get dominant at the local scale. Since always one of the neuronal feature
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preferences is at least slightly more dominantly encoded in the neuronal connectivity, oMDS
seems to always find the appropriate arrangement for that particular feature ignoring the
other feature preferences. It is difficult to objectively measure whether the more realistic
predictions by t-SNE compared to oMDS might also be the reason of a superior optimization
of wiring length. Simply measuring the distances between the connected neurons in the
predicted arrangements is not a useful comparison because the model neurons are strongly
biased towards the middle when using oMDS for the same parameters as used with t-SNE
(Fig. S6A). While such an arrangement trivially leads to a reduction of the summed wiring
length by overcrowding the space, overcrowding is not a biologically realistic solution for
minimizing the wiring length. Therefore, a fair measurement would have to take into account
the local densities of neurons throughout the predicted arrangements. Although t-SNE finally
enabled us to predict neuronal maps with multiple feature preferences, degenerate solutions
appeared regularly that likely corresponded to the optimization procedure remaining stuck
in a local minimum (Fig. S2C). In general, t-SNE is well known to introduce some structural
anomalies when fine-tuning the resulting visualizations, side effects that we have to accept
when using our model and interpreting the results (Wattenberg et al. 2016). For example,
neurons in our cortical map models were less evenly distributed than in biology (Ohki et al.
2006). Therefore, we do not claim that the precise local spatial relation between neighboring
neurons is biologically realistic whereas the robust solutions obtained for the overall map
structures would not be affected by the irregularities occurring at a rather finer level. To
obtain a more regular arrangement we also implemented a procedure that increases the space
filling in the arrangement (Fig. 5). However, this space filling procedure comes at a high
computational cost. Furthermore, the potential gain in the predicted map structure obtained
by this procedure is not obvious, since the arrangements are exclusively modified for space
filling without concurrently observing a constraint, which minimizes wiring length. Future
models could bridge this gap by predicting arrangements that optimize both wiring length
and space filling.

Comparison with other visual cortex map models

Visual cortex models based on elastic net (EN) algorithms are related to our model, since
they are also based on dimension reduction. However, there are significant differences. Most
importantly, our model changes the positions of model neurons by minimizing the Kullback-
Leibler divergence of conditional probabilities based on the connection dissimilarity and
distance of the model neurons. In contrast, EN models map a multidimensional feature space
onto a two dimensional sheet represented by model neurons on a grid. In this case, neuronal
positions are fixed while their feature preferences are changed; this happens in the higher
dimensional space. The 2D sheet of model neurons is folded in the multidimensional space
such that a given range of possible feature preferences are visited while the size of the sheet
is minimized (Swindale 1992). The coordinates in the multidimensional space then define
the neuron’s respective feature preferences. Accordingly, the EN model effectively changes
the feature preferences of model neurons but fixes their positions while in our model the
positions of the neurons are changed but the neuronal feature preferences remain fixed.

Kohonen map models also tune the preferred orientation of model neurons fixed on a
two-dimensional grid but are not based on a dimension reduction approach. These models
instead use a competitive Hebbian learning rule that changes the preferred orientation of
model neurons during a learning procedure to predict visual cortex maps. Interestingly,
all these models share similar properties with our model and with each other. We already
discussed previously that the phase transition in Kohonen map and EN models is reminiscent
of a phase transition based on the number of neurons in our model (Weigand et al. 2017). In
Kohonen map models a neighborhood size (Kohonen 1982; Obermayer et al. 1992) and in EN
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models a receptive field size parameter (Durbin and Mitchison 1990; Swindale 1992; Goodhill
and Cimponeriu 2000) determines the structure of the resulting map. Both, neighborhood
and receptive field size determine the size of a putative area on the grid that is qualified for
the formation of a pinwheel, which in principle conforms to the number of neurons that can
take part in the formation of a pinwheel. Thus, the phase transition seen in these models is
indirectly related to the phase transition depending on neuron numbers. In this regard, the
visual cortex model presented here showed in greater detail how the phase transition depends
on the size relationships between the number of neurons, receptive field and orientation
hypercolumn size (Figs. 2–4).

We found with our model that in the regime of low neuronal numbers, continuity of the
feature space could not be obtained concurrently in both the retinotopic and the OP map
(Fig. 4A–C). Although a continuous representation of the neuronal feature preferences in
both feature maps might still be obtainable if the feature space would not be covered at every
location of the visual field, it makes no sense to be unable to see some orientations at any
specific point of the visual field (Harris and Mrsic-Flogel 2013). Accordingly, coverage of
the feature space even seems to be optimized in the visual cortex of mammals (Swindale et
al. 2000). Since possessing both a high coverage and continuity of all feature dimensions is
impossible if neuronal numbers are too low, this relationship could explain why structured
visual cortex maps are not present in rodents (Weigand et al. 2017). The proposed constant
orientation hypercolumn size also supports this hypothesis because it would only allow for a
few hypercolumns in small rodents that would inevitably distort the retinotopic map strongly
due to their large size relative to the total visual cortex (Fig. 2B).

Optimizing coverage and continuity is also a unifying characteristic of the different
models of visual cortex maps (Swindale 1996; Goodhill and Sejnowski 1997). While in most
models these constraints are a consequence of how the feature preferences of neurons are
optimized, our model implements coverage of the feature space by explicitly setting the
feature preferences of model neurons such that uniform coverage is ensured (see Materials
and Methods). However, some studies argue against visual cortex maps being a result
of optimizing coverage and continuity (Carreira-Perpiñán and Goodhill 2002; Keil and
Wolf 2011). For example, maps produced by EN models appear to be realistic only if the
optimization procedure is stopped after a certain number of iterations (Keil and Wolf 2011).
This means that results of these models did not correspond to minima in the optimization
procedure. For optimal solutions, realistic pinwheel densities appeared only in extreme
ranges of the EN model parameters (Keil and Wolf 2011). In contrast to this, the maps
produced by our model correspond to stable solutions that do not change with a higher
amount of iterations (Fig. S9A). Furthermore, much of the observed variation in the results
of our model can be attributed to the variability of the randomly determined connectivities,
indicating that our model indeed finds specific solutions for specific connectivities (Fig.
S9B). Accordingly, our model seems to conform to the hypothesis that visual cortex maps
optimize coverage and continuity. Future studies could analyze how important a uniform
coverage of the feature space is for the formation of a structured visual cortex map and
how a biased distribution of preferred features might affect visual cortex maps in general.
This is particularly interesting, since our model enables the prediction of maps for arbitrary
distributions of neuronal feature preferences.

Conclusions

For all of our visual cortex model instances we used the same relative connectivity and only
varied the receptive field size and the number of neurons (see Materials and Methods). Still
we were able to see different map phenotypes in our visual cortex model, namely salt-and-
pepper and pinwheel patterns (Fig. 2C), and a linear dependence between the number of
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neurons and the number of pinwheels, indicating a constant number of neurons per orienta-
tion hypercolumn (Fig. 4E). Hereby our results render these different aspects of OP maps
compatible within a single architectural framework using a unified connectivity. We therefore
conclude that visual cortex maps and orientation hypercolumns may be rather homologous
structures based on a common design principle despite their different phenotypes across
mammalian species.
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Supplementary figures

Recovering positions from distance dependent connectivities
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FIGURE S1: Comparison of oMDS and t-SNE. Recovering random positions divided into six layers
(left) of equal size by using oMDS with connection dissimilarities obtained by a combination of Jaccard
distance (JD) and shortest path length (SPL, top, as done in Weigand et al. 2017) and by using t-SNE
with connection dissimilarities obtained by cosine distance (CD) (bottom). The neuronal connections
(middle right) are set randomly by the given connection probabilities (middle left) which depend on the

pairwise distances between points. The recovered positions are shown on the right.
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n = 10, map size = 3x3 

λ−1 = 2.3

n = 20, map size = 12x12 n = 80, map size = 7x7

A

B

C

λ−1 = 6.9 λ−1 = 9.4

FIGURE S2: Sample degenerate maps. Representative examples of degenerate maps for (A) the test
setting in Fig. S1, (B) the virtual hypercolumn model in Figs. 1 and S3 and (C) the visual cortex
model in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. These degenerate solutions appeared regularly when using t-SNE and were
excluded from the analysis. Although distorted maps could be observed for relatively small maps
containing fewer amounts of model neurons, the emergence of distorted maps was greatly increased
for larger maps containing a relatively high number of neurons likely because increasing the input

size led to more local minima in the cost function where the optimization procedure was trapped.
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FIGURE S3: Virtual hypercolumn model results with oMDS as dimension reduction method. As
in Fig. 1A, individual maps of different sizes (horizontal) and different numbers n of neurons per
hypercolumn (vertical) are shown. Neurons (dots in the maps) assigned to the same hypercolumn in

the underlying connectivity matrix are assigned to one random color.
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FIGURE S4: Average map structure for different hypercolumn (n) and map sizes (15 trials for each
parameter combination) quantified by the scatter value s (see Materials and Methods). Dashed line
indicates representative threshold value used in Fig. 1C to define clearly structured hypercolumns.
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FIGURE S5: Clamping total neuronal numbers in the grid model. Four maps generated using the same
total number of neurons but varying map sizes. To obtain equal total number of neurons we used
n = 256 for a grid size of 2× 2, n = 72 for 4× 4, n = 32 for 6× 6 and n = 8 for 12× 12. Increasing
the number of neurons per hypercolumn n by reducing the number of hypercolumns led to more

structured maps.
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λ−1 =  0.954λ−1 =  0.955

λ−1 = 1 λ−1 = 1.9 λ−1 = 3.1 λ−1 = 10A
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OP
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RetxRetx
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FIGURE S6: Visual cortex model results using oMDS as dimension reduction method. (A) As in Fig.
2C, OP maps (top) and retinotopic preference maps (bottom) were predicted but oMDS was used
instead of t-SNE. Pinwheels did not emerge in this case. (B) (right) Ordered OP map arrangements
consisting of one pinwheel can still be obtained when an even lower receptive field size (compared
to A)) is used. However, this comes at the cost of a structured retinotopic map. (left) Concurrently
obtaining structured arrangements of the OP and retinotopic map seems to be impossible judging by
the sharp transition (when changing λ) from a structured retinotopic map to a structured OP map.
The number of neurons in all maps was 6,400 and only the receptive field size λ of neurons was varied

as indicated. See Fig. 2C for a legend of the neuronal feature preferences.
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λ−1 = 1

λ−1 = 1.9

λ−1 = 3.1

λ−1 = 10

0 20 40 60 80
Rounds

A
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FIGURE S7: Generating more uniform neuronal arrangements by using the space-filling algorithm. (A)
Progress of the space-filling procedure after different numbers of rounds (see Materials and Methods)
of the final space-filling result (80 rounds) shown in Fig. 5. (B) Space-filling applied to neuronal
arrangements from Fig. 2C for different values of λ. A relatively uniform distribution of neurons is
reached after 80 iterations for a wide range of different map layouts with varying λ. See Fig. 2C for a

legend of the neuronal feature preferences.
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FIGURE S9: Dependency of visual cortex model on the number of iterations and randomness of the
optimization procedure t-SNE. (A) Resulting maps for the same random seed but using a different
number of iterations during the t-SNE optimization procedure. After 200 iterations the solution
already roughly corresponds to the solution after 1,000 iterations. Even after 50,000 iterations no
differences to the solution at 1,000 iterations are recognizable. (B) Map results for different random
seed but the same connection matrix. Recognizable differences between the maps calculated with
different seeds exist but the general layout of the map is conserved. Star indicates the parameter
values that were generally used to obtain all other results. See Fig. 2C for a legend of the neuronal

feature preferences.
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Supplementary tables

TABLE S1: Curated data and sources for pinwheel density values.

Species Mean PW
density

PW density Source

Macaque 7.94
8.02 (Obermayer and Blasdel 1993)
7.86 (Blasdel et al. 1995)

Owl monkey 7.4 7.4 (Xu et al. 2004)

Galago 6.64 6.64 (Keil et al. 2012)

Squirrel monkey 11.05
11.1 (Obermayer and Blasdel 1997)
11 (Xu et al. 2004)

Tree shrew 8.375
8.09 (Keil et al. 2012)
8.66 (Wolf and Geisel 1998)

Cat 2.82

3.4 (Müller et al. 2000)
2.1 (Bonhoeffer et al. 1995)
2.4 (Rao et al. 1997)
3.4 (Engelmann et al. 2002)
2.57 (Löwel et al. 1998)
3.03 (Keil et al. 2012)
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Abstract

Throughout the animal kingdom, the structure of the central nervous system varies widely
from distributed ganglia in worms to compact brains with varying degrees of folding in mam-
mals. The differences in structure may indicate a fundamentally different circuit organization.
However, the folded brain most likely is a direct result of mechanical forces when considering
that a larger surface area of cortex packs into the restricted volume provided by the skull.
Here, we introduce a computational model that instead of modeling mechanical forces relies
on dimension reduction methods to place neurons according to specific connectivity require-
ments. For a simplified connectivity with strong local and weak long-range connections, our
model predicts a transition from separate ganglia through smooth brain structures to heavily
folded brains as the number of cortical columns increases. The model reproduces experi-
mentally determined relationships between metrics of cortical folding and its pathological
phenotypes in lissencephaly, polymicrogyria, microcephaly, autism, and schizophrenia. This
suggests that mechanical forces that are known to lead to cortical folding may synergistically
contribute to arrangements that reduce wiring. Our model provides a unified conceptual
understanding of gyrification linking cellular connectivity and macroscopic structures in
large-scale neural network models of the brain.
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Introduction

The striking appearance of the human brain is shaped by its intricate convolutions—its gyri
and sulci—corresponding to the outward and inward folds of the brain, respectively. The
intriguing pattern of these folds led to the foundation of phrenology by Franz Josef Gall
in the early 19th century who put forth a relationship between the form of the skull and a
person’s character (Simpson 2005). Although his claims turned out to be largely inaccurate,
brain function and anatomy are not independent of one another. For example, specific brain
functions can be localized precisely on the cortical surface for healthy brains, suggesting a link
between localization and function (Rakic 1988; Welker 1990; Felleman and Van Essen 1991;
Amunts and Zilles 2015). Also, variations in cortical folding have been associated with certain
clinical syndromes, that is, mental deficits, intractable epilepsy, autism, and schizophrenia
(Walsh 1999; Barkovich et al. 2012; Bayly et al. 2014; Fernández et al. 2016; Kroenke and Bayly
2018). These findings underline that deficits in brain function can go along with changes in
folding underpinning the importance of the folding pattern, which cannot be maintained
under these conditions. Cortical folding—also referred to as gyrencephaly—-appears not
only in humans but also in non-human primates, carnivores, and other larger mammals
(Welker 1990; Bayly et al. 2014; Kroenke and Bayly 2018). In contrast, small rodents, such
as mice and rats, possess a smooth cortex that lacks folds; their brains are referred to as
lissencephalic (Pillay and Manger 2007; Zilles et al. 2013).

Although different hypotheses regarding the mechanisms that lead to cortical folding exist,
the underlying cause for cortical folding is still unclear. A simple and plausible explanation
is that an increasingly large cortex (Hofman 1989) must be compressed to fit into the limited
space in the skull (Welker 1990). Studies in mice in which it was shown that a genetically
induced surface expansion leads to cortical folding (Chenn and Walsh 2003; Kingsbury et al.
2003) would support this compression hypothesis were it not for lesion experiments showing
that folds appear regardless of the available space during brain development (Barron 1950;
Welker 1990). Physical models show that cortical folding could still depend on mechanical
principles (Tallinen et al. 2014, 2016; Mota and Herculano-Houzel 2015). Different degrees
of folding in similarly sized brains as observed in mammals of different orders (Pillay and
Manger 2007; Zilles et al. 2013) are compatible with such mechanical principles when the
amount of folding is compared to cortical sheet thickness and size (Mota and Herculano-
Houzel 2015). However, heritable folding patterns that depend on the functional layout of
the cortex (Welker 1990; Bartley et al. 1997; Biondi et al. 1998; Lohmann 1999; Fischl et al.
2008) suggest that additional forces, which depend on genetic factors and the connectivity,
should at least influence the cortical folding process.

Indeed, the regulation of gene expression changes in the developing cortex of gyren-
cephalic species (Llinares-Benadero and Borrell 2019). The majority of these genes is ex-
pressed along the outer layer of the subventricular zone (OSVZ) where their expression
modules correspond to the prospective location of gyri and sulci (de Juan Romero et al.
2015). Upregulation or downregulation of genes related to proliferation of the OSVZ leads
to an increase or decrease in cortical surface area and folding in ferrets (Reillo et al. 2011;
Nonaka-Kinoshita et al. 2013) as well as the induction of cortical folding in mice (Stahl
et al. 2013; Florio et al. 2015). According to these studies, cortical folding depends on a
proper formation of the OSVZ and the proliferation of a specific type of basal progenitor cells
located in the OSVZ (Poluch and Juliano 2015; Martı́nez-Martı́nez et al. 2016). These cells are
suspected to be involved in the folding process by altering the scaffold of radial fibers, which
causes the formation of a gyrus by enabling a tangential dispersion of proliferated neurons
(Reillo et al. 2011; Borrell and Reillo 2012; Borrell and Götz 2014; del Toro et al. 2017; Borrell
2018). Neurogenesis is however complete with the excitatory neurons already in place before
gyrification begins and gliogenesis takes over in the OSVZ shortly before the onset of folding
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(Kroenke and Bayly 2018; Rash et al. 2019). Accordingly, cortical folding could rather be
caused by the timely correlated rapid expansion of the cortex that occurs together with neu-
ronal differentiation and the formation of white matter connectivity. The supportive role of
glia cells produced by the OSVZ on the formation of white matter connectivity could in turn
explain the influence on the cortical folding pattern caused by changing OSVZ proliferation
(Rash et al. 2019).

The exact nature of the mechanical forces that form a folded cortex during development
is still controversial. One hypothesis is that folding is caused by the tangential expansion
of the cortical tissue (Ronan et al. 2014; Kroenke and Bayly 2018) and another one is that
folding is induced by axonal tension (Van Essen 1997). The axonal tension hypothesis is
supported by experimental studies that confirm considerable forces acting on neurites (Chada
et al. 1997; Xu et al. 2009) and by theoretical studies (Hilgetag and Barbas 2006; Geng et
al. 2009; Mota and Herculano-Houzel 2012). The hypothesis is also attractive considering
optimization constraints of neuronal anatomy because it connects folding with the necessity
to save wiring length in the brain (Ruppin et al. 1993; Van Essen 1997; Laughlin and Sejnowski
2003; Hilgetag and Barbas 2009). However, no considerable tension between gyral walls,
which was originally hypothesized to be the crucial factor that leads to the formation of a
gyrus (Van Essen 1997), could be detected (Xu et al. 2010).

Due to these findings, the tangential expansion hypothesis seems to dominate, although
it is still debated how tangential expansion of the tissue exactly leads to the folding of the
cortex (Ronan and Fletcher 2015; Kroenke and Bayly 2018). Some studies propose that the
cortex folds because of a differential expansion of an outer layer relative to an inner zone
(Richman et al. 1975; Bayly et al. 2013; Budday et al. 2014). Others indicate that the in-plane
pressure due to tangential expansion is sufficient to induce folding (Toro and Burnod 2005;
Nie et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2010; Knutsen et al. 2013; Ronan et al. 2014). Stereotypic folding
patterns could then be produced based on nonuniform tissue growth that is regulated by
ontogenetic columns of progenitor cells in the ventricular zone. These form a proto-map
that determines the location of functional areas in the cortex (Rakic 1988). The maturing
connectivity further influences the size of cortical areas and the regional variation of the
cytoarchitecture (Rakic 1988; Dehay et al. 1991; O’Leary et al. 2007), which could be an
explanation for stereotypic folding patterns based on the neuronal connectivity (Ronan and
Fletcher 2015). Also, neuroanatomical structures are generally known to be constrained by
connectivity requirements (Laughlin and Sejnowski 2003; Chklovskii and Koulakov 2004;
Bullmore and Sporns 2012).

In this study, we introduce a computational model that assumes that the mechanical forces
underlying the folding process are constrained by such wiring considerations. Based on this
premise, our model uses a dimension reduction method to find spatial arrangements that
place neurons with similar connectivity in closer proximity, thereby reducing overall wiring
length. We have recently predicted various cortical map arrangements from connectivity
requirements depending on visual feature preferences of individual neurons (Weigand et
al. 2017). Our model here predicts cortical folding patterns assuming that a strong local
but a much weaker global connectivity between neurons exists (Hellwig 2000; Kaiser et
al. 2009; Ercsey-Ravasz et al. 2013). The predicted folding patterns cover a large range of
different neuronal arrangements from ganglia over smooth cortical surfaces up to highly
folded gyrencephalic layouts including second order folds. The results are consistent with
previous studies but additionally suggest that connectivity strongly influences the degree of
folding in mammalian species.
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Materials and Methods

All calculations and simulations were performed using custom code in MATLAB (Math-
Works). A part of our calculations were executed using the Neuroscience Gateway (Sivagnanam
et al. 2013).

Neuronal Placement

To find neuronal arrangements for a given connectivity we used a variant of a method that
we previously applied to predict relative neuronal positions using ordinal multidimensional
scaling (oMDS) (Weigand et al. 2017). In this study, we used t-distributed stochastic neighbor
embedding (t-SNE) (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008) instead of oMDS (Borg and Groenen
2005) to predict the positions of neurons based on their connection dissimilarities. t-SNE has a
higher performance compared to oMDS, which is why we chose this method (see Discussion).
We also calculated the connection dissimilarities differently than before. Previously, the
Jaccard distance between the connection vectors of two neurons defined the connection
dissimilarity between connected neurons. The connection dissimilarity between unconnected
neurons was defined by the shortest path length between these neurons on the connected
graph using the dissimilarity values of the connected neurons as distances for each connection
along the path. Since we found that using just the cosine distance between the connection
vectors of neurons provided similar results with less computational demand, we used it alone
instead of the shortest path of Jaccard distances to determine the connection dissimilarity
between neurons. Accordingly, to predict neuronal positions Y for a given connectivity
matrix C we calculated the dissimilarity matrix D containing the pairwise cosine distances
cdi,j between the connection vectors ci and cj corresponding to line i and j of C:

cdi,j = 1−
ci · cj

‖ci‖
∥∥cj
∥∥ .

Using the dissimilarity matrix D as input for t-SNE, the neuronal positions Y were
predicted. The predicted arrangements Y reflect only the relative location of neurons, not
their absolute positions. Accordingly, all the layouts Y obtained in such a manner were
standardised within a unit square.

Cortical Folding Model

In order to model a cortical connectivity, we divided neurons into cortical columns, where C
is the number of columns, M the number of neurons per column and N = C ∗M the total
number of neurons. Each neuron Nk → Ci is therefore assigned to the respective column Ci
and the cyclical topological distance ∆Cij between two columns Ci and Cj is defined as:

∆Cij :=


C
2 −

(
d− C

2

)
if d > C

2
−d if − C

2 > d ≤ C
2

−C
2 −

(
d + C

2

)
if d ≤ −C

2

,

where d = i− j. Based on the topological distance between columns Ci and Cj, we defined
the connection probability pk,l between neurons Nk → Ci and Nl → Cj as follows:
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pk,l = a

(
cos

(
∆Cij · π/C

)
+ 1

2

)γ

+ (b− a) · exp

((
∆Cij · π/C

)4

2πσ/
C4 · 106

)
,

where a is the strength of the global connectivity, b the strength of the local connectivity, γ the
decay of the global connectivity and σ the range of the local connectivity. The left part of the
equation consists of a cosine function that models the global connection probability. The right
part of the equation adds a Gaussian function that models the local connection probability.
To model a connectivity with a strong local and weak global neuronal interconnectivity, b
has to be much larger than a and, because they are probabilities, b + a ≤ 1 has to be fulfilled.
Multiplying ∆Cij with π/C in the equation ensures that the connection function is cyclic
irrespective of the set number of columns and multiplying σ with 2π/

C4 ensures that the
range of the local connectivity is always defined by the same number of columns irrespective
of the total number of columns. Based on the pairwise connection probabilities pk,l , the
respective neuronal connections ci,j are randomly determined to generate connection matrix
C. The connection matrix C that contains the pairwise connections ci,j between neurons
serves to then predict neuronal arrangements corresponding to cortical folding patterns with
the neuronal placement procedure.

Properties of Folding Patterns

To quantify the morphological features of the modeled folding patterns, we implemented
different measurements that are explained in the following.

Folding Index
To measure the folding index (FI) of a folding pattern (Figs 2A-C, 3, 5), the convex hull
(exposed circumference) AE and boundary (total circumference) AT were calculated by
the built-in functions convhull and boundary in MATLAB. For any given 2D set of points
(here the number of neurons N), the area S it occupies can be estimated by the convex hull
with its circumference AE. However, for shapes that are not convex this methods yields an
overestimate for S and an underestimate for the actual circumference (here total circumference
AT) of the shape. To approximate AT the boundary function uses α-shapes (Akkiraju et al.
1995), which can be considered as a set of curves Kα constructed around N that are defined
by a single parameter α ∈ [0, ∞], where K∞ corresponds to the convex hull and K0 to the
point set N itself. For a finite set of points a finite set of curves Kα can be found such that
α1 is the lowest and αm is the largest value for α. For α1 · Kα1 contains all points of the finite
set and is continuously connected, whereas for αm · Kαm = K∞. The boundary function in
MATLAB finds all values for α1 ≤ α ≤ αm that create unique shapes and uses a shrink factor
f (boundary parameter) to select the respective α-value. f = 0 corresponds to the convex
hull while f = 1 is the tightest fit. To avoid events where the calculated boundary penetrates
the perimeter of the folding pattern through small gaps, the boundary parameter was set to
0.9. The correspondingly calculated boundaries were still tight enough to follow the contours
of the folding pattern. The FI is then calculated as the ratio between AT and AE:

FI =
AT

AE
.
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Frequency and Amplitude
The frequencies and amplitudes of the folding patterns were quantified using the MATLAB
fast Fourier transform (FFT) function fft on the boundary (total circumference) of the fold-
ing patterns. Since our folding patterns have a circular shape, their morphology needs to
be projected on a horizontal line for this purpose, meaning a representation of the radial
amplitude as a function of the column index. Therefore, we calculated the center of mass
of any given folding pattern and measured the Euclidian distance of each neuron on the
boundary to the center of mass. This distance was then plotted as the amplitude against the
column index Ci of each of these neurons (see example in Fig. 4, right). To obtain an equally
spaced sampling of this data for applying the fft function, it was fitted by a smoothing spline
using the fit function in MATLAB (Fig. 4, right; black line in the plots). The fft function was
then applied to the fit, which finally yielded the frequency spectrum of the folding pattern.
The frequencies were given as frequency bins since there is no temporal component in these
spatial frequencies (Fig. 2C, right and Fig. 3, bottom panels). A frequency of one corresponds
to one period across the entire model cortex. The magnitude of frequency bins are color
coded (see legend in Fig. 2C, right; Fig. 3, bottom). We defined a cut off limit in the color code
since large folds of low frequencies have dominant frequency spikes in the power spectrum
due to their large amplitude. These would otherwise overshadow the high frequency peaks
with a higher occurrence but a lower amplitude. The fitted smoothing spline was also used to
determine the mean amplitude of the folding pattern using the findpeaks function in MATLAB
(Fig. 3, mean amplitude plots).

Fractal Dimension
The fractal dimension of the modeled folding patterns were calculated by the box counting
method (Mandelbrot 1983; Liu et al. 2003; Kalmanti and Maris 2007). To apply this method
a single-pixel-wide image of the boundary had to be obtained first. Accordingly, the shape
of the folding pattern was rasterised in a binary matrix B of size 1000 × 1000 by using
the poly2mask function in MATLAB on the boundary (see Materials and Methods: Folding
index). The single-pixel-wide boundary of this shape was then obtained by applying the
bwmorph(‘remove’) morphological operator in MATLAB to B. Using this rasterized perimeter
of the folding pattern we were then able to calculate the fractal dimension by the boxcount
function in MATLAB. This method finds the number of squares s with side length l needed
to cover the image of the folding pattern, where l is varied repeatedly. The box-counting
fractal dimension D can then be estimated by the following power-law, where g is a constant:

s = g · l−D.

D is approximated by the positive gradient of the best fit line through the points given by
log(l) and log(s) (Falconer 2004; Kalmanti and Maris 2007) (Fig. 2C, middle and Fig. 3).

Automatic Selection of Folding Patterns

t-SNE did not always converge to neuronal arrangements corresponding to valid folding
patterns. These degenerate results were discontinuous and twisted structures (Supplementary
Fig. 1) that we automatically sorted out and excluded from further analyses. We defined a
valid folding pattern as consisting of a closed circular structure—a reasonable expectation
since the connectivity was periodic. To detect if this criterion was violated, we built a directed
graph G = (V, E):
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V = {k : k ∈ {1, . . . , N}}

E =

{
(k, l) : ∆Cij > 0∧ ‖yk − yl‖ < 2 · max

o∈{1,...,N}

(
min

m∈{1,...,N}\{o}
(‖yo − ym‖)

)}
,

where V are the nodes of the graph, E the edges of the graph, Nk → Ci the column index of
neuron k, Nl → Cj the column index of neuron l and yk and yl are vectors containing the x
and y coordinates of the respective neurons k and l. According to this definition, directed
connections were only formed if the topological distance between the columns Ci and Cj for
neurons Nk and Nl respectively was positive and if both neurons were not further away than
twice the maximum of all smallest Euclidian neuron-to-neuron distance. Therefore, directed
connections of the graph were considered only between nearby points with a positive nonzero
topological distance, which avoided local circles in the graph. A cycle in the graph was then
only formed when the neuronal arrangement corresponded to a closed circular structure.
Accordingly, testing the cyclicity of the generated graph using the isdag function in MATLAB
defined whether a modeled result was a valid folding pattern or a degenerate result. In some
cases, there was a gap around the perimeter of the folding pattern large enough that the
calculated boundary penetrated the inside of the pattern. In these cases, the data was also
excluded from further analysis. Parameter combinations that resulted in multiple nuclei were
handled separately and manually selected.

Results

Cortical Folding Patterns from Strong Local and Sparse Global Connectivity

Our work is based on the simple idea that a coexistence of strong local and weak long-
range connections in the cortex may give rise to the known gyrification patterns observed in
larger mammals. In order to investigate the role of neuronal connectivity on cortical folding
patterns, we established a model that predicts the relative position of neurons according to
their precise connectivity. Pairwise connection dissimilarities between neurons were used in
combination with t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008) to predict neuronal arrangements
where more similarly interconnected neurons are spatially closer than neurons that are less
interconnected (see Discussion).

In the mammalian cortex, neurons are highly interconnected locally but the connection
probability strongly declines globally (Hellwig 2000; Kaiser et al. 2009; Ercsey-Ravasz
et al. 2013). To establish such a connectivity in our model, we first grouped our model
neurons into columns that roughly correspond to minicolumns in the cortex, with strongly
interconnected neurons (Mountcastle 1997; Buxhoeveden and Casanova 2002; Sporns et
al. 2005). Each of these columns corresponds to a small patch of cortex and forms a local
subnetwork perpendicular to the cortical surface. Laterally, these subnetworks are connected
to one another including long-range connections. In order to better focus on the macroscopic
features of cortical folding, the details of connectivity within each column were omitted.
In addition, due to computational limitations when using large connectivity matrices, we
restricted our model to 2D folding patterns with proportionally lowered numbers of neurons.
The neurons and columns were connected in a periodic closed loop topology with a chain-like
connectivity. Accordingly, we obtained folding patterns that corresponded to coronal or
horizontal sections of the cortex. In each instantiation of a spatial arrangement, connections
between neurons were set randomly following a connection probability as a function of the
topological distance between the respective columns (Fig. 1A, see Materials and Methods).
The shape of this general connectivity pattern can be varied by several parameters (Fig.
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1A). The magnitude of the global and local connectivity can be set by parameters a and b,
the decay of the global connectivity by γ and the range of the local connectivity by σ (see
Materials and Methods).

Resulting layouts are shown for various numbers of columns C and numbers of neurons
per column M but with fixed parameters of the connectivity (Fig. 1B). For C � M our model
predicted neurons that are arranged in individual nuclei (Fig. 1B, left). Decreasing the relative
numbers of neurons per columns led to the emergence of a connected layout corresponding
to a lissencephalic cortex and finally to highly folded gyrencephalic-like arrangements (Fig.
1B, middle to right). The higher folded layouts would lead to more intricate wiring as
illustrated when showing the shortest paths (using Dijkstra’s algorithm) for one single
neuron to all of its connection partners in the different layouts (Fig. 1C). t-SNE in our model
also led to degenerate arrangements (Supplementary Fig. 1) that failed to form a closed
circular structure in the range of the parameters that usually led to proper lissencephalic or
gyrencephalic structures (Fig. 1B, middle to right). These results were automatically detected
and excluded from further analysis of the folding patterns (see Materials and Methods).
Folding patterns produced by our model can reach very high levels of folding when also
changing the parameters of the connectivity, as shown here for one specific example (Fig.
1D).
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FIGURE 1: Models derived from strong local versus weak global connectivity requirements show that
the ratio between the number of neurons per column and the number of columns determines the
extent of folding. (A) Connection probability with topological distance between columns. The spatial
reach of the strong local connectivity is set by the variance σ of a Gaussian function (see Materials
and Methods). The weaker global connectivity is limited by the exponent γ of a cosine function (see
Materials and Methods). The relative strengths of the local and global connectivity are set by b and a,
respectively where b = 1 if not stated otherwise. (B) Model results for a fixed connectivity (a = 0.2,
σ = 0.1, γ = 1) showing different neuronal layouts corresponding to nuclei and lissencephalic or
gyrencephalic cortices depending on the relative numbers of neurons per column (M = N/C) versus
columns (C; M is decreasing from left to right; left: M� C, right: M� C). Each point in these layouts
represents one neuron and each color represents one column Ci with a periodic connectivity (see color
bar). (C) Illustration of the shortest paths for all connections of one selected neuron (red dot) in each
of the instances in (B). (D) Layout as (B) in the case of extreme folding with adjusted connectivity
parameters (C = 3200; M = 10; a = 0.1; σ = 0.01, γ = 1) and its respective illustration as (C) of the
shortest paths. M is the number of neurons per column; N is the total number of neurons; C is the

number of columns.

The Shape of the Model Cortex Depends on Its Size

In mammalian species, the degree of folding typically increases dramatically with the size
of the cortical sheet but without large differences in the thickness of the cortex (see for
various primates, Fig. 2A) (Hofman 1985; Zilles et al. 2013; Mota and Herculano-Houzel
2015). In our model, the counterpart of cortex size is the number of columns, while cortex
thickness—the vertical dimension of a column—corresponds to the number of neurons per
column. Therefore, changing just the number of columns while keeping all other parameters
constant in our model should follow a similar trend as in Fig. 2A if the biological connectivity
remains similar across the different primate species. Indeed, the resulting model layouts
exhibited a transition from lissencephalic to highly folded arrangements depending on the
number of columns C (Fig. 2B). During this transition, first larger primary folds formed before
smaller secondary and higher order folds appeared on top of one another and eventually
established a fractal pattern. To quantify our observations, we calculated the FI, the fractal
dimension, and the frequency spectrum of the folding patterns for a large parameter range
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of C (Fig. 2C, see Materials and Methods). The FI (Fig. 2C, left) here was defined as the
ratio between the length of the boundary and the convex hull of the cortical layout (see
Materials and Methods). It increased linearly with the number of columns until it reached
a peak. The fractal dimension quantifies the complexity of the fractal folding patterns with
values ranging from 1 (a one-dimensional straight line) to 2 (a line filling the entire available
two-dimensional space). As anticipated from the examples shown in Fig. 2B, the fractal
dimension increased in parallel with the number of columns (Fig. 2C, middle). However,
similarly to the FI, the fractal dimension reached a peak (compare Fig. 2C, left and Fig. 2C,
middle). The frequency spectrum (Fig. 2C, right) of the folding patterns was calculated
by a FFT of a curve that fitted the distances of all boundary points to the center of mass
(see Materials and Methods). Therefore, a higher power in the frequency spectrum not
only corresponds to a higher occurrence of a certain frequency but also to the change in the
distance relative to the center of mass. Consequently, lower frequencies of the frequency
spectrum in Fig. 2C showed a higher power because of the larger size of low frequency folds.
The frequency spectrum showed that folds of higher frequencies emerged with an increasing
number of columns corresponding to smaller gyri in Fig. 2B. However, the low frequencies
were present even for low numbers of columns (Fig. 2C, right). They corresponded to the
larger folds that are clearly visible starting at 800 columns in Fig. 2B. The frequency spectrum
also indicates that the FI and the fractal dimension declined with larger column numbers
due to a loss of the higher order folds characterised by higher frequencies (last column
in Fig. 2C, right). Increasing the number of columns further eventually leads back to a
lissencephalic arrangement. This phenomenon is more or less prominent depending on the
used connectivity parameters, with the perimeter of the lissencephalic arrangement being
characterised by a higher thickness and a couple of larger folds similar to the manatee cortex
(Fig. 2D).
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FIGURE 2: Increasing model gyrification with the number of cortical columns. (A) Illustration of
the folding degree in different primates with increasing brain size (from left to right: marmoset,
galago, squirrel monkey, macaque, and human). (Top) Drawings of folding patterns from whole
brain images of the primates. (Middle) Numbers of neurons and cortical weights of the respective
primates (from (Herculano-Houzel et al. 2015)). (Bottom) Drawings of coronal sections of the primates
and the FI calculated for the left hemisphere. All drawings were made based on images from the
University of Wisconsin and Michigan State University Comparative Mammalian Brain Collections
(http://neurosciencelibrary.org/index.html). (B) Sample simulations of cortical layouts for different
values of N, keeping both the number of neurons per column (M = 2) and the connectivity (a = 0.2,
σ = 2.6, γ = 1) fixed. In the model, the number of columns C corresponds conceptually to cortex size.
(C) Quantification of three different properties of folding patterns for a large range of C using the
same parameters of the connectivity as in (B). Mean FI (left) and fractal dimension (middle) as black
lines versus number of model cortical columns with the standard deviation shaded in gray. Frequency
spectrum (right) of the folding patterns also as a function of column numbers with amplitudes of
different frequency bins indicated by different colors (see legend and Materials and Methods). Each
of the plots shows 50 data points (from C = 100 to C = 5000 in 100 steps) where each data point
is the mean of 30 trials. (D) An increase in the number of cortical columns results in the return to
an unfolded cortex indicating a plausible explanation for the smooth manatee cortex; panels with
drawings of manatee cortex from the whole brain perspective (only cortex and bulbus olfactorius
shown) and a coronal section of the cortex with brain weight and number of neurons (estimated mean
from (Charvet et al. 2016)) as in (A) and with layouts of decreasing folding with large C for constant

but different parameters as in (B) (M = 2; a = 0.25; σ = 1.5; γ = 1).
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Predictions of Cortical Folds for Different Connectivity

After exploring how the model layouts scaled with cortical sheet size, we varied the parame-
ters of our connection function within the general schema of a strong local and sparse global
connectivity. Specifically, we changed the range of the local connectivity σ (Fig. 3A, top),
the decay of the global connectivity γ (Fig. 3B, top), and the relative strength of the global
connectivity a (Fig. 3C, top). Changing only the range of the local connectivity σ affected the
folding pattern (Fig. 3A, sample layouts). Larger folds of lower frequency were characteristic
for a wider range of the local connectivity and smaller folds of higher frequency for a lower
range of the local connectivity (Fig. 3A, frequency spectrum). Accordingly, a higher folding
degree was observed for a lower range of the local connectivity (Fig. 3A, FI). The higher
folding degree coincided with a more fractal pattern (Fig. 3A, fractal dimension), where
lower frequency folds (Fig. 3A, frequency spectrum) with high amplitudes (Fig. 3A, mean
amplitude) were also present. At first look, the close relationship between the size of the
folds and σ might suggest that folds form only with a strong local connectivity.

However, changing the decay and strength of the global connectivity also affected the
degree of folding markedly (Fig. 3B,C; sample layouts). Interestingly, the effects of γ
and σ on the folding degree were similar (Fig. 3A,B; all measures) acting seemingly with
reciprocal impact––lowering global connectivity and increasing local connectivity respectively.
Accordingly, lower values for γ led to the highest folding degrees (Fig. 3B,C; shown examples).
Compared to σ where a higher folding degree seemed to be a result of a higher frequency
of folds with a smaller amplitude, folding for γ seemed to be a result of deep folds with a
more characteristic frequency (Fig. 3A,B; frequency spectrum). Furthermore, a lower folding
degree for γ seemed to be a result of a diminished amplitude of the folds rather than of a
lower folding frequency as it was the case when increasing σ (Fig. 3A,B; shown examples and
frequency spectra). For smaller number of columns the folds even disappeared completely
when γ was increased suggesting that folding depended on the presence of long-range
connectivity in our model (Supplementary Fig. 2). In contrast, a low strength of the global
connectivity a led to large amplitude and low frequency folds, whereas large a led to small
amplitudes and high frequency folds, which was the opposite when changing σ accordingly
(Fig. 3C, mean amplitude and frequency spectrum). With this reciprocal relationship, a and σ
balanced the impact of local and global connectivity. Although showing similar appearance
of the results when changing either σ or a (Fig. 3A,C; sample layouts), the parameters also
had distinct effects on the folding patterns. Increasing a in this case led the folds to eventually
merge (at a ≈ 0.2) unveiling a peak frequency (Fig. 3A,C; frequency spectrum), a peak FI (Fig.
3A–C; FI) and a peak fractal dimension (Fig. 3A–C; fractal dimension). This would indicate
the existence of a sweet spot for the global connection strength where the folding degree is
highest.
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FIGURE 3: The connectivity determines the shape of the folding pattern. Large scan of the parameter
space when changing connectivity parameters, in (A) local connectivity range σ, in (B) decay of the
global connectivity γ and in (C) strength of the global connectivity a. Top panels show sample changes
in dashed lines away from the default connectivity (red lines) to show the effect of changing the
respective parameters on the connectivity function. Below, sample layouts for selected parameter
changes are shown. Bottom panels show quantifications similar as in Fig. 2C of folding amplitude,
fractal dimension, FI and frequency spectrums for all conditions as a function of the three different
connectivity parameter. Each of the plots show (A) 30 data points (from σ = 0.05 to σ = 1.5 in 0.05
steps) (B) 40 data points (from γ = 0.25 to γ = 10 in 0.25 steps) and (C) 30 data points (from a = 0.06
to a = 0.3 in 0.01 steps) where each data point is the mean of 40 trials. If not stated otherwise the

parameters were fixed (a = 0.15; σ = 0.3; γ = 1; C = 1400; M = 2).

Characteristic Folding Patterns Emerge from Local Differences in Parameters

Although we found that different parameters corresponding to the size, the thickness, and
the connectivity of the cortex determined the general pattern of folding in our model, the
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exact position of the folds varied considerably for the same parameters of the connection
probability distribution and even for the exact same connectivity (Supplementary Fig. 3).
Accordingly, stereotypic folding patterns did not per se emerge in our model. However, when
breaking the symmetry of the modeled connectivity by using different parameter values
along the perimeter, folding patterns were expressed in a stereotypic manner (Fig. 4). Varying
the connectivity by changing the range of the local connectivity σ or the strength of the
global connectivity a led to local changes in the folding pattern for both parameters (Fig.
4A,B). The corresponding local changes in the folding structure were analogous to those
observed when changing the parameters globally. While these results show that stereotypies
in the folding pattern can be a result of local differences in the connection function, it was
also possible to trigger the expression of clearly identifiable individual folds by increasing
the strength of the local connectivity in a certain part of the model cortex (Supplementary
Fig. 4). Similarly, varying the number of neurons per column along the model cortex, that
is, changing cortical thickness in a location-dependent manner, led to a locally differential
expression of the folding pattern (Fig. 4C). Accordingly, characteristic folding patterns in real
cortex could depend on local changes of both the connectivity and the number of neurons
per column.
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FIGURE 4: Spatially inhomogeneous connection function leads to stereotypic folding patterns with
local variations. (A) (left) Examples of model results for the same parameters (C = 1200, σ = 0.11,
a = 0.2, M = 3, γ = 1) where the range of the local connectivity was increased to σ = 0.3 in one
segment of the modeled cortex. (Right) Distance to the center of mass (amplitude) for each neuron
(dots) on the detected boundary of one of the layouts (black box). The part, where σ is increased, is
shaded in the plot and the black line indicates a spline fit of the measured amplitudes similar to the
ones that served for the calculation of frequency spectrum in Figs 2C and 3. (B) (left) Examples of
model results for the same parameters (C = 1200, σ = 0.1, a = 0.2, M = 3, γ = 1) where the range
of the global connectivity was decreased to a = 0.1 in one segment of the modeled cortex. (Right)
similar as in (A). (C) (left) Examples of model results using the same parameters (C = 1200, σ = 0.1,
a = 0.2, M = 2, γ = 1) with an increased number of neurons per column M = 4 in one segment of the

modeled cortex. (Right) same as for (A).

Connectivity Determines Specific Scaling Behavior of the FI

It is well established that in different mammalian orders the folding degree scales differently
with cortical size (Pillay and Manger 2007; Zilles et al. 2013; Mota and Herculano-Houzel
2015). Accordingly, we investigated how the FI scales with the number of columns in our
model using different parameters for the connection function (Fig. 5). Shifting the balance
of the local and global connectivity towards a higher influence of the local connectivity by
either increasing σ or increasing γ led to higher and higher folding indices at the peaks after
which the FI values went back to 1 in all cases corresponding to lissencephalic arrangements.
We fitted the FI-C plots for each parameter value of the connection function with a sigmoid
function and calculated the maximum slope. While increasing σ shifted the onset of folding
to higher numbers of columns, it did not markedly change the rate of growth given by the
slope (Fig. 5A, inset). Conversely, changing the decay of the global connectivity γ changed
the rate of growth considerably (Fig. 5B, inset). While the differences in scaling cannot be
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matched quantitatively in our type of model because of its small number of neurons, the
differences in the slope were in the same range as observed in biology (Zilles et al. 2013). It is
interesting to see that specifically long-range connections determined the scaling behavior. It
would therefore be useful to compare the range of global connectivity in different mammalian
orders.

FIGURE 5: The folding degree scales differently depending on the connectivity. (A) Increase of FI with
number of columns C for different ranges of the local connectivity σ and (B) for different values for
the decay of the global connectivity γ. All other parameters were constant if not stated otherwise
(a = 0.2, M = 2, γ = 1, σ = 0.3). Curves for different values of σ and γ are shown in red (σ = 0.3;
γ = 0.25) blue (σ = 1; γ = 1) and black (σ = 5; γ = 10). In (A) 39 column numbers (from C = 100 to
C = 2000 in 50 steps) for σ = 0.3, 30 column numbers (from C = 100 to C = 3000 in 100 steps) for
σ = 1 and 49 column numbers (from C = 200 to C = 5000 in 100 steps) for σ = 5 are shown. In (B)
39 column numbers (from C = 100 to C = 2000 in 50 steps) for γ = 0.25, 30 column numbers (from
C = 100 to C = 3000 in 100 steps) for γ = 1 and 49 column numbers (from C = 200 to C = 5000 in
100 steps) for γ = 10 are shown. For each column number the FI of 10 instances was calculated (dots).
The inset shows a magnification of the fit curves overlaid at their inflection point and the values for

the maximum slope of each curve (indicated by the respective color).
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Discussion

Based on the constraint that wiring length has to be minimized (Ruppin et al. 1993; Laugh-
lin and Sejnowski 2003; Chklovskii and Koulakov 2004; Wang and Clandinin 2016), we
introduced a cortical folding model that predicts a range of different neuronal layouts for a
strong local and weak global connectivity. Our model showed that a cortical sheet layout
with increased gyrification depends on a disproportionally high number of cortical columns
relative to the number of neurons per column (Fig. 1). Accordingly, increased folding in
larger mammalian cortices could mainly depend on a higher number of columns (C) and
a rather constant number of neurons per column (M) compared to smaller cortices (Fig. 2).
However, the parameters that determine the connectivity also profoundly influenced the
appearance of the folding patterns in our model (Fig. 3). Thus, similar folding patterns could
depend on several different parameters that jointly define the cortical size, the number of
neurons per column and the connectivity (Figs 1–3). Local variations of these parameters led
to a characteristic appearance of folding patterns in our model (Fig. 4), which could be an
explanation for the stereotypic appearance of folds in the cortex of mammals. Finally, the
model predicts that variations of the connectivity would lead to different scaling behaviors
of the FI with cortical size as seen between different mammalian clades (Fig. 5).

Relationship Between the Model Parameters and Biological Data

A general feature of cortical connectivity is that the connection probability is very high at
the local scale and much weaker at the global scale (Hellwig 2000; Kaiser et al. 2009; Ercsey-
Ravasz et al. 2013). To model a corresponding connectivity pattern, we divided neurons into
columns, connected them in a circular chain, and defined the connection probability based on
the topological distance between these columns (see Materials and Methods and Fig. 1A). For
simplicity, we only modeled cortico-cortical connections, which are the connections that seem
to have a clear impact on the folding pattern as opposed to connections to subcortical regions
(Barron 1950; Welker 1990). Only varying the relation between the number of columns and
the number of neurons per column, we found a wide range of different neuronal layouts (Fig.
1B). These results ranged from lissencephalic to gyrencephalic layouts with different folding
frequencies and multiple levels of folding. In general, our model results covered the range
of folding degrees that can be observed in the mammalian class, where the highest folding
degrees match those in large primates or are even comparable to those found in cetacean
species (compare Figs 1D and 2B,C to the data in (Zilles et al. 1989; Welker 1990; Mota and
Herculano-Houzel 2015)).

The folding degrees of our model results indeed varied when the number of cortical
columns (Figs 2B,C and 6) and the number of neurons per column were altered (Figs 1B,
Supplementary Figs 5 and 6), but also when the connectivity was changed (Figs 3–6, Sup-
plementary Figs 2 and 4). Increasing the number of cortical columns, which corresponds
roughly to an increase in the cortical sheet size, led to a higher degree of folding where the
deep primary folds emerged first and shallower higher order folds later on (Fig. 2B,C). In
contrast, varying the number of neurons per column, which is similar to varying the cortical
thickness, led to more folding for a smaller and less folding for a higher number of neurons
per column in the model (Fig. S5). These results phenomenologically match the empirical
observations in mammalian species where larger cortices correlate with a higher folding level
and thicker cortices correlate with a lower folding level and degree (Hofman 1985; Zilles et al.
1989; Welker 1990; Pillay and Manger 2007; Mota and Herculano-Houzel 2015).
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Relationship of Our model to Other Cortical Folding Models

A number of other cortical folding models also found a relationship between cortical size and
thickness and the degree of folding (Richman et al. 1975; Todd 1982; Prothero and Sundsten
1984; Toro and Burnod 2005; Bayly et al. 2013; Budday et al. 2014; Mota and Herculano-
Houzel 2014; Tallinen et al. 2014). Most of these models investigated the physical forces,
which could lead to cortical folding. Accordingly, they modeled the strain exerted by tissue
growth as well as the material properties of the cortical sheet and the underlying white matter
to explain the mechanisms that could lead to folding (Richman et al. 1975; Toro and Burnod
2005; Bayly et al. 2013; Budday et al. 2014). While these models are particularly suitable for a
mechanistic understanding of cortical folding, the emergence of stereotypic folding patterns
is harder to explain with these models. Moreover, our model is unique in that it allows
one to investigate the effects of cortical connectivity on the folding pattern. Accordingly,
our model shows that specific folding patterns are reproducible for the same connectivity if
local variations of the connection function are introduced (Fig. 4A,B). Characteristic folding
patterns caused by variations of the cortical connectivity could therefore explain why folding
patterns are heritable (Bartley et al. 1997; Biondi et al. 1998; Lohmann 1999), are stereotypic
for mammalian clades (Welker 1990), define functional areas (Welker 1990; Fischl et al. 2008),
and are affected by a perturbed connectivity (Rakic 1988; Welker 1990). In contrast, we
found that without introducing any characteristic variations in the connection function,
the location of folds in the folding patterns is unpredictable while the degree of folding
remains similar (Supplementary Fig. 3A) even when the exact same connectivity was used
(Supplementary Fig. 3B). A combination of stereotypic and unpredictable folds is present
in large mammalian species with high folding degrees. However, in line with our results,
despite the unpredictability of the exact location of the folds, the folding degree is similar for
individuals of the same species (Zilles et al. 2013). Based on these findings, unpredictable
folding patterns could be expressed according to different factors, that is, the connectivity,
the number of neurons per column, and the cortical size while stereotypic folds could be a
consequence of a more structured connectivity where certain areas of the cortex are more
interconnected.

Gyri Could Form Due to Functional Similarities Between Neurons

A more structured connectivity could result from locally more interconnected neurons due to
some common function implemented by them. Indeed, gyri often form functional units that
represent a certain part of the body, part of the visual field, or another abstract commonality
(Welker 1990), which correlates with a stronger interconnectivity between neurons inside
a gyrus (Scanell 1997). Functionally dissimilar regions are often separated by prominent
sulci (e.g. between the primary somatosensory and motor cortex), and in some species, the
number of gyri even corresponds to the number of nuclei in the thalamus (Welker 1990).
Taken together these findings suggest that gyri are homologous to common nuclei in nervous
systems, the difference being that they form on top of a cortical sheet layout. Interestingly,
we see a phase transition between an arrangement that is reminiscent of an organization of
neurons into nuclei like in birds (Jarvis et al. 2005) and a cortical sheet layout depending
on the number of neurons per column in our model (Supplementary Fig. 6). Accordingly, a
gyrus might represent a compromise between a general arrangement of neurons in a layered
sheet and a clustered arrangement of neurons in a nucleus. This compromise layout might
then form in response to a lateral connectivity between columns and a locally elevated
interconnectivity of functionally similar neurons. Although we are not considering any
effects of the connectivity based on some functional similarity of neurons in our model,
our model is flexible enough to investigate the relationship between a local elevation of
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neuronal interconnectivity and the general columnar connectivity. Increasing the connection
probability in only one part of our model cortex led to an identifiable fold at this exact
location (Supplementary Fig. 4). However, the identifiable fold was expressed as a sulcus
instead of a gyrus. The reason for this behavior is that the placement method used here most
likely cannot differentiate between bringing neurons closer together by introducing a sulcus
or a gyrus. Locally, the spatial distance between neurons is similar if a gyrus or a sulcus
is expressed. However, globally it is more efficient to express a sulcus in the model, since
it decreases the Euclidean distance to topologically distant neurons. Therefore, the model
favors a single sulcus over a single gyrus. Of course, for real cortical networks it makes a
considerable difference to introduce a gyrus or a sulcus if wiring length is to be minimized.
Axons must circumvent sulci to reach their target on the opposite side; thus a gyrus should
be favored over a sulcus at a site of increased neuronal interconnectivity.

Rostrocaudal Gradient in Folding Patterns from Differences in the Connectivity

Local variations in the numbers of neurons per column affected the folding pattern in our
model in a similar manner as the connectivity did (Figs 4C and Supplementary Fig. 7).
Such variations could explain why folding is not homogenous along the rostrocaudal axis
in human and nonhuman primates (Zilles et al. 1988, 1989; Toro et al. 2008; Toro 2012).
The folding degree is lower in the rostral than in the caudal part of the cortex. Although a
rostrocaudal gradient of the number of neurons per mm² of cortex indeed exists in rodents
and primates, the numbers are larger in the caudal than in the rostral part of the cortex
(Charvet et al. 2015, 2016)—the direct opposite of what we would expect based on our model
results (Fig. 4C). However, for all of these species the cortex is thicker in the rostral than in
the caudal part (Charvet et al. 2015) and cortical thickness correlates negatively with the
degree of folding (Hofman 1985; Zilles et al. 1989; Welker 1990; Pillay and Manger 2007; Mota
and Herculano-Houzel 2015). While a thicker cortex in the rostral part explains the lower
degree of folding compared to the caudal part, it is unclear why fewer neurons per column
correlate with a thicker cortex. In principle, more neurons should lead to a thicker cortex
and thus a lower degree of folding. However, the direct opposite is the case in primates and
rodents, which suggests an increased size of neurons in the rostral part of the cortex. Since
the size and number of glia cells is homogenous throughout the cortex, each unit of cortical
volume consists either of more or of larger neurons (Herculano-Houzel 2014). Accordingly, a
lower neuronal density in the rostral part should lead to an increased neuronal size. Indeed,
neurons in the rostral part of the brain are larger than in the caudal part (Elston 2000, 2003)
and the scaled up neuronal size might be the reason for the increased thickness of the cortex.
The increase in neuronal size also corresponds to a larger tangential extent of these neurons,
which results specifically in a broader local connectivity (Elston 2003). Depending on the
local connectivity, our model predicts a lower frequency of folds for a larger local connectivity
and, vice versa, a higher frequency of folds for a smaller local connectivity (Figs 3A and 4A).
The influence of the local connectivity can overcompensate for the effect of the number of
neurons per column in our model (Supplementary Fig. 7), which serves as an explanation
for the lower degree of folding in the rostral versus caudal part despite the lower number of
neurons per column in the caudal portion.

Different Scaling Behavior of Cortical Folding in Different Mammalian Orders
Explained by Variations in the Cortical Connectivity

The connectivity determines not only the frequency of the folds but also the depth of the
fissures in our model (Figs 3 and 4). Together, the parameters affecting the connectivity control
how fast the degree of folding increases with the number of columns (Fig. 5). Increasing the
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size of the local connectivity led to a lower degree of cortical folding for the same number
of columns (Fig. 5A) while decreasing the decay of the global connectivity led to a higher
degree of folding (Fig. 5B). However, only changing the decay of the global connectivity
had a marked effect on the scaling relationship between FI and the number of columns.
A difference in the global connectivity could therefore explain why the degree of folding
scales differentially with brain size between mammalian orders (Pillay and Manger 2007;
Zilles et al. 2013; Mota and Herculano-Houzel 2015). Although these differences could
be a mere consequence of the differences in cortical thickness between species (Mota and
Herculano-Houzel 2015), a thicker cortex could also be a consequence of larger neurons with
a broader local connectivity as previously explained. Indeed, neuronal size and the range of
the local connectivity increases much more sharply in rodents than in primates relative to the
body size (Elston and Manger 2014). Thus, fewer neurons and columns in combination with
a higher range of the local connectivity might be the reason for the more gradual increase in
the folding degree in rodents compared to other mammalian clades (Pillay and Manger 2007;
Zilles et al. 2013; Mota and Herculano-Houzel 2015).

Our Model Could Help Explain Why Manatees Are Lissencephalic

Putative differences in the connectivity between rodents and other mammalian species
are likely not the main reason for the generally low folding degrees and lissencephaly in
rodents. According to our model and other studies (Mota and Herculano-Houzel 2015),
the lissencephalic cortex in small rodents is most likely a consequence of their relatively
small cortical sheet. Although this might suggest that lissencephaly is an exclusive feature of
species with a small cortex, the manatee is a prominent exception which is lissencephalic but
has cortical neuronal numbers that are comparable to those of primates (Charvet et al. 2016).
In contrast, other marine mammals and more closely related species inside the afrotherian
clade (Foote et al. 2015) have exceptionally highly folded cortices (Pillay and Manger 2007;
Zilles et al. 2013; Mota and Herculano-Houzel 2015). Based on our model results, the reason
for this extreme divergence of the folding pattern in the manatee might be its surpassing
the peak folding degree. Our model predicts another phase transition from a highly folded
gyrencephalic back to a lissencephalic arrangement characterised by a much thicker cortical
sheet, which resembles the manatee cortex (Fig. 2D). Another explanation for the absence of
folds in the cortex of the manatee that is compatible with our results would be an unusually
high number of neurons per column (Supplementary Figs 5 and 6) and/or a very strong local
connectivity in combination with a weak global connectivity (Figs 3A,B and Supplementary
Fig. 2), which could also explain the clustering of neurons in so-called Rindenkerne (Butti et al.
2011).

Model Predictions of the Folding Patterns in Various Human Brain Disorders

Lissencephaly is not only present in some mammalian species but can also emerge as a
brain disorder in humans (Welker 1990; Donato et al. 2017). It is characterised by absent
or strongly reduced gyri and a markedly thickened cortex because neurons are arrested
within the white matter due to a failure that disables them to reach their proper cortical
position during neuronal migration (Richman et al. 1975; Moon and Wynshaw-Boris 2013).
Mechanical models predict that an increased thickness of the cortex or a reduced relative
thickness of the outer neuronal layers compared to an enlarged proportion of the inner
neuronal layers are possible reasons for the absence of folds in this pathological condition
(Richman et al. 1975; Toro and Burnod 2005; Budday et al. 2014). Similarly as mechanical
models for an increased cortical thickness, our model predicts a lissencephalic arrangement
for increased numbers of neurons per column (Supplementary Fig. 5, top). However, changes
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in the connectivity could equally affect the folding pattern and lead to lissencephaly. In this
regard, imaging experiments showed that the long-range connectivity is reduced due to a
markedly lower amount of white matter in lissencephalic individuals (Lee et al. 2004; Kao
et al. 2011). Correspondingly, increasing the decay of the global connectivity in our model
leads to lissencephalic arrangements (Supplementary Fig. 2). Thus, an increased cortical
thickness and a lower global connectivity might synergistically promote the development
of a lissencephalic cortex. In contrast, for higher numbers of columns, a stronger decay of
global connectivity and an increased number of neurons per column both fail to produce
completely lissencephalic arrangements (Supplementary Fig. 5, bottom and Fig. 3B).

Besides lissencephaly, many other pathological conditions exist which also affect the
folding pattern of the cortex (Fig. 6) (Walsh 1999; Barkovich et al. 2012; Sun and Hevner
2014; Fernández et al. 2016). Polymicrogyria is a condition that is characterised by a reduced
cortical thickness and a higher frequency but decreased size of gyri and sulci (Chang et al.
2004). Just as a thicker cortex could lead to a more lissencephalic arrangement, a thinner
cortex with a lower number of neurons per column could lead to folding patterns that are
characterised by a higher frequency of the folds with smaller gyri and sulci (Richman et al.
1975; Toro and Burnod 2005; Budday et al. 2014) (Fig. 6, Top, Supplementary Fig. 5, left).
Although the connectivity is changed in polymicrogyria (Trivedi et al. 2006), details of the
changes in the connectivity that could explain this phenotype are not known. Our model
predicts that shallower folds could emerge due to a smaller difference between local and
global connectivity, that is, a lower global connection strength (Fig. 3C). These changes can
also be locally restricted in our model (Fig. 4B), which suggests that polymicrogyria could
be restricted to a specific part of the cortex due to local changes in the connectivity (Fig. 6,
top, see black dots). This is in line with clinical observations of both generalized as well as
region-specific polymicrogyric defects (Chang et al. 2004; Jansen and Andermann 2005; Rai
et al. 2015).

Local variations of the folding pattern are also typical in schizophrenia and autism
spectrum disorders but are more subtle in these conditions (Nordahl et al. 2007; Wisco et al.
2007). In autism spectrum disorders, the frontal lobe is the region most affected by changes
in the folding pattern where deeper folds lead to an increased FI (Hardan et al. 2004; Carper
and Courchesne 2005; Nordahl et al. 2007). These deeper folds correlate with a higher local
but a weaker global connectivity in this part of the brain (Courchesne and Pierce 2005; Just et
al. 2007; Marco et al. 2016), which is also observed in our model when the strength of the
global connectivity is decreased (Fig. 6, left and Fig. 3C).

A similar relationship exists in schizophrenic patients where an increased depth of the
superior temporal sulcus (Csernansky et al. 2008) correlates with a decreased global connec-
tivity (Skudlarski et al. 2010; Geoffroy et al. 2014; Alderson-Day et al. 2015). In addition to
the increased depth of this sulcus, a locally increased folding frequency is accompanied by a
reduced cortical thickness in the superior temporal gyrus (Wisco et al. 2007). Thus, the higher
folding frequency in this region could be explained by the locally reduced cortical thickness,
similarly as in polymicrogyria, and the increased depth of the superior temporal sulcus could
be explained by a decreased strength of the global connectivity (Richman et al. 1975; Toro
and Burnod 2005; Budday et al. 2014) (Figs 6, right, 3C Supplementary Fig. 5).

All these brain diseases affect the general appearance of the folds. In contrast, micro-
cephaly is a class of brain diseases characterized by a markedly smaller brain, which can have
a reduced number of folds with a normal appearance (Francis et al. 2006; Volpe 2008). This
phenotype seems to be more associated with a general defect in neuronal proliferation than
with a marked change of the cortical connectivity (Barkovich et al. 2012; Gilmore and Walsh
2013). Accordingly, the reduced cell proliferation might lead to a scaled down cortex with a
reduced number of columns, a lower number of neurons per column or maybe a reduction
of both (Volpe 2008). However, only when both the number of neurons and the number of
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columns are uniformly scaled down, does our model predict folding patterns with similar
appearance but reduced numbers of folds (Fig. 6, bottom).

FIGURE 6: The model reproduces pathological changes of the cortical folding pattern in humans.
(Middle) Presumptive normal cortical folding pattern in a healthy brain using the parameters C = 1000,
M = 4, a = 0.2, σ = 0.1 and γ = 1. (Left) Lowering the strength of the global connectivity to a = 0.13
in one segment of the perimeter leads to deeper folds in that segment similar to changes in the frontal
lobe of patients with autism spectrum disorder. (Right) Corresponding to an increased depth of
the superior temporal sulcus and an increased folding frequency in the superior temporal gyrus in
schizophrenic patients, our model showed a similar change in the folding pattern when the strength
of the global connectivity was decreased to a = 0.18 and the number of neurons per column decreased
to M = 2. (Top) Polymicrogyria is a pathological condition that is characterised by smaller, more
frequent folds and a lower thickness of the cortical sheet, a phenomenon that is observed in our
model if the number of neurons per column is decreased to M = 3 and the strength of the global
connectivity is increased to a = 0.25. Similar to different variants of this pathological syndrome
in humans, the changed pattern can be expressed either locally or globally in our model. (Bottom)
Modeling microcephaly using a lower number of columns C = 500, a lower number of neurons per
column M = 2, or both led to different folding patterns. Decreasing C typically increased folding
while decreasing M had the opposite effect. Only concurrently lowering C and M led to fewer folds

with a similar appearance to the normal folding pattern in the center.
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Downsides and Upsides of Our Cortical Folding Model

We showed for many biological examples that our model was useful to better interpret the
relationship between cortical folding and connectivity. However, our model is operating on
an abstract conceptual level (O’Leary et al. 2015) and all our predictions depend on the as-
sumption that neuronal connectivity determines the relative positions of neurons. The model
relies on a placement method that finds neuronal arrangements where the relative distance
between neurons correlates to their connection dissimilarity. In such arrangements more
interconnected neurons are closer to one another than less interconnected neurons which in-
tuitively leads to arrangements that fulfil wiring optimization constraints of neuroanatomical
structures (Ruppin et al. 1993; Laughlin and Sejnowski 2003; Chklovskii and Koulakov 2004;
Wang and Clandinin 2016). Indeed, connection dissimilarities correlate with the proportion
of connections between areas (Costa et al. 2007; Song et al. 2014), which likewise correlate
with the distance between cortical areas (Ercsey-Ravasz et al. 2013). We assume that a similar
relationship between the connection dissimilarity of neurons and their distances exists. In
support of this assumption, using the placement method with a connectivity that depends
on the similarity of neuronal feature preferences had already been shown to predict cortical
maps found in the visual cortex of mammals using ordinal multidimensional scaling (oMDS)
(Weigand et al. 2017). Here, we used t-SNE instead of oMDS (van der Maaten and Hinton
2008) because of its better overall performance. In particular, t-SNE is known to separate data
lying on several manifolds in a high dimensional space and is able to preserve the structure
of the data at the local and global scale in the low dimensional projection (van der Maaten
and Hinton 2008). In our case, this meant that t-SNE enabled us to investigate the effect of the
neuronal connectivity on the neuronal arrangement at multiple scales (i.e. local versus global
connections), which is not possible with the more conservative oMDS approach. However,
using t-SNE has some unintended effects (Wattenberg et al. 2016), which occasionally led to
degenerate solutions also in our cortical folding model (Supplementary Fig. 1).

Our results are computed by this placement method, which is minimizing a cost function
that is not directly related to a growth or migration process that would lead to the formation of
the cortex in biology (see Materials and Methods). Since neurons are not necessarily restricted
to forming a continuous sheet in our model, the degenerate solutions that are mentioned
earlier are sometimes produced. Although the folding pattern was clearly recognizable
in these results and matched those of regular layouts in the same parameter regime, we
automatically discarded all degenerate results that did not form a closed cortical sheet (see
Material and Methods). Due to computational limits, neuronal numbers in the model were
much lower than in realistic cortices. Thus, while providing many qualitative explanations for
the characteristics of biological folding patterns, our results cannot estimate the relationship
between neuronal numbers and connectivity quantitatively. Despite these simplifications
in our model, we found a number of clear relationships between parameters of cortical
connectivity and folding pattern that was overall consistent with experimental observations as
previously discussed. Considering the coherent explanations regarding cortical morphology
and connectivity in addition to previous demonstrations for cortical maps (Weigand et al.
2017), the model provides further support for the hypothesis that the nervous system is
shaped by wiring optimization principles.

The results presented here are only a snapshot of what is possible with our cortical
folding model and the neuronal placement method in general. To generate large datasets
that cover a wide range of different folding patterns, we selected parameters to the shown
spectrum of different folding patterns with relatively low neuronal numbers. However,
our model can in principle predict folding patterns with much larger numbers of neurons.
Increasing the number of neurons to much higher values showed that our model was also
able to predict folding patterns with extreme degrees of folding (Fig. 1D). To demonstrate
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the possibilities using our model, we also generated a specialized connectivity matrix that
led to folding patterns simultaneously in two hemispheres (Supplementary Fig. 8A). This
required a connectivity between the columns of both hemispheres that was very sparse
(Supplementary Fig. 8A, left). We also present a specialized connectivity to obtain the rough
traits of the characteristic morphology of the hippocampus (Supplementary Fig. 8B). This
gives an outlook on the type of questions that could be addressed with our model. For
example, the anatomical character of homologous structures in the brain can be unravelled
using specialized models that incorporate much more of the details of the brain structure’s
connectivity which could, for example, explain the special folding of the hippocampus in
mammals and the rather simple arrangement of the corresponding homologous areas in
reptiles (Tosches et al. 2018).

The Role of Mechanical Forces for Cortical Folding in the Context of Our Model

Cortical folding undoubtedly depends on some mechanical force that leads to buckling of
the tissue and finally to the formation of complex folding patterns. Without modeling any
mechanical forces, our model is in principle compatible with all forces that lead to folding
patterns that minimize wiring length. However, axonal tension would most directly connect
cortical folding with wiring length zation (Van Essen 1997). According to this hypothesis,
pulling forces bring strongly interconnected neurons closer together which leads to the
formation of a gyrus. Based on the competing forces along the connections, neurons could
also take the positions that minimize wiring length. Similarly, our model brings more
interconnected neurons closer together than less interconnected neurons, although we are not
explicitly simulating any forces between those neurons. These similarities suggest that the
predictions of our model could correspond to a putative self-organization of global neuronal
arrangements by pulling forces between single neurons. Such a general mechanism of self-
organization could explain cortical folding. If the sum of the forces exerted by each connection
determines the positions of neurons, the absolute difference of these competing forces matters.
Accordingly, the same relative connectivity could lead to different arrangements based on the
number of neurons that implement this connectivity, which explains why phase transitions
between different neuronal layouts may depend predominantly on the number of neurons
and not on specific differences in the type of connectivity (Weigand et al. 2017).

In our model, different parameters must be in a certain range in order to generate cortical
folding. The strong local and weak global connectivity are a requirement for cortical folding
but the balance between cortical sheet (number of columns) and column size (number of
neurons per column) determines the point when folding is finally expressed (Fig. 1B). As
previously discussed, the formation of a gyrus could reflect the formation of a nucleus in
addition to the standard sheet layout in the cortex. This suggests that the local connectivity
determines the formation of the folds. However, our model shows that the global connectivity
is also crucial for the formation of folding (Fig. 3B, middle and Supplementary Fig. 2).
Accordingly, we propose that the forces of the global and local connectivity act together to
produce the folding pattern in our model. While the global connectivity is the driving force
to keep the whole structure compact, the local connectivity keeps only a spatially restricted
part compact. In the extreme case, keeping the whole structure compact would just lead
to a thicker cortex and vice versa keeping only a single column compact would lead to a
thinner cortex. Acting together, a folded cortex could be the compromise layout of both forces
(Supplementary Fig. 9). Considerable forces along neurites exist which could indeed drive
the biological folding of the cortex (Bray 1984; Dennerll et al. 1989; Lamoureux et al. 1989;
Chada et al. 1997; Heidemann et al. 1997; Xu et al. 2009, 2010; Hanein et al. 2011; Franze 2013).
However, a study that investigated these forces in relation to cortical folding concluded that
axonal tension could not drive the folding process because there are insufficient tensile forces
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between the walls of gyri (Xu et al. 2010), as compared to what was originally proposed
(Van Essen 1997). Based on our model results, it is not the connectivity between gyral walls,
but the interplay of the forces generated by the global and local connectivity that determine
the folding pattern. Recently, a study showed that corresponding radial and circumferential
tensile forces in conjunction with differential expansion of an outer layer seem to be crucial
for the initial pattern of folding in the cerebellum (Lawton et al. 2019). Accordingly, our
results suggest that the existing forces within the gray matter and along the axonal fiber
bundles in the white matter could drive the cortical folding process in biology (Herculano-
Houzel et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2010). Considering that cortical folding correlates with the
onset of the formation of connectivity (Kroenke and Bayly 2018), and that characteristic
folding patterns correlate with the functional layout of the cortex (Welker 1990), there are
numerous reasons to intensify the efforts to understand the role of cytomechanical forces on
the formation of cortical folding and other neuronal structures. Our model will be useful for
such investigations and in the future may provide a link between these physical forces and
the structure underlying neural circuits.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we showed that a neuronal placement model employing a dimension reduction
method (t-SNE) predicts cortical folding when assuming a generic strong local and weak
long-range connectivity in the cortex. The model reproduces a wide range of existing cortical
folding patterns and quantitative relationships between common measures are consistent
with observations in experiments. The model is useful to interpret scaling relationships,
occurrences of specific folding patterns and even pathological conditions in the light of the
underlying neural circuitry. More detailed models based on our approach are expected to
provide further insights into the detailed anatomical structure of neural circuits.
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Supplementary Figures

Examples of degenerate results for σ = 1, a = 0.2 and M = 2 

Examples of degenerate results for σ = 1.5, a = 0.2 and M = 2

C = 200 C = 800 C = 3400

C = 1800 C = 3000 C = 4000

B

A

FIGURE S1: Degenerate Results. Examples of results corresponding to degenerate folding patterns.
These degenerate results were obtained regularly and independently of the parameters as illustrated

by the wide range of different parameters covered by the examples in (A) and (B).
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A

B

FIGURE S3: Folding patterns modeled with the same parameters or even the exact same connection
matrix are similar but not identical. (A) Representative examples of modeled folding patterns which
were calculated using the same parameters (here C = 600, M = 2, a = 0.2, σ = 0.3, γ = 0.5). (B)
Examples of folding patterns that share not only the same parameters as in (A) but also the exact same
connection matrix, i.e. the connections randomly selected from the connection probability were the

same in these three cases.
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FIGURE S4: Stereotypic folds depend on characteristic changes of the connectivity. Three example
folding patterns with constant parameters (C = 1000, M = 2, a = 0.2, b = 0.6, σ = 1, γ = 1) but a

locally increased strength of the connection probability to b = 1 for the neurons marked in black.
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FIGURE S5: Increased number of neurons per column leads to lissencephaly. (A) Model results for
a low number of columns (C = 200) that show the transition from gyrencephalic to lissencephalic
cortical folding patterns when the number of neurons per column M is increased (B) A similar trend
but no complete transition to a lissencephalic layout can be observed when using a higher number of
columns (C = 500). If not stated otherwise, the same parameters were used for all results (a = 0.2,

σ = 0.1, γ = 1).
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FIGURE S7: Connectivity can counteract increased number of neurons per column. (A) (left) Example
of a modeled folding pattern with smaller and more frequent folds on one side as well as larger and
less frequent folds on the other side. (Right) Folding amplitudes from the example on the left (same
as in Fig. 4). At the side with a higher number of neurons per column M the folds are larger than at
the side of a lower M. (B) (left) Another example of a modeled folding pattern, similar to (A, left),
has more frequent folds in one half and less folds in the other half. (Right) Folding amplitudes from
the example on the left (same as in Fig. 4). Although larger folds are usually at the side of a higher
number of neurons per column M, like it is shown in (A), the smaller range of the local connectivity σ
counteracts this effect (compare the values for the shaded and unshaded area in the plot). A similar
relationship between the connectivity and the number of neurons per column could exist in the rostral
versus caudal part of the cortex (see Discussion). If not stated otherwise the model parameters were

set to M = 2, C = 1200, σ = 0.9, a = 0.2, γ = 1 in the shown examples.
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A

B

DG

CA3

CA1

RightLeft

FIGURE S8: More specific connectivity matrices can model detailed anatomical layouts. (A) (left)
Adjacency of the connectivity for a two-hemispheric arrangement with black dots indicating a connec-
tion. Each hemisphere has the same connectivity as used before for an overall cortical connectivity
(top-left and bottom-right quadrant). However, each column is connected to its counterpart on the
other hemisphere with a high probability that rapidly drops off with the topological distance between
columns (bottom-left and top-right quadrant). (Right) For this two-hemispheric connectivity, a two-
hemispheric arrangement of neurons is accordingly predicted, which is not mirror symmetric. (B)
(left) Adjacency of the connectivity between two acyclic chains of columns with black dots indicating
a connection. The separate chains are similarly connected within as our model cortex (top-left and
bottom-right quadrant). The neurons of both chains are all connected with a certain probability but
the end of one chain is more strongly connected to both ends of the other chain (bottom-left and
top-right quadrant). (Right) For this type of connectivity that corresponds roughly to a simplified
hippocampal connectivity, a dentate gyrus (DG) folds over one end (CA3) of the Cornu Ammonis (CA).
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FIGURE S9: Illustration of putative combined forces exerted by local and global connectivity. (top-left)
The global connectivity is established by lateral connections between cortical columns. To save wiring
length the structure that connects these columns should be as compact as possible in the tangential
direction. Accordingly, compressing the structure in the tangential direction (red arrows) would
lead to a thicker cortex with columns that are larger in the radial direction. (top-right) Assuming an
extreme case where the local connectivity is restricted to a single column, the most optimal layout
would be if each column would be even in its radial and tangential extent. (Bottom) A compromise of
both of these forces exerted by the global and local connectivity (red arrows on the left and red arrows
on the right respectively) would be a folded cortex that concurrently allows globally for a compact

structure and locally for the cortex staying relatively thin to keep the local connectivity short.
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Appendix A

Complexity of optimization problems

Calculating optimal solutions for different problems can be very difficult or even impossible
(Davis, 2004). However, it can be even harder to objectively prove the difficulty of a problem
than to find the best algorithm to solve the problem. Complexity theory provides ways to
classify the intrinsic difficulty of a problem. This helps us to decide whether it is possible to
find optimal solutions for certain problems or if instead approximate solutions have to be
considered. These important concepts apply to every kind of optimization problem - also
to those which are solved by natural processes. Consequently a short overview of the most
important concepts of complexity theory is given here.

Specifying the exact runtime or number of computational steps can be unnecessarily complex.
The big O notation helps compare and classify the runtime of algorithms more easily by defin-
ing an asymptotic upper limit for the number of computational steps of an Algorithm A for a
specific input of length n. Let f (n) be the function that returns the number of computational
steps for A, then f ∈ O(g) if

lim sup
n→∞

∣∣∣∣ f (n)
g(n)

∣∣∣∣ < ∞.

For example if g(n) = n, this means that the runtime increases only linearly with the input
size.

Complexity classes are sets of optimization problems which are in the same range of required
memory and computational time (Fig.A1). A problem is in the class P if it can be solved
deterministically in polynomial time which means that g can be any polynomial function.
Although P then includes also problems with an asymptotic runtime corresponding to poly-
nomials of very high order, problems in this class are the only ones that can be solved in a
feasible time span.

NP is another complexity class which includes problems viewed as intrinsically hard to
solve. These problems mostly require that every possible solution from an exponentially
growing solution space be checked at least once to find the optimal solution. A problem is a
member of NP if it can be solved non-deterministically in polynomial time. This encompasses
all the problems where solutions can be verified in polynomial time but where it cannot
necessarily be determined in polynomial time which solution is optimal. As a direct conse-
quence it follows that P ⊆ NP because if NP includes all the problems that can be verified in
polynomial time, it is trivial that it includes all problems that are in P. Accordingly, problems
that are in NP are not necessarily hard to solve. To differentiate between problems with and
without efficient solutions, they have to be somehow objectively characterized.

It has been shown that a subset of problems in NP exists that is representative of the hardest
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NPC

NP-hard

NP

P

FIGURE A1: Euler diagram depicting relationship between the complexity classes P and NP as well as
between NP-hard and NP-complete problems (dashed line) under the assumption that P 6= NP.

problems of this class (Cook, 1971). Members of this subset are called NP-complete. The con-
cept of NP-completeness enables one to classify whether a problem B is of similar complexity
as the hardest problems in NP. Showing for any NP-complete problem A that it can be re-
duced in polynomial time to a problem B implies that B is at least as hard as every problem in
NP. Such problems are called NP-hard problems because they are at least as hard as any other
problem in NP but their complexity is not further specified. If it can additionally be shown
that B can be reduced in polynomial time to any NP-complete problem, it follows that B is
also NP-complete. Since the runtime for NP-complete problems increases exponentially with
the input size, solving these kind of problems is infeasible even for relatively small input sizes.

Until now there is no mathematical proof showing that P 6= NP (Fortnow, 2013). Therefore it
cannot be said with absolute certainty that NP-complete problems are indeed intrinsically

complex. This so called P vs NP problem (P ?
= NP) is one of the millennium problems and

maybe the most important mathematical question of our time. Assuming P = NP would
mean that algorithms could efficiently verify if a proof of length n can exist for a certain
mathematical problem (Hartmanis, 1993). Therefore if P = NP all millennium problems
might be solved in one shot. It feels unnatural that algorithms could have such a great power
which is why it is generally believed that P 6= NP.
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Appendix B

Dimension reduction methods

Although a multitude of different dimension reduction methods exist, oMDS and t-SNE were
the methods of choice in this study since they proved to be more powerful in comparison
to other dimension reduction methods such as local linear embedding (LLE) and Isomap.
To give a thorough explanation of the used methods, the technical details of the Matlab
implementation mdscale of MDS and the original t-SNE implementation of Laurens van der
Maaten (Van der Maaten and Hinton, 2011) will be explained here.

Multidimensional scaling (MDS)

The general objective of MDS is to minimize the difference between given pairwise dissimi-
larities δij of n multidimensional data points and the distances dij =

∥∥yi − yj
∥∥ between these

points in a lower dimensional embedding Y which is defined as the raw stress (σr):

σr =
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=i+1

(
d̂ij − dij

)2
, (B.1)

where the disparities d̂ij = f
(
δij
)

are the dissimilarities δij transformed by a function f .

MDS is not a single method that minimizes this particular stress function but a collection
of methods that all differ in their specific details. Most importantly, MDS can be divided
into metric MDS and ordinal (or non-metric) MDS (oMDS). The difference between metric
and oMDS is that oMDS preserves only the rank order of the given dissimilarities δij by the
calculated disparities d̂ij = f

(
δij
)

while in metric MDS the disparities can be related to the
dissimilarities by a specific continuous function f (Fig. B1A). In both metric and oMDS, f is
not specified a priori. Instead, the parameters of the function (metric MDS) or the function
itself (oMDS) are optimized during the scaling procedure which in sum enables a better
minimization of the stress function (Eq. B.1). The transformation function and the projected
data can be visualized in a Shepard plot (Fig. B1B), where the dissimilarities are plotted
against the disparities as well as against the distances between the projected data. The diver-
gence between the disparities and the distances between the predicted points in the projected
space quantifies the goodness of its fit. Although intuitively one might think that oMDS is
not particularly suited to reproduce the correct distances between points in the projected
arrangement because it only accounts for the rank order between points. However, solutions
for oMDS can closely match those of metric MDS since the more data points are projected to
a lower dimension, the fewer possible positions exist where the distances between the points
still fulfill the given rank order conditions. Furthermore, oMDS has the advantage that it can
also be used on data which does not represent distances in a metric space.
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FIGURE B1: Comparison of metric and ordinal MDS. (A) Metric MDS transforms dissimilarities to
disparities for a specific continuous function. Examples of different metric transformation functions
are shown. The parameters of these functions (see equations under each plot) are optimized during the
placement procedure such that the Stress function (Eq. B.1) is minimized. (B) oMDS uses monotonic
regression to determine arbitrarily shaped monotonic functions that minimize the Stress function. An
example is shown as a Shepard plot where the best matched monotonic function is shown in black and
the relationship between the given dissimilarities and the final distances in the scaled arrangement is

shown as white dots. (Modified from (Borg and Groenen, 1997))

A further differentiation is made between classical and non-classical MDS (Borg and Groenen,
1997). Classical MDS is also known as Torgerson-Gower or simply classical scaling and was
the first practical method for MDS which was published in Torgerson (1952) and Gower
(1966). Classical MDS gives an analytical solution which allows for much faster computation
times. However, it neglects transformations of the given dissimilarities and has in general
a lower performance in minimizing the Stress function (Eq. B.1) than non-classical MDS.
Accordingly, non-classical oMDS is the preferred method for neuronal placement which was
used for the model in Chapter 4. The Matlab implementation of oMDS used in this work is
subsequently explained in more detail.

A technical problem that arises when minimizing the raw Stress function (Eq. B.1) is that the
given Stress values are not comparable between different calculations because they depend
on the scale of the given data. Accordingly, Kruskal (1964) defined Stress-1 (σ1); a normalized
version of the raw Stress (σr) that enables the comparison between different solutions:

σ1 =

√√√√√ σr
n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=i+1
d2

ij

, (B.2)

which is simply the square root of the raw stress σr divided by the sum of the squared
distances. The normalized Stress-1 function is the objective function that is finally minimized
by the Matlab MDS implementation used in this study. The algorithm is shown as a flowchart
in Fig. B2 and explained in the following.
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FIGURE B2: MATLAB implementation of ordinal MDS visualized as flowchart.

As input, the algorithm expects a symmetric matrix ∆ containing the pairwise dissimilarities
of multidimensional data points and the dimension r of the projection space as input. Based
on this input, an initial solution can either be randomly determined or calculated by classical
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MDS which enables a faster convergence to an optimal solution – this was used by default
in this study. After the initialization step, the algorithm iteratively optimizes the n × n
matrix D̂ of the pairwise disparities d̂ij by monotonic regression and the n× r matrix Y of the
r-dimensional embedding by minimizing the Stress-1 function using the nonlinear conjugate
gradient (CG) method.

The first step in each iteration k of the algorithm is to transform the dissimilarities δij to
disparities d̂ij. The goal of this transformation is to find the disparities that minimize the
error to the distance between the points i and j of the embedding Yk and dissimilarities δij
while keeping the ordinal relationship that exists between the dissimilarities (Fig. B1B). The
transformation function is found by monotonic regression (lsqisotonic in Fig. B2) which
ensures that δij ≤ δkl =⇒ d̂ij ≤ d̂ij thus keeping the order between the dissimilarities for the
transformed values (see Kruskal (1964) for a detailed description of monotonic regression).
Using the calculated disparities D̂k and the current embedding Yk, the value for the Stress-1
function (Eq. B.2) σk

1 = σ1(Yk, D̂k) is calculated. This value indicates the quality of the current
embedding Yk and has to be minimized.

In each iteration it is checked if σk
1 is small enough or another condition is met to exit

the loop of the algorithm. Based on set constants ε1, ε2, kmax as well as the current values
of the size αk and direction pk of the update step (see below), this is the case if one of the
following conditions is met:

σk
1 < ε1,

σk−1
1 − σk

1 < ε1 · σk
1 ,

∇σ1(Yk, D̂k) < ε1 · σk
1 ,

αk ·
∥∥∥pk

∥∥∥ < ε2 ·
∥∥∥Yk

∥∥∥ ,

k == kmax

If one of these conditions is true, the algorithm exits the loop and returns the values for the
actual embedding Yk, σk

1 and D̂k. Otherwise a better embedding has to be found.

To find a better embedding the points of the current embedding have to be shifted in a
specific direction pk by a certain amount αk such that σ1(Yk+1, D̂k+1) < σ1(Yk, D̂k). The
update direction pk is calculated by using the nonlinear CG of Polak and Ribiere (see Hager
and Zhang (2006) and Polak and Ribiere (1969) for more details).

The optimal step size αk in the update direction pk is calculated by line search. Line search
is a common method to find a local minimum of an objective function in a specified search
direction and consists of two steps:

1. bracketing: find an upper bound αk
max of the step size by increasing it until σk+1

1 > σk
1 .

2. sectioning: find the αk between 0 and αk
max where the stress function of the updated

embedding σ1(Yk + (α · pk), D̂k) is minimal.

The second step can be done by any method that finds a minimum of a function in a speci-
fied interval. In our particular case the Matlab fminbnd function was used which finds the
minimum by using a golden section search and parabolic interpolation.

Repeating the described steps iteratively minimizes the Stress-1 function (Eq. B.2) by finding
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a better embedding. However the resulting embedding is usually not the global optimum of
the Stress-1 function but only a local minimum. Specifically, when projecting the data to a
rather low dimensional space as it was done in the present study, it is more likely to end up
in a local minimum (Borg and Groenen, 1997).

t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE)

Similarly to MDS, t-SNE is a method for visualizing higher dimensional data in a lower
dimensional space such that the distances in the projected space reflect the dissimilarities of
the source data. The main difference between t-SNE and MDS is that t-SNE minimizes the
divergence between two joint probability distributions P and Q based on given dissimilar-
ities ∆ and the distances D of the points in the projected space, while MDS minimizes the
difference between disparities D̂ (transformed dissimilarities ∆) and distances D of the points
in the projected space directly. Nevertheless, the probabilities pij used in t-SNE correlate
with the dissimilarities δij of the data and likewise the probabilities qij with the distances dij
between the points in the projected space. Thus t-SNE and MDS still have a similar objective
although the minimized functions differ.

t-SNE was developed as a variation of stochastic neighbor embedding (SNE) (Hinton and
Roweis, 2002) which allows for an easier optimization and alleviates problems that appear
when projecting high dimensional data to a low dimensional space. In a high dimensional
space, data often lies on folded manifolds of lower dimension. Therefore, the Euclidean
distances between data points in a high dimensional space are not necessarily a good fit
for the geodesic distances on a manifold (Fig. B3). Accordingly, distances or dissimilarities
between high dimensional data points are not suitable for separating data that lie on folded
manifolds. One strategy to avoid this problem is to build a neighborhood graph as it is done
by Isomap and LLE (Tenenbaum, 2000; Roweis, 2000). A neighborhood graph G = (V, E)
can be defined based on given distances or dissimilarities ∆, where V = {1 . . . n} are the
nodes and E = {{u, v}|u, v ∈ V, δuv < ε} the edges of the graph. The final dissimilarities ∆′

are then defined as the shortest path length between two points given by G. For an appro-
priate ε it is thereby ensured that the shortest path length between two points corresponds
approximately to the geodesic distance of a putative folded manifold embedded in the high
dimensional space. One problem of this approach is that it cannot separate data lying on
more than one manifold, since a neighborhood graph would have to be calculated for each
manifold separately. However, it is mostly unknown to which manifold a data point belongs
and how many manifolds are represented by the data.

t-SNE follows another approach where the neighborhood defined by the manifolds is pre-
served by using an asymmetric cost function that assigns a large cost for representing nearby
data points with widely separated points but only a small cost for representing widely sep-
arated data points with nearby points in the projected space. By further ensuring that the
number of neighbors stays roughly the same for each data point, it is thus avoided that
the influence of large distances or some points is overestimated. In effect, these measures
keep the local and global structure of the multidimensional data in the lower dimensional
embedding. To further increase the separation of the data, t-SNE also avoids the tendency of
the data to crowd when embedded in the lower space by other dimension reduction methods.
The reason for this crowding is that the number of equidistant points decreases in a space of
lower dimensionality. While in a two dimensional space only three points can be mutually
equidistant (equilateral triangle), there can be more (m + 1) mutually equidistant points
(m-simplex) in a higher m-dimensional space. Thus it is not possible to find low dimensional
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arrangements reflecting the high dimensional distances appropriately without leading to a
crowding of the points — there is simply less space when projecting to a lower dimension.
t-SNE accounts for this crowding problem by stretching points of medium distance using
two different kinds of probability distributions. Overall, this leads to a better separation
where the structure of the data is revealed at multiple scales (Van der Maaten and Hinton,
2011), which outperforms SNE and other techniques like Isomap (Tenenbaum, 2000) and
LLE (Roweis, 2000). However, the measures used by t-SNE that enable those powerful visu-
alization capabilities also lead to problems like impeding the interpretability of the results
(Wattenberg, Viégas, and Johnson, 2016). Particularly in context of the neuronal placement
problem, t-SNE proved to be the only method that could predict neuronal arrangements
which concurrently expressed structured maps for multiple neuronal feature preferences i.e.
OP, OD and retinotopic preference (see Chapter 5). Additionally, it was also the only method
that could predict cortical folding patterns for a strong local and weak global connectivity—a
general scheme of cortical connectivity (see Chapter 6). Accordingly this study suggests
that t-SNE is the current state of the art method for neuronal placement. In the following,
the Matlab implementation tsne d.m of the original t-SNE procedure (Van der Maaten and
Hinton, 2011) which was used in the present study will be explained in more detail.

Euclidean distance
Geodesic distance
Data point

FIGURE B3: Visualization of a 2D manifold in a Euclidean space of higher dimension. The Euclidean
distance (red) between two data points (blue) is much lower than the geodesic distance (green)

between the two points.

To obtain the joint probability distribution P for the given dissimilarities ∆, the first step is to
calculate the conditional probabilities pj|i for the pairwise dissimilarities δij as follows:
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pj|i =
exp

(
−δij

2/2σi
2
)

∑k 6=i exp
(
−δik

2/2σi
2
) , pii = 0,

where σi is the variance of the Gaussian centered on data point i. The value of σi is calculated
separately for every data point to account for different densities in the data. Otherwise
there would be nearly no attraction between points in regions of lower density in the data
or too strong attraction in regions of higher density both leading to a weak representation
of the data in the space of lower dimension. Depending on the location of data point i with
respect to other points j 6= i and σi, the corresponding probability distribution Pi has a certain
Shannon entropy H (Pi) = −∑j pj|ilog2 pj|i measured in bits. The Shannon entropy increases
monotonically with σi because at higher σi the distribution Pi becomes broader. Therefore,
one can specify an appropriate value for σi for each data point corresponding to a fixed
entropy value. Instead of the entropy, t-SNE uses the perplexity Perp(Pi) = 2H(Pi) which
is a simple transformation of the entropy and describes the uncertainty of a random event.
This means that a random event with a perplexity k has the same uncertainty as throwing
a fair k-sided die. Given a specific perplexity k, t-SNE finds an appropriate value for σi by
performing a binary search. The final joint probability pij in the high-dimensional space are
defined as the symmetrized conditional probabilities:

pij =
pj|i + pi|j

2n
.

It follows that ∑n
j=1 pij >

1
2n for each data point i, which ensures according to Van der Maaten

and Hinton (2011) that the impact of each point on the cost function is not too small.

To obtain the joint probability distribution Q based on the Euclidean distances dij between
the points yi and yj in the projected space, the pairwise joint probabilities are calculated as
follows:

qij =

(
1 + dij

2
)−1

∑k 6=i

(
1 + dik

2
)−1 , qii = 0,

where dij is the Euclidean distance between point i and j in the actual configuration Y. Here,
a Student’s t-distribution is used instead of a Gaussian. As previously explained, the reason
why two different distributions are used is to avoid the crowding problem. Since the Student’s
t-distribution has a much longer tail than the Gaussian distribution, lower dissimilarities in
the high dimensional space can be represented by larger distances in the low dimensional
space. This alleviates the crowding of points that exists due to the summed force of points
representing only moderately dissimilar data points by being able to placing them further
apart.

Finally, the cost function C can be specified by the Kullback-Leibler distance (KL) between
the calculated probability distributions P and Q:
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C (Y) = KL (P||Q) =
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

pij log
pij

qij
.

Minimizing this cost function reduces the mismatch between an actual embedding Y and
the given dissimilarities ∆. The gradient of the cost function ∇C (yi) for each point yi of the
actual point configuration Y is given by

∇C (yi) = 4
n

∑
j=1

(
pij − qij

) (
yi − yj

) (
1 +

∥∥yi − yj
∥∥2
)−1

.

(see Van der Maaten and Hinton (2011) for the derivation of this gradient).

Given this gradient, the cost function can be minimized by gradient descent. In each iteration
t, gradient descent updates the actual point configuration Yt in direction of the actual gradient
∇C (Yt) =

[
∇C

(
yt

1

)
, . . . ,∇C

(
yt

n
)]T:

Yt+1 = Yt + η · ∇C
(
Yt)+ α (t)

(
Yt − Yt−1

)
,

where η is the learning rate and α(t) the actual momentum. Both the learning rate and the
momentum should be set such that local minima are avoided. Although a larger learning rate
might speed up the optimization process, the algorithm might then be more easily trapped in
a poor local minimum. Similarly, inappropriate values for the momentum can lead to poor
solutions. The momentum is not a fixed value but depends on the actual iteration. It deter-
mines the weight of an exponentially decaying sum of previous gradients which is increased
after a certain amount of iterations to augment the convergence of the optimization procedure.

Similarly as for the MDS algorithm (Fig. B2), a flowchart for the t-SNE algorithm is shown in
Fig. B4. Given the dissimilarities ∆, the dimensionality of the projected space r, the maximum
number of iterations tmax and the set perplexity ρ, the algorithm calculates an embedding
Ytmax by iteratively minimizing the cost function i.e. the Kullback-Leibler divergence of
two probability distribution P and Q which are in turn derived from the high dimensional
dissimilarities ∆ and distances of the points in the actual configuration Yt. In each iteration
the pairwise affinities qij in the low dimensional space and the gradient of the cost function
∇C

(
Yt) are calculated. The actual embedding Yt is then updated according to the actual

gradient ∇C
(
Yt) and momentum α (t)

(
Yt−1 − Yt−2) until an optimal embedding of the

data Ytmax is found after tmax iterations.
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FIGURE B4: MATLAB implementation of t-SNE from Van der Maaten and Hinton (2011) visualized as
flowchart.
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